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Abstract
The key issue associated with behavior-based architecture is the development of a
behavior coordinator. A behavior coordinator should possess a number of important
properties. The literature suggests that (a) both behavior arbitration and command
fusion techniques should be combined in order to coordinate competitive and cooperative behaviors, (b) the coordinator should possess adequate means of modeling the
current state of the world, (c) sensory uncertainties should be modeled using multivalued logic, (d) the coordinator should be capable of making persistent behavior
selection, (e) it should provide the opportunity to accommodate hierarchical decisionmaking for reactive action generation, (f) it should possess predictive decision-making
capability for handling future environmental uncertainties, (g) it should provide satisfactory means of decision analysis, and finally (h) it should be modular to achieve
robustness with a larger number of behaviors. This thesis attempts to address some
of the issues mentioned above while exploiting fuzzy logic (FL) based methodologies
for behavior coordination.
The initial investigation includes experimentation of different methodologies in
the literature. A FL-based controller is designed for motor schema based mobile
robot navigation. Fuzzy meta rules have been used to adaptively generate weights for
each motor schema. It uses human reasoning to model the deterministic uncertainty
of sensory data, which in turn helps to reduce the possibility of generating incorrect
weights for motor schemas. Experimental results demonstrate that the fuzzy logic
based approach overcomes some of the common problems of schema-based navigation.
It has been observed that a pure FL-based method has several disadvantages, such

as it imposes a scalability problem when the system consists of both competitive and
cooperative behaviors and it does not provide any feedback measures for decision

analysis. Moreover, the rule-based knowledge representation becomes complex in
cases where previous state information is incorporated for persistent decision-making.
While understanding the shortcomings of each technique, this thesis present a
novel behavior coordination architecture using Fuzzy Discrete Event System (FDES).
This architecture addresses the shortcomings of the FL-based technique using complimentary properties of Discrete Event System (DES). The DES-based method provides
supervisory control techniques for behavior arbitration and has a suitable framework
for decision analysis in terms of observability and controllability. Furthermore, it
supports multi-level behavioral decomposition and uses previous state information
of the system for persistent decision-making. As a result, the combination of FL
and DES provides the opportunity to integrate several key features to achieve a high
performance behavior coordinator.
Finally the proposed architecture is experimentally tested using three different robotic applications, namely robotic navigation, robotic box pulling and robotic visual
attention. The navigational experiments demonstrate that the performance measures
of the FDES-based system are unaffected even under changing or complex environments. The FDES-based system is able to produce oscillation-free and collision-less
navigation in the experiments. The FDES based concept is then extended to robotic
object-pulling operation. These experiments demonstrate the multi-level behavioral
decomposition feature of the proposed architecture. The object-pulling task is divided into anchoring and navigation subtasks. The robot, first, anchors the object
and then navigates to the target location. The experimental results demonstrate that
the FDES-based approach provides reliable execution of anchoring task and produces
collision-free navigation to the target location. Finally, the FDES-based application
is implemented to model visual attention system of a robot. This method integrates
bottom-up bias (sensory feedback) with top-down influence (previous experience of
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the robot) to control pan-tilt motion of a camera mounted on a robot. The FDESbased system is able to prevent abrupt changes in focus of attention and produces
smooth transition in motion commands when visual attention changes between the
objects.
Overall the proposed FDES-based approach outperforms several other common
techniques due to its key characteristics, such as combination of arbitration and command fusion, FL-based world state modeling, persistent decision-making, multilevel
behavioral decomposition, decision analysis capability, and modularity of the system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

A major challenge in autonomous robotics is to devise an intelligent control system,
which can execute an appropriate control action while considering uncertainties associated within its own sensor system and the surrounding dynamic environment.
Currently, there exist three broad categories of intelligent architectures: centralized
(deliberative), behavior-based (reactive), and hybrid (deliberative-reactive). Centralized architectures [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] create a complete model of the static environment
by combining all available sensory data. Then it employs deliberative planning in
order to generate a series of actions within the context of the static model to accomplish a given task (see Fig.1.1(a)). After successful execution of an action, the robot
stops, gathers more information, and repeats the process. An important aspect of
this architecture is the top-down approach of planning, where high level constraints
are integrated into low level control commands. Centralized intelligent controller can
coordinate multiple goals and constraints within a complex environment. However,
planning a series of actions by sensor fusion in a centralized architecture introduces
a potentially harmful delay [9]. Moreover, the system may fail entirely if any sin1

gle part fails, e.g., sensor fusion or planning is not functioning properly [10]. This
leads to inappropriate use of centralized controller for a real time system, where the
environment is dynamic or uncertain. On the other hand, behavior-based architecBehavior-based
Intel!. Controller

Centralized
Intel!. Controller

r

,------,

Behavior

----

(a) Centralized architecture

I

(b) Behavior-based architecture

(c) Hybrid architecture

Figure 1.1: Intelligent control architectures, adapted from [9]
tures [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] are composed of independent task-achieving modules,
or behaviors (see Fig.1.1 (b)). Each behavior receives a particular sensory perception
which is related to a given task, thus avoiding the need for sensor fusion. Moreover,
task-achieving aspect of each behavior leads to distributive control process, which
reduces planning complexity and increases responsiveness to a dynamic environment.
Behavior-based architectures possess bottom-up approach of decision-making as they
do not integrate high level constraints in action generation process. They are also
more robust because if any behavioral unit of the system fails, the other units continue
to function independently. However, a completely distributed system does not reflect
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the multiple objectives and constraints that the system is subjected to at any given
moment, thus leading to significantly suboptimal performance [19, 9] and unreliable
decision-making [20]. Additionally, the interactions, both between the behavioral
units and between the system and its environment, are less predictable and more
difficult to understand and modify as compared to a purely centralized system.
Hybrid architectures [21, 22, 23, 24] attempt to combine the goal-directed solution of centralized architecture and responsiveness of behavior-based architecture (see
Fig.l.1 (c)). The top level of a hybrid architecture is a deliberative planner, which assimilates all available information and creates long-term global plans. The lowest level
consists of a behavior-based architecture, which recommends real-time responses to
sensory stimuli. The most important part of a hybrid architecture is the intermediate
level, called behavior coordinator or sequencer [25]. A behavior coordinator takes into
account the high level constraints of a deliberative planner and real-time responses
of individual behaviors. As a result, it can generate an action, which satisfies the
objectives of both the planner and behaviors.

1.2

Problem statement

Existing taxonomy of behavior coordination mechanisms indicates two major categories [19, 26]: Learning to coordinate behaviors and Supervisory techniques for
behavior coordination. Conventional Learning approaches [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] employ reinforcement techniques that maintain a repertoire of behaviors and search the
best candidate behavior with respect to a world state, based on trial and error, to
maximize a reward function. However, designing a reward function is a tedious task
specially for complex environments as the size of the state-space of world states increases rapidly [33]. Moreover, this technique requires a long learning phase, which
creates a serious bottleneck for real-world robotic applications [19]. On the other
3

hand, the Supervisory approaches employ preprogrammed coordination techniques
using expert knowledge of the problem domain.
This work will investigate the Supervisory approaches of behavior coordination.
The rest of the thesis will refer "Supervisory behavior coordination" simply as "behavior coordination". The major challenge in designing a behavior coordinator involves
addressing following key problems.

1.2.1

Problem I: Behavior selection

The first problem is related to behavior selection mechanisms, which involves activating appropriate behaviors at a particular moment. The existing behavior selection
mechanisms can be broadly categorized as either behavior arbitration [11, 21, 23, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39] or command fusion [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. A behavior arbitration
mechanism selects only one behavior given a particular environmental context and
produces the best action, which can accomplish a given task. This approach is suitable
for a system, which employs competitive behaviors for task execution [46]. However,
competitive nature of behavior arbitration produces two major drawbacks, namely,
instability [39] and starvation [37]. Instability arises when the control of the robot
alternates between two behaviors and starvation occurs when a behavior does not
gain control of the robot for a long time.
A command fusion technique activates all behaviors simultaneously and produces
an emergent action by combining the actions of all behaviors.

This approach is

suitable for a system, which employs cooperative behaviors for task execution [19].
Command fusion of behaviors partially removes the instability and starvation problems since it considers actions of all behaviors simultaneously.

However, a com-

mon problem arises in command fusion techniques, when competing behaviors issue conflicting control commands resulting in local minima or stagnant situations
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of the robot [9, 46]. This problem is addressed by weighted decision-making techniques [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55], where different sets of rules are used to weight
the conflicting commands according to environmental contexts, thus, reducing the
possibility of producing local minima.
The key research issue related to behavior selection problem is identified as follows.
• How behavior arbitration and command fusion are integrated in the same frame
to facilitate the use of both competitive and cooperative behaviors for task
execution.

1.2.2

Problem II: Knowledge representation

The second problem refers to the knowledge representation technique, which employs
context rules to infer different world states from available sensory data. A behavior coordinator selects appropriate behaviors for a given world state. The available
knowledge representation techniques include Finite State Automata (FSA) [35,36,39],
Petri Net [16], decision-tree [13,24], and fuzzy-rule [48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56] based
approaches. These approaches mainly differ from each other depending on the use
of binary or multi-valued logic to construct the context rules. Binary logic uses bivalent reasoning to classify a world state. It performs well, when the sensory data is
accurate. However, it increases the possibility of erroneous world sate detection in
presence of noisy sensory data [56]. This leads to inappropriate behavior selection at
a given world state. On the other hand, multi-valued logic employs fuzzy reasoning to
classify a world state and therefore, reduces the possibility of erroneous world state
detection, when the sensory perception is noisy. However, fuzzy-based approaches
suffer the drawback of forming large rules-base for complex behavior-based systems.
Tuning Membership Functions (MFs) is another cumbersome task offuzzy-based approaches. Neuro-fuzzy and genetic-fuzzy systems [57, 58, 59] address this issue, where
5

Neural Network (NN) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) can be used to optimize rule-base
construction and tuning of MFs.
The particular research issues related to knowledge representation problem are as
follows.
• How world states are modeled using available sensory data.
• How sensory uncertainty is handled using fuzzy reasoning.

1.2.3

Problem III: Decision making and analysis

This problem is related to intelligent decision-making using the available knowledge
representation of the world states.

It involves addressing several issues, such as

persistent behavior selection, reactive action generation, world-state prediction, and
decision analysis. Persistence is an important aspect of the behavior coordination
problem. It favors those behaviors, which contribute to the ongoing goal. Hence,
a behavior coordinator must consider past and present states of the system so that
the behavioral activities are controlled in a consistent manner while taking into account the present context of the world [13, 16, 22, 24, 34, 35, 36, 39, 42, 60, 61, 62, 63].
Preserving system memory allows one to remove conflicting behavior selection in
successive decision cycles. A behavior coordinator must exhibit timely responses
to environmental changes (which is known as reactivity). To achieve this goal, a
coordination system employs computationally inexpensive methods for fast decisionmaking. Hence, hierarchical approaches, which include multilevel behavioral decomposition [18, 22, 23, 33, 36, 52, 60, 64, 65] and decision tree based techniques [13, 24],
play an important role for fast behavior selection at a given context. Hierarchical
approaches employ prior domain knowledge as well as current sensory data for fast
and appropriate behavior selection. A behavior coordinator should possess the ability
to predict probable world states as a consequence of an action execution. It enables
6

the system to avoid hazardous situations beforehand. As an example, the methods
described in [38, 66] employ probabilistic inference to determine the expected utility
of an action on the basis of probable world states. A behavior coordinator should provide some means of decision analysis that helps taking corrective actions if necessary.
As an instance, the Discrete Event System (DES) based approach [35] is furnished
with observability and controllability analysis that helps modeling inadequate sensory
perceptions and occurrence of undesired world states. Thus, these analysis helps taking a relevant action, when perception is insufficient and unexpected changes occur
in the robot's workspace.
The particular research issues related to this problem are outlined as follows .
• How persistent behavior selection is made.
• How reactive action is generated.
• How future world states are predicted.
• How decision is analyzed.

1.2.4

Problem IV: Modularization

This problem is related to the development of modularized behavior coordination
architecture, which increases robustness of the system. In modular architecture [10,
11] , addition of a new behavior does not effect the original behavior coordination
architecture. It also infers that the malfunction of one part does not cause failure of
the entire system. Modular approaches also increase scalability that enables modeling
of a large behavior-based system. As an instance, modular fuzzy approaches (e.g,
[65, 67]) that use separate fuzzy rule bases to determine the activity of each behavior
is more robust than monolithic fuzzy approaches (e.g. [68]) that use a single fuzzy
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rule base to control activities of all behaviors. Hence, addition of a new behavior
directly affects the existing rule base of a monolithic approach.
The particular issue related to this problem is specified as follows.
• How modular architecture is developed to increase scalability and robustness of
the system.

1.3

Motivation & objectives of the research

The main focus of this research is to devise a novel behavior coordination mechanism
that addresses the issues related to the Problems I-IV described in Section 1.2. The
present work employs DES and Fuzzy Logic (FL) based knowledge representation,
which is capable of addressing most of the issues related to Problems I-IV.

1.3.1

Motivation

The DES-based techniques (e.g., [35,36]) formulate the behavior coordination problem
as a sequence of events, where the events are constructed using the available sensory
data and their occurrences lead to a new selection of behaviors with respect to the
past selection of behaviors. This architecture provides the opportunity of multi-level
behavioral decomposition, where the occurrence of an event results in a high level
behavior, which is composed of another set of low level behavioral units. The DESbased techniques also provide means of decision analysis in terms of controllability
and observability of the system [69]. Therefore, this architecture is characterized with
the following properties:

• it employs behavior arbitration for behavior selection,
• it uses event-driven architecture for world-state modeling,
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• it considers the past selection of behaviors to make the present selection consistent,
• it deploys multi-level behavioral decomposition for reactive decision-making,
and
• it provides means of decision analysis using controllability and observability of
the system.
However, the main disadvantage of the DES-based technique stems from the use of
binary logic for event generation. The use of binary logic may produce inappropriate
events in presence of noisy sensory data resulting in irrelevant behavior selection at
a particular world state.
On the other hand, FL-based techniques (e.g., [65, 67]) employ fuzzy rules to
determine the relevance (which is also known as activity) of a behavior at a given
environmental context. The actions of the behaviors are weighed according to the
behavioral activity, which is a fuzzy number in the range of 0 to 1. Thus the FLbased methods reduce the possibility of erroneous behavior selection as compared to
the DES-based techniques, where the relevance of a behavior is either 0 or 1. The
FL-based approach provides the opportunity of multi-level behavioral decomposition
and modular decision-making using layered and independent fuzzy rule-base for the
behaviors. Therefore, this architecture is characterized with the following properties:
• it employs command fusion for behavior selection,
• it uses fuzzy reasoning for world-state modeling and sensory uncertainty handling, and
• it deploys layered and independent fuzzy rule-base for multi-level behavioral
decomposition and modularized behavior coordination.
9

Hence, the combination of DES and FL-based approach is able to address all of the
issues related to the Problems I-IV (except the predictive decision-making, which
requires probabilistic inference).
The present research aims to integrate the characteristics of DES and FL-based
behavior coordination techniques in the same frame. This research goal is accomplished using the formalisms of Fuzzy Discrete Event System (FDES) [70, 71, 72, 73, 74],
which facilitates the integration of event-driven architecture of DES and approximate
decision-making of FL.

1.3.2

Objectives

In order to achieve the proposed research goal, the following objectives have been
identified.

Objective 1: A systematic analysis of the existing behavior coordination techniques
and experimentations using the FL-based coordination method to specify the
particular issues related to the behavior coordination Problems I-IV as mentioned in Section 1. 2.

Objective II: Development of a novel behavior coordinator using FDES, which addresses the issues explored in Objective I.

Objective III: Analysis of the applicability of the proposed FDES based approach
in the field of robotic applications, such as navigation, object manipulation, and
visual attention.

1.4

Contributions

This thesis made following contributions in behavior-based robotics while fulfilling
the three research objectives.
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1. Contributions from Objective I:

(a) A new knowledge-based classification is proposed for behavior arbitration
and command fusion based behavior selection mechanisms.
(b) A novel behavior-based approach of mobile robot navigation is proposed
using FL-based coordination technique for motor schema [41] based behaviors. This method is presented as an alternative of the case-based navigation using motor schema [47]. It shows better performance in eliminating
the shortcomings of the conventional motor schema based navigation.
2. Contributions from Objective II:
This objective enables to devise a novel behavior-based robotic control approach
using FDES. The proposed behavior coordinator
(a) combines the characteristics of behavior arbitration and command fusion
techniques to facilitate the coordination of competitive and cooperative
behaviors,
(b) uses event-driven architecture for world states modeling,
(c) deploys FL to handle sensory uncertainty.
(d) is capable of making persistent behavior selection using system memory,
(e) provides the opportunity of multi-level behavioral decomposition for fast
decision-making,
(f) provides means of decision analysis using observability and controllability,
and
(g) employs modular architecture for behavior coordination.
3. Contributions from Objective III:
This objective enables to implement three FDES-based robotic applications,
11

which include
(a) mobile robot navigation,
(b) object-pulling operation by mobile robot, and
(c) visual attention of mobile robots.

1.5

Organization of the thesis

Chapter 1 addresses the main problem areas of behavior coordination system for intelligent control of mobile robots. This chapter provides the list of research objectives
and contributions of the proposed work.
Chapter 2 provides a detailed literature review on behavior coordination mechanisms and presents a new classification of the existing coordination approaches. This
chapter ends by outlining the common issues of a behavior coordinator related to the
problems identified in Chapter 1.
Chapter 3 performs an analysis where FL-based control architecture is used for
mobile robot navigation. This analysis explains the advantages and disadvantages of
the FL-based technique with respect to the common issues of a behavior coordinator
outlined in Chapter 2.
Chapter 4 formulates the proposed FDES-based method.

It explains the for-

malisms of FDES to develop the behavior-based control architecture. This chapter
concludes with a justification that the proposed approach addresses the common requirements of a behavior coordinator as specified in Chapter 2.
Chapter 5 demonstrates a novel FDES-based architecture for mobile robot navigation. The navigation system employs both deliberative and reactive planning to
produce goal-oriented and safe navigation in dynamic environments. The experimental results show that the robot successfully navigates through dynamic obstacles and
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reaches the target position using the FDES-based behavior coordinator.
Chapter 6 describes a novel object-pulling operation with mobile robot to demonstrate the multi-level behavioral decomposition feature of the proposed architecture.
The object-pulling task is divided into anchoring and navigation tasks, which are
further decomposed into different low-level behaviors. The robot, first, anchors the
object and then navigates to the target location. The experimental results show that
the FDES-based approach is capable of providing reliable object-pulling operation.
Chapter 7 presents another FDES-based application that models the visual attention system of mobile robots according to the biased competitive hypothesis. It
combines the bottom-up bias, which models the sensory feedback from the environment, and the top-down bias, which encounters the feedback from experience. The
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system is able to prevent abrupt
changes in visual attention and produces smooth transitions between the motion
commands, when visual attention changes from one object to another.
Chapter 8 summarizes the research work and provides suggestions for future work
within this area of research.
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Chapter 2
Behavior Coordination
Mechanisms
2.1

Introduction

The behavior coordination problem involves selecting appropriate behaviors at a particular situation in order to execute relevant actions at that moment. In robotic
applications, an action means motor movements, such as pan-tilt commands for a
camera, steering commands for a mobile robot, and joint angle commands for a serial arm robot. Since the end-objective of behavior coordination problem is to select
an appropriate action, the coordination problem is also known as action selection
problem in the current literature. The logical classification of the existing coordination mechanisms was first suggested by Mackenzie et al. [75] as shown in Fig.2.1.
This method categorizes coordination mechanisms into two major classes, state-based
and continuous types. In state-based approaches, the behavior repertoire is clustered
into groups of cooperative behaviors. The most appropriate group is selected and
activated according to a given state of the environment. On the other hand, in con-
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Figure 2.1: Coordination classes proposed in [75]
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Figure 2.2: Coordination classes proposed in [56]
tinuous methods, all of the behaviors are assumed to be cooperative and are activated
simultaneously irrespective of the environmental state. The state-based techniques
are further decomposed into competitive and temporal sequencing categories. In the
competitive approaches [11, 34], the groups of behaviors are ranked with a predefined
priority order or activation energies. The group having the highest priority or activation energy with respect to a given environmental context is selected to control
the robot. The temporal sequencing techniques [35, 36] employ a predefined rule base
to select the most relevant group of behaviors using the present and past states of
the environment. Saffiotti [56] proposes another classification scheme (see Fig.2.2),
where the coordination mechanisms are divided into arbitration and command fusion
types, which are similar to MacKenzie's state-based and continuous approaches, respectively. The action selected by arbitration mechanisms distinctly represents one
behavior (or a group of behaviors) out of the behavior repertoire, which ensures that
the robot always satisfies one goal of the system. However, loss of information is the
major drawback of this approach, which stems from the fact that expected actions of
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the losing behaviors are completely ignored [46]. As a consequence, if two conflicting
behaviors are selected in successive decision cycles, the robot might exhibit oscillatory response. On the other hand, command fusion techniques fuse the individual
actions of behaviors and produce an emergent action that may or may not represent
a particular behavior (or a group of behaviors) out of the behavior repertoire. As a
result, often the robot does not satisfy any particular goal of the system and in some
cases it can be trapped in a stagnant position, called local minima [19]. Moreover,
there exists a possibility of unnecessary information processing causing potential delay in action execution. Pirjanian [33] follows the same taxonomy as suggested by
Saffiotti and proposes the classification scheme as shown in Fig.2.3. The priority
based mechanisms [11, 12, 15, 17, 21, 76] select an action using predefined priorities.
The state-based mechanisms [18, 22, 35, 36, 60] select a set of behaviors that is adequately relevant to the current situation. In the winner-take-all mechanisms [34, 37],
individual behavior competes to take control of the robot by showing its preference
over other behaviors and finally the winning behavior generates the motor command
of the robot. In the voting based command fusion [33, 44, 45, 61, 64, 77], a behavior
expresses its preferences for all possible actions. The preferences obtained from all
behaviors are combined to determine the winning action to control the robot. In
the fuzzy approaches [49, 50, 51, 52, 65, 67, 68], rule-based fuzzy behaviors produce
preferences for all possible actions. The preferences are then aggregated using fuzzy
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operators. Finally, a defuzzification technique is employed to determine the actuator signal. In the superposition-based techniques [42, 40, 62, 78], actions generated
by different behaviors are linearly combined to produce the motor command of the
robot.

2.2

The proposed classification

In this work, a similar taxonomy as suggested in [33] is followed, however, with more
specific categorization with respect to knowledge representation and decision-making
techniques of different methodologies. Fig.2.4 illustrates the proposed classification
of behavior coordination mechanisms. The coordination classes indexed from 1 to
9 in Fig.2.4 are specified as arbitration categories, whereas coordination class 10 to
20 are designated as command fusion categories. The classification employs several
terminologies, such as priority, winnter-take-all, voting, superposition, with/without

memory, single/multilevel, utility, context-rule, off-line learning, differential equation,
and crisp/fuzzy logic to specify different characteristics of the coordination mechanisms. The following is a brief description of these terminologies.
• The terms priority, winnter-take-all, voting, and superposition carry the same
meanings as discussed in Section 2.1.

• With/without memory: When a coordination mechanism employs previously calculated activation levels of the behaviors (in addition to the currently
calculated activation levels) [34, 35, 42, 44, 60, 62, 63], the method is characterized as with memory. If the system does not preserve previous activation
states [11, 14, 18, 23, 33, 37, 38, 40, 52, 55, 66, 68, 77], it is characterized as without

memory.
Coordination systems with memory allows consistent decision-making and smooth
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control [10]. However, this causes an adverse effect of forming a complex rulebase as compared to without memory system.

• Single/multilevel: Multilevel approaches [18, 22, 23, 64, 65] use layered behavioral decomposition, which is constructed using prior knowledge. The higher
level behaviors are abstract and are not associated with physical actions. The
lowest level constitutes primitive behaviors associated with individual motor
commands generated using sensory feedback. Behavior coordination using mul-

tilevel approach differs in arbitration and command fusion techniques. In arbitration methods [18, 22, 23], a higher level behavior is selected from each level
and finally, a group of primitive behaviors are selected to produce actions at
the lowest level. The actions of the selected lowest level behaviors are linearly
combined or sequentially executed. This coordination approach is known as
top-down type since the selection process is hierarchically downward. In command fusion techniques [64, 65], the coordination is bottom-up type.

Here,

behaviors at the lowest level are activated using varying weights. A higher
level behavior is constructed using the weighted actions of its lower level behaviors. Finally, the top-most behavior generates the motion commands. Single

level approaches [11, 13, 14, 34, 37, 38, 40, 42, 55, 61, 62, 63, 66, 77] do not utilize a
layered behavioral decomposition; instead prior knowledge and current sensory
feedback are directly used to select a subset of primitive behaviors.
The main advantage of single level approach lies in the fact that it exploits
inter-behavior dependencies of all behaviors simultaneously, which makes the
decision-making more reliable [46]. However, this approach also results in potential delay in action selection and has negative effect on the reactivity of the
system. On the contrary, multilevel approaches only consider a subset of behaviors at a time, which reduces the decision-complexity and helps taking timely
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response in dynamic environments [9]. However, this approach may produce
undesired motion commands since it does not consider inter-behavior dependencies of all behaviors simultaneously.

• Utility: In utility based approaches [38, 66], the robot's workspace is divided
into a set of world states, where each world state is associated with a group of
probabilistic measurements, called utility values. A utility value refers to the
goodness of a world state with respect to an action, current sensory data, and
the present goal of the robot. The action that maximizes the expected utility
is selected to control the robot.
The main challenge of this approach is in the formulation of an appropriate
utility function, which integrates dynamic changes in the environment in order
to produce an appropriate action to fulfill the current goal of the robot [46]. This
approach becomes computationally expensive to accomplish a multi-objective
task in a complex environment, where the number of world states and actions
increase significantly.

• Context-rule and crisp/fuzzy logic: The context-rule based approaches
[13, 14, 18, 22, 62, 65, 68] employ a predefined rule-base that processes the sensory
feedback and prior knowledge of the system to select a relevant group of behaviors with respect to the current world state. The context rules are constructed
using either crisp logic or fuzzy logic. Crisp logic uses bivalent reasoning where
the truth value of a predicate is either 0 or 1; whereas fuzzy logic uses multivalued reasoning where the truth value of a fuzzy predicate ranges from 0 to
1.
Crisp logic based rule-base employs simple binary thresholding to form the

predicates resulting in faster decision-making [13, 14, 18, 22, 62]. However, this
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leads to wrong behavior selection when the sensory data is noisy and produces
hard switching between conflicting behaviors resulting in oscillatory robot motions. Hence, fuzzy logic based rule-base [49, 50, 51, 65, 67, 68] becomes handy
for showing robust performance against noisy sensory data and it minimizes the
possibility of occurrence of hard switching between conflicting behaviors.

• Off-line learning: These techniques [55, 63] employ off-line learning approaches to train a Neural Network (NN) that determines the current world
state using the sensory data and then selects an appropriate set of behaviors to
control the robot.
This approach also performs well against noisy sensory data. However, it takes
lengthy learning period and requires adequate training data for desired performance [19].

• Differential equation: These coordination mechanisms [42, 79] use Differential equation to determine the behavioral activity and provides the opportunity
to preserve the previously calculated activity levels of the behaviors.
This coordination class provides a systematic approach to model behavioral
activity with differential equation. However, it performs well only in well defined
situations and cannot be used in complex environments.
Table 2.1 lists the existing methodologies under different categories of behavior arbitration and command fusion mechanisms. The following section summarizes different
aspects of individual methodologies.
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Methodologies

Coordination class

Characteristics

Universal Plans '87 [13]

arbitration\ with memory

Situated Control Rules '89 [16]

single-level\ context-rule\ crisp logic

Task Control Architecture '94 [24]

1

Discrete Event System '94 (35]
Hybrid Automata '00 [39]
Activation Networks '90 (34]

arbitration\ with memory

2

single-level\ winner-take-all
arbitration\ with memory

RAP '87 [22]
3

multilevel\context-rule\crisp logic

Reactive Planning '87 [14]

4

arbitration\ without-memory

Inter-behavior Bidding '94 [37]

5

arbitration\ without-memory

Temporal Sequencing '94 (36]
AASBA '02 [60]

single-level\ context-rule\ crisp logic

single-level\ winner-take-all

Subsumption Architecture '86 [11]

arbitration\ without-memory

Reflexive Control '86 [21]

single-level \priority

Pengi '87 [12]
GAPPS '88 [15)

6

Supervenience Architecture '91 [17)

SSS Architecture ' 92 [76)
Bayesian Decision Analysis '97 (38]

arbitration\ without-memory

7

single-level\ utility
Conditional Sequencing '94 {18]

8

arbitration\ without-memory

Behavior Mediation '87 [23]

9

arbitration\ without-memory

Action Voting '95 [61)

10

multilevel\ context-rule\ crisp logic

multilevel \priority
cOmmand-fusion\ with memory
single-level\ voting

Emotion-based '02 [63)

11

command-fusion\ with memory
single-level\superposition \off-line learning

Dynamical Systems '92 [42]

12

Multi-objective '01 [62]

13

Layered DAMN '93 [64)

14

command-fusion\ with memory
single-level \superposition\ differential equation
command-fusion\ with memory
single-level \superposition\ context-rule\ crisp logic
command-fusion\ without memory

Decision-theoretic '98 [33]

Fuzzy Activity '94 [65)

multilevel\ voting
command-fusion\ without memory
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Context & activity '04 [52)
Utility Fusion '98 [66)

multilevel \superposition \context-rule\fuzzy logic

16

command-fusion\ without memory
single-level\ utility

DAMN '89 [77)
Fuzzy DAMN '95 [45)

command-fusion\ without memory

17

single-level\ voting

Action Map '97 [44)
Neuro-fuzzy '05 [55)

18

command-fusion\ without memory
single-level\superposition \off-line learning
command-fusion\ without memory

Fuzzy Context '93 [68)
Fuzzy Motives '97 [49)
Modular Fuzzy '97 [67)

single-level \superposition\ context-rule \fuzzy logic
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Action & Activity '00 [50)
Fuzzy Management '03 [51)
Potential Fields '86 [40)

20

command-fusion\ without memory

Motor Schema '87 [78)

single-level \superposition \context-rule\crisp logic

Table 2.1: Classification of behavior coordination mechanisms
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Figure 2.5: A comparison between (a) conventional FSA, and (b) HA based appro aches

2.3

Brief descriptions of the coordination classes

Coordination class 1: Examples of this category include Universal Plans [13],
Situated Control Rules [16], Task Control Architecture [24], DES [35], and Hybrid
Automata (HA) [39] based approaches. In Universal Plan [13] and Task Control
Architecture [24], a plan is expressed in terms of a decision tree that organizes the
possible world states. An action is selected considering the present and past world
states. A similar approach is described in Situated Control Rules [16], where the
world states are modeled using a Petri Net. The method described in [35] uses Finite
State Automata (FSA) based formalisms of Discrete Event System to select an action
at a given state. This technique also has the ability to perform a system analysis using
observability and controllability. The method described in [39] employs HA to select a
primitive behavior at a given world state. It differs from the conventional FSA based
approaches, where a sliding behavior has been introduced in between the transition
of two primitive behaviors. Fig.2.5 illustrates an example where the sliding behavior
B 12 is constructed using B 1 and B 2 . Using conventional approach (see Fig.2.5(a)),
the behavioral transition occurs on the basis of binary thresholding of sensory data

z (zo is the threshold). In HA-based approaches, B 12 takes place in between B 1 and
B 2 . The sliding behavior B 12 is constructed using weighted-average of B 1 and B 2 .
The author claims that the use of sliding behaviors reduces the possibility of hard
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switches as observed in FSA based methods. The main challenge of this coordination
class is to model a complete state-space model reflecting all possible world states.
Furthermore, binary thresholding based state transition often causes selection of a
wrong world state [56].

Coordination class 2: Activation Networks [34] is a typical example of this
category. In this approach, each behavior is associated with an activation energy,
which is continuously updated using the following factors.
• Activation by the environment state: Activation energy is spread from the en-

vironment to behaviors that match the current state.
• Activation by the goal: Each goal injects activation to behaviors so that their

execution can fulfill the goals.
• Inhibition by protected goals: The activation level of a behavior is decreased if

it can undo a goal that has already been achieved.
• Activation of successor: An executable behavior B spreads activation to behav-

iors with preconditions that will become true after activation of B.
• Activation by predecessor: A behavior B that is not executable spreads activa-

tion to other behaviors, which can make B executable.
• Inhibition of confiictors: Every behavior decreases the activation level of be-

haviors, called confiictors, that can make its preconditions false.
At each decision cycle, an executable behavior with the highest activation level is
selected. The major challenge of this method is to design activation/inhibition functions that model the desired environmental dynamics and inter-behavior dependencies, which is a tedious task for a large behavior-based system.
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Figure 2.6: Behavior coordination in RAP [22, 80]

Coordination class 3: Examples of this coordination class include Reaction
Action Package (RAP) [22, 80], Temporal Sequencing [36], and AASBA [60]. Fig.2.6
depicts the RAP execution environment. The heart of this system is the RAP interpreter that deploys context rules to select a high level behavior. The context rules
are constructed using the updated world model and sensory feedback. The RAP interpreter also assigns various activation states to high level behaviors, such as done,
suspended, and waiting. The RAP execution queue maintains a list of behaviors according to the activation states. A major shortcoming is observed in this approach,
when a waiting behavior is never activated since its precondition is violated by another behavior [22]. In Temporal Sequencing approach [36], higher level behaviors
are selected according to the state-transition structure of a FSA. Temporal Sequencing is often subjected to oscillatory responses due to the existence of binary logic in
state-transition rules. AASBA [60] maintains emotion-oriented state variables such as
frustration, satisfaction, etc. Hence, the context rules of AASBA selects a particular
set of primitive behaviors depending on the emotional state of the robot. The major
issue of this approach is in the development of an appropriate mechanism to update
the state variables.
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Coordination class 4: Reactive Planning [14] is an example of this coordination
mechanism. In this method, available information is divided into separate categories,
such as Beliefs, Plans, Desires, and Intentions, which are used to form a centralized
rule-base. The coordinator employs this rule-base to select an appropriate action
for task execution. The key issue of this method is in the rule-base design, which
becomes difficult when the number of information-category increases for a complex
task execution.

Coordination class 5: Inter-behavior Bidding [37] is an instance of this category.
In Inter-behavior Bidding [37], behaviors bid among themselves to win the control of
the robot. A bid is produced by each behavior to estimate how beneficial it would
be for the behavior to gain control of the robot. The behavior with the highest bid
wins the competition and generates the motor commands of the robot. The major
drawback of this method is that it does not include an explicit model of inter-behavior
dependencies. As a result, this approach may select conflicting actions in successive
decision cycles leading to oscillatory motion commands [9].

Coordination class 6: Examples of this category includes Subsumption Architecture [11], Reflexive Control [21], Pengi [12], CAPPS [15], Supervenience Architecture [17], and SSS Architecture [76]. Subsumption Architecture [11] consists of a set of
concurrent behaviors assigned with predefined priorities. A higher priority behavior
can override the input and output of a lower priority behavior via suppression and inhibition links, as shown in Fig.2.7(a) and 2.7(b). However, as the number of behaviors
goes up, designing appropriate suppression and inhibition links becomes increasingly
complex to achieve a task [27, 81]. SSS Architecture [76] is similar to Subsumption
Architecture with the exception that it uses both sensory data and a continuously
updated world model as the behavioral inputs. In Reflexive Control [21], the behavior
coordinator is termed as the reflexive planner that assesses progress to the given goal
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Figure 2. 7: Combining behaviors in Subsumption Architecture, adapted from [11]
and selects a subset of behaviors, called activation set, to accomplish the task. The
behaviors are prioritized and the highest priority behavior of activation set is chosen to generate the actuator command. Pengi [12] is a simulated autonomous agent,
where the procedural plan is replaced by a set of concurrent rules to select actions
based on the current situation. It employs a priority based action selection to arbitrate among selected actions. CAPPS (Goals as Parallel Program Specifications) [15]
is a programming language for specifying behaviors of an autonomous agent. The
CAPPS compiler takes a declarative specification of the agent's goal as the input and
generates a set of condition-action rules. The rules are ranked using a priority index
and the action corresponding to the satisfied highest-ranked rule is selected to generate the actuator command. Behavior coordination in Supervenience Architecture [17]
is similar to that of Subsumption Architecture [11]. However, it prohibits the use of
inhibition or suppression link and uses a higher priority behavior to parameterize a
lower priority behavior.

Coordination class 7: This coordination class employs probabilistic approaches
to maximize the utility of an expected action and selects the behavior corresponding
to the action having maximum utility. The mechanism described in [38] is an example
of this approach (see Fig.2.8), which is based on Bayesian decision and utility theory.
Here,

Zij

behavior

denotes the estimated sensory data obtained from the sensor associated with
Bi

and

Ai

is the expected action of
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Bi

with respect to

Zij.

The execution

Figure 2.8: Decision process used in [38]
of action Ai leads to an environmental context (or state) ci. The utility associated
with

A

and ci is calculated as U(A, ci) using Bayesian decision theory and then, the

behavior corresponding to maximum utility is selected. The main problem of this
approach is associated with the probabilistic models of the expected utility which
is usually constructed experimentally through a number of experiments. Significant
changes in the environment usually mean that the model should be regenerated.
Coordination class 8: Conditional Sequencing [18] is an example of this category. The overall plan is expressed as a set of instructions that are not sequentially
ordered; instead, each instruction is invoked on the basis of the situation that unfolds during execution. Moreover, robustness is achieved by having a large number
of contingency procedures which can recover from failure. However, designing and
organizing a large number of contingency procedures for a complex behavior-based
system becomes a tedious work.
Coordination class 9: Behavior Mediation [23] is an example of this approach
(see Fig.2.9). Here, the top level behaviors are defined as Levell, 2, and 3, where Level
3 is assigned the highest priority. The Mediator, first, finds the active behaviors with
respect to current environment and then selects the highest priority active behavior
to control the robot. A high level behavior is further decomposed into primitive
behaviors (e.g., follow walls, avoid obstacles), which are mediated using a similar
priority-based rules. However, the priority-based selection often causes starvation
problem, where the same behavior is continuously selected ignoring the actions of
other behaviors.
Coordination class 10: Action Voting [61 J is an instance of this category. In
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Figure 2.9: Behavior mediation, adapted from [23]
this approach, each behavior is implemented by a neural network, which maps the
current sensory data into preferences (or votes) for the desired actions. Behaviors
also compete by inhibiting conflicting actions which essentially corresponds to voting
against undesired actions. The votes and inhibition values received from each behavior
are summed for each action and the action having the highest value is selected. This
method preserves the memory of the previous activation status of a behavior in terms
of its adaptive inhibition functions. When a behavior is inactive for a long period of
time, its inhibition function is amplified to allow the behavior to compete and win.
If a behavior's suggested action leads another behavior to suffer, then the behavior's

inhibition function is damped to allow loosing behaviors to win. The performance of
this approach largely depends on adequate training of the neural networks as well as
appropriate modeling of the inhibition functions that ensures conflict-free behavioral
activation and oscillation-less motion of the robot.
Coordination class 11: Emotion-based approach [63] is an instance of this

category. This method employs trained neural networks to determine the frustration
levels of behaviors. Each neural network is constructed using following formula

j

j
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where h(k) represents the frustration level at time step k; { T} and {v} are the trained
network coefficients; {z} is the sensory data; and b is the threshold, which determines
the patience against unpleasantness. The modulating factor (3 = f(h(k

+ 1)), which

is inversely proportional to the frustration level. Finally, (3 is deployed to weigh
behavioral actions and the weighted-summation of the actions denotes the final motion command. The key issue associated with this approach is to adequately train
the neural networks so that the motion commands are appropriately guided by the
robot's emotion.
Coordination class 12: Dynamical Systems Approach [42, 79] is a typical ex-

ample of this category. In this approach, each behavior is described by a differential
equation. For example, go-to-target and obstacle-avoidance behaviors can be expressed using

iJr = !I (e)

and

i1o = h (e)

respectively, where e is the previous heading

direction of the robot. The orientations of the target and obstacles are specified
as f)y and 00

.

as iJ = lf3riBr

The combined behavior is obtained using their linear superposition

+ lf3oiBo,

where {(3} is the weighting factor. The solution

f)

of the

combined differential equation gives the desired heading direction of the robot. The
wighting factors are also determined using differential equations of the following form
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where {T} denotes the preference for a behavior and { v} indicates the inhibitory
effects from other behaviors. One of the major challenging issues of this approach is
to model inter-behavior dependencies in terms of {v} that assists achieving desired
goal of a large behavior-based system.
Coordination class 13: Multi-objective approach [62] presents an example of

this category.

Fig.2.10 shows the behavior coordination mechanism used in this

method. This method employs two heuristically defined functions for behavior coordi30
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Figure 2.10: Behavior coordination in Multi-objective approach [62]
nation. The selector function selects a set of behaviors using the modulating weights
generated by the update functions. The weights are produced while considering their
past values and current sensory data. The final motion command is the weightedaverage of the actions of active behaviors. The important aspect of this approach lies
in defining the selector and update functions.
Coordination class 14: Layered-DAMN [64] and Decision-theoretic approach

[33,54] are instances of this category. In Layered-DAMN [64], behaviors are arranged
in multilevel. The action preferences of a lower level behaviors are constructed using
the votes of the higher level behaviors.

At the lowest level, the action with the

highest vote is selected. In Decision-theoretic approach [33, 54], behaviors are, first,
grouped into homogenous (or cooperative) behaviors and their action preferences are
combined using a voting technique (see Fig.2.11). The combined action preferences
are termed as heterogenous (competitive) behaviors. The action preferences of the
heterogenous behaviors are weighed using subjective preferences in terms of weights.
The actions that satisfy the preferences of all heterogenous behaviors to a certain
degree are selected as the satisficing actions. Finally, another subjective knowledge
(e.g., priority) is included to select a satisficing action in order to control the robot.
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Figure 2.11: Behavior coordination using Decision-theoretic approach
One of the major issues associated with this method is in the generation of weights for
selecting satisficing actions. The weights are produced to eliminate conflicts between
behaviors at a given context of the environment.
Coordination class 15: The methods described in [52, 53, 65, 82] are examples of this category. In [53, 65, 82], behaviors are decomposed into multilevel (see
Fig.2.12(a)), where the action preference (a fuzzy set over possible actions) of a higher
level behavior is constructed using weighted aggregation of the action preferences of
a subset of its lower level behaviors. For the construction of each higher level behavior, a separate set of fuzzy context rules are used to generate the weights for its
associated lower level behaviors (see Fig.2.12(b)). The final control command of the
robot is generated by defuzzifying the action preference associated with the top-most
behavior. The main challenge of this method is in the formation of context rules
that generate appropriate weights to control the behavioral activity. However, formation of context rules becomes a difficult task when a higher level behavior consists
of a large number of lower level behaviors leading to significantly increased number
of rules. In coordination technique reported in [52] also uses multilevel behavioral
decomposition. However, this approach uses a central rule-base to select higher level
behaviors, whereas the primitive behaviors associated with higher level behaviors are
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(b) Behavior coordination

(a) Hierarchical decomposition

Figure 2.12: Hierarchical fuzzy behavior coordination in [65]
coordinated using fuzzy context rules as described in the previous method [65].
Coordination class 16: Utility Fusion [66] is an instance of this category. In this

architecture , behaviors do not suggest any action; instead they define utility U (c) for
each possible context (or state) c in environment. Hence, the arbiter calculates the
expected utility U (A) for an action A that assists to reach the environmental state c.

U (A) is calculated as
U(A) =

L U(c) x P(cJA, z)
c

where P( cJA, z) is the probability of reaching state c given action A is executed under sensory-observation z. The action with the highest expected utility is selected to
generate the motion command. Performance of this method largely depends on the
formation of utility function that adaptively defines the utility of different environmental states and ensure desired action selection to control the robot.
Coordination class 17: DAMN [43, 77,83,84,85], Fuzzy DAMN [45], and Action

Map [44] are the examples of this category. Fig.2.13 illustrates the behavior coordination technique in DAMN (Distributed Architecture for Mobile Navigation) [77],
where each behavior votes for or against the possible set of actions of the robot. The
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Figure 2.13: Behavior coordination in DAMN [77]

Arbiter combines the behavioral preferences using weighted summation of votes. The
Mode manager performs an important role by generating appropriate weights that
express context-dependent activity of the behaviors. Action Map [44] is similar to
DAMN [77] except that action preferences of the behaviors are termed as actions
maps.

Fuzzy DAMN [45] is also similar to DAMN [77] except that the decision

process is implemented using FL. Hence, behavioral votes are expressed using fuzzy
sets over possible actions. The votes are combined using weighted aggregation of the
fuzzy sets. Finally, the task of action selection is performed using a defuzzification
technique, e.g., Centroid of Largest Area (CLA).

Coordination class 18: An example of this category is reported in [55], where
a neuro-fuzzy based behavior coordinatior is used for mobile robot navigation (see
Fig.2.14). In this approach, each behavior employs fuzzy rules to determine its expected action. The weighted summation of these actions is used as the final motion
command. The weights are generated using a trained neural network. An error signal,
which is obtained comparing the difference between the desired and online-generated
robot's trajectory, is used as the input to the neural network. The key issue related
to this approach is the lengthy training phase of the neural networks, which requires
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Figure 2.14: Neuro-fuzzy based behavior coordination in [55]
adequate training data for several environment configurations.
Coordination class 19: Examples of this category include Fuzzy Context [68,

48], Fuzzy Motive [49], Modular Fuzzy [67], Action and Activity [50], and Fuzzy Management [51]. In Fuzzy Context [68,48], each behavior generates its action preference
using a fuzzy set over possible actions, which is further weighed using the modulating
factors generated by a central fuzzy rule-base (see Fig.2.15). The aggregated fuzzy
set is, then, defuzzified to generate the actuator command. Fuzzy Motive [49] is an

Figure 2.15: Context dependent fuzzy behavior blending, adapted from [68]

extension of the previous method, where the context rules are divided into different categories, such as Motive, External Situation, Need, and Cognition. Motive and

Need select behaviors according to the current goals and needs of the robot. External
Situation and Cognition select behaviors on the basis of external conditions in the
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environment and updated topological map. The selection of behaviors is expressed in
terms of positive and negative weights, which infer activation and inhibition respectively. The weights are aggregated using fuzzy max operator and are compared to
predefined threshold values to activate individual behaviors. The final motion command is generated using the weighed action preferences of the activated behaviors
as described in [68]. In Modular Fuzzy [67], and Action & Activity [50], a separate
fuzzy rule-base is used for each behavior to generate its action and activity (in terms
of weights). The final action is determined using weighted-average of the actions. In
Fuzzy Management [51], fuzzy context rules are divided into three categories: Moti-

vation Condition, Activation Condition, and Internal Know ledge. Behaviors are activated if internal states of the robot and environmental states are satisfied to a certain
degree with respect to Internal Knowledge, and Activation Condition. The modulating weights are generated using Motivation Condition, which employs the knowledge
of the current goal of the robot. Finally, the actuator command is produced using
weighted superposition of the actions of activated behaviors.

Coordination class 20: Potential Field [40] and Motor Schema [41, 78] fall into
this category. Potential Field approach [40] presents a behavior-based navigational
method, where go-to-target behavior is constructed using an attractive potential field
and avoid-obstacle behavior is formed using a repulsive potential field. The attractive
potential field

(att

is defined such that a global minimum exists at the target config-

uration. On the other hand, the repulsive potential field

(rep

constitutes a maximum

at each obstacle configuration. Action selection in this terminology corresponds to
the direction indicated by the force
the total potential (

= (att

+

(rep·

V

= -

V(,

which is the negated gradient of

The key issue related to this method is in the

potential field definition, where there is a chance of creating a local minima, which
can cause a trap situation of the robot. Hence, the potential fields are constructed
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using heuristics that employ different potential functions at different environmental
contexts. Motor Schema approach [41, 78] is an extension of the previous method,
where the given mission of the robot is divided into a set of attractive forces and the
unexpected environmental events are represented using repulsive forces. The force
vectors are modulated using heuristically generated weights and their weighted vector summation determines the final motion command. The major challenge of this
approach is in the determination of the modulating weights of the force vectors that
can resolve the problem of behavioral conflicts and produces local minima-free control
commands. Motor Schema approach also differs from Potential Field method in that
the former only consider sensory data for force vector calculation whereas the later
considers the entire workspace to generate the motion command.

2.4

Important aspects of a behavior coordinator

In the previous section, the coordination classes are described in a nutshell. It is
believed that the methods described include relevant representatives of the particular categories. On the basis of the literature survey presented in Section 2.3, the
important aspects of a behavior coordinator can be listed as bellow.
• A behavior coordinator must be capable of specifying competitive and cooperative behaviors for relevant action selection. Selection of a competitive behavior
ensures goal-oriented action selection at a particular environmental context.
However, often expected actions of the competing behaviors might be similar
and their simultaneous cooperative execution provides an opportunity to satisfy
the expected actions of different behaviors to a certain degree. Behavior arbitration techniques (presented in Table 2.1) provide suitable means for selecting
a competitive behavior, whereas command fusion techniques (presented in Ta-
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ble 2.1) report weighted-decision making with cooperative behaviors. Hence,
combination of both the behavior arbitration and command fusion techniques
are required for relevant action selection.
• A behavior coordinator must possess effective means to model world states so
that it favors the appropriate behaviors at a given world state. Hence, Discrete
Event System [35], Petri Net [16], decision-tree [13, 24], and fuzzy contextrule [56] based knowledge representations are eligible candidates for world states
modeling.

• A behavior coordinator must possess adequate means to handle sensory uncertainty. To achieve this goal, FL-based techniques are proven better than crisp
logic based approaches [86]. Fuzzy techniques use multi-valued logic, which
is more tolerant to noisy sensory data and it prevents occurrences of abrupt
changes to motion commands due to erroneous perceptions.
• Persistence is an important aspect of the behavior coordination problem. It
favors those behaviors which contribute to the ongoing goal. Hence, a behavior
coordinator must consider past and present states of the system so that the
behavioral activities are controlled in a consistent manner while taking into
account the present context of the world. Preserving system memory enables
removing contradictory behavior selection in successive decision cycles, thus,
providing oscillation-free action selection. The methods characterized as with

memory (see Fig.2.4 and Table 2.1) employ this technique for action selection.
• A behavior coordinator must exhibit timely responses to environmental changes

(which is known as reactivity). To achieve this goal, a coordination system employs computationally inexpensive methods for fast decision-making. Hence, hierarchical approaches, which include multilevel behavioral decomposition (e.g.,
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Temporal Sequencing [36]) and decision tree based techniques (e.g., Task Control Architecture [24]), play an important role for fast behavior selection at a
given context. Hierarchical approaches employ prior domain knowledge as well
as current sensory data for fast and appropriate behavior selection at a given
context.
• A behavior coordinator should possess the ability to predict the consequence
of an action execution. It enables the system to avoid hazardous situations
beforehand. Probabilistic methods are the best candidates to achieve this goal.
As an example, utility based approaches [38, 66] employ probabilistic inference
to determine the expected utility of an action on the basis of probable world
states.
• A behavior coordinator should provide some means of decision analysis that
helps taking corrective actions if necessary. As an instance, the DES based approach [35] is furnished with observability and controllability analysis that helps
modeling inadequate sensory perceptions and occurrence of undesired world
states. Thus, these analyses helps taking a relevant action when perception is
insufficient and unexpected changes occur in the robot's workspace.
• Robustness is one of the important aspects of a behavior coordinator. It is
achieved using modular architecture, where addition of a new behavior does
not effect the original behavior coordination architecture. It also infers that the
malfunction of one part does not cause failure of the entire system. Modular
approaches also increase scalability that enables modeling of a large behavior
based system. As an instance, modular fuzzy approaches (e.g, [65,67]) that use
separate fuzzy rule bases for behavior activation is more robust than monolithic
fuzzy approaches (e.g. [68]) with a single fuzzy rule base to control activities
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of all behaviors. Hence, addition of a behavior directly affects the existing rule
base of a monolithic approach.
Reliability of a behavior coordinator is another important issue in addition to the
aspects mentioned above. However, it does not give emphasis to any particular property; instead refers to the overall quality of taking timely response in dynamic environments, handling noisy sensory data, and making corrective actions.

2.5

The proposed behavior coordinator

Upon completion of the literature survey, this work proposes that a behavior coordinator should
1. combine both behavior arbitration and command fusion techniques to facilitate

the coordination of competitive and cooperative behaviors,
2. possess adequate means of world states modeling,
3. employ multi-valued logic to handle sensory uncertainties,
4. be capable of making persistent behavior selection,
5. provide the opportunity of hierarchical decision-making for reactive action generation,
6. be capable of predicting probable world states to handle environmental uncertainties beforehand.
7. provide satisfactory means of decision analysis, and
8. be modular to increase the robustness of the system.
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Figure 2.16: The proposed coordination system
The present work puts forward a novel behavior coordination technique that attempts
to integrate the above mentioned characteristics of a behavior coordinator. However,
property 6 will not be addressed in this work since the formalism required for predictive control requires probabilistic inferences, whereas the proposed work intends to
exploit multi-valued logic based possibility theory. At the end of this thesis, further
research directions will be provided to incorporate both possibility and probability
theory in the same frame for the behavior coordination problem.
Fig.2.16 briefly illustrates the proposed framework. In this methodology, FDES
is used for state modeling. The FDESs are employed in a distributed way, where
separate FDESs are used to generate the activity of a behavior. The activity of a
behavior is expressed using a fuzzy state vector, which is updated at each decision
cycle using fuzzy event matrices. The proposed FDES-based approach exploits the
supervisory control concept of DES, where the performance of a DES is controlled
by modifying its events using predefined control rules.

In the proposed method,

behavioral activity is determined in two steps. First, activity states are estimated
using the events constructed using sensory feedback. Second, a supervisor is engaged
to assess the activity states using a predefined decision tree. The decision tree is
formed using sequential hierarchy, where the behaviors are placed and ranked accord41

ing to their expected order of execution. The supervisor finds the most appropriate
behavior considering the ranking and estimated activity states, and determine its cooperative behaviors. Finally, the events of the cooperative behaviors are modified to
generate desired activity states. The motion command is determined using weighted
actions of the behaviors, where the modulating weights are obtained by defuzzifying
the activity state vectors. The FDES-based approach also provides tools for decision
analysis using observability and controllability. Chapter 4 will justify the claim that
the proposed method addresses the desired properties of a behavior coordinator.

2.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, a detail account of existing literature survey has been presented. This
work extends the current taxonomy on behavior coordination problem on the basis
of knowledge representation and summarized individual categories. The important
aspects of a behavior coordinator is also outlined. Finally, a novel behavior coordination mechanism has been proposed to integrate the desired properties of a behavior
coordinator. The following chapter will present an experiment using existing fuzzy
context-dependent behavior blending to point out the relevance of the desired properties cited in this chapter. Next, in Chapter 4, the proposed FDES-based approach
will be demonstrated.
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Chapter 3
Mobile Robot Navigation Using
Motor Schema and Fuzzy Context
Dependent Behavior Modulation
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, an experiment using two popular behavior-based approaches, motor
schema [41 J and fuzzy behavior modulation [48], is presented in the fields of mobile
robot navigation. The experiment explores the merits and demerits of these approaches to establish the relevance of the proposed behavior-based technique. Motor
schema [41, 78,87] is a popular command fusion technique in mobile robot navigation,
where the navigation task is decomposed into specific motor skills or schemas. Each
schema is represented by a force vector and the summation of the force vectors is
specified as the coordinated action to achieve a particular goal. In this approach, a
goal is represented by an attractive force to the target, whereas obstacles are represented by repulsive force. The orientation of the resultant force vector provides
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the expected heading direction of the robot. Koren et al. [88] have shown that this
approach suffers from four significant problems as follows:
• Case I: Trap situations due to local minima
A trap situation may occur when the robot runs into a dead end (e.g., inside a
U-shaped obstacle). Here, the resultant force is zero due to equal magnitudes
of the attractive and repulsive forces acting opposite to each other. As a result,
the robot experiences stagnant situation and the change of resultant force due
to noise causes the robot to oscillate back and forth. This phenomenon is known
as trap situation at local minima.
• Case II: No passage between closely spaced obstacles
When the robot attempts to pass in-between two closely spaced obstacles, the
sum of all repulsive forces from obstacles may act opposite to the attractive
force. This also could result local minima and the robot may be trapped.
• Case III: Oscillations in presence of obstacles
Abrupt changes in the shape of obstacles may result in inconsistent directions
of repulsive forces and this may lead to oscillatory response.
• Case IV: Oscillations in narrow passages
When the robot travels in a narrow corridor, the net repulsive force acting on the
robot in the transverse direction of travel may change its sign. This switching
produces an oscillation in robot motion.
Koren et al. [88] employed separate modules to detect and overcome these trap situations. A case-based approach was also proposed by Ram et al. [47], where the
environment is divided into a set of special cases and the force vectors were weighed
according to a particular case to overcome the trap situations. However, the number
of cases increases indefinitely with the environment complexity. Moreover, the cases
44

were detected using hard boundaries (thresholds) of different parameters, e.g., number of obstacles, distances to obstacles, distance to the target, resulting in erroneous
case selection for noisy sensory perceptions.
FL provides better means to cope with noisy perceptions using soft boundaries
of parameters [56]. Saffiotti et al. [48] proposed the concept of context dependent
blending of fuzzy behaviors, where each behavior is implemented by a set of fuzzy
rules.

An additional set of centralized fuzzy rules, called meta rules (or context

rules), are used to control the activity of individual fuzzy behaviors depending on the
current sensory data and the overall goal of the robot. Saffiotti et al. claims that a
complex controller is required in order to implement context dependent blending of
behaviors and fuzzy meta-rule is recommended as the most promising candidate as
it can reason out under partial and approximate knowledge of the environment and
noisy sensing. Bonarini [51] extends the same concept of context dependent blending
to fuzzy behavior management. Thnstel et al. [82] also proposed a similar concept
of fuzzy behavior modulation where a set of fuzzy rules is used to weigh the output
fuzzy sets of each behavior to control the behavioral activity. Abreu [50] proposed a
variant of [48] and [82] where each behavior generates an action as well as its expected
weight using separate fuzzy modules. Abreu [50] claims that the use of separate fuzzy
modules reduces the design complexity by eliminating the requirement of centralized
context rules. Vadakkepat et al. [52] combines the approaches described in [48], [82],
and [50] and presents an application on a team of three soccer robots.
However, none of the existing fuzzy methods, mentioned above, provides solutions
to overcome the navigational problems observed in the schema-based approach. This
work aims to contribute in extending the concept of fuzzy context-dependent blending
to overcome the aforementioned problems of motor schema. Hence, a novel approach
to form a set of fuzzy meta rules is proposed for each motor schema. The meta
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rules are then used to scale (or modulate) each force vector to overcome occurrences
of local minima. The proposed method differs with [48] on formation of fuzzy meta
rules. It uses only metric information of the map to form the fuzzy meta rules whereas
Saffiotti et al. [48] deploys topological descriptions of the objects to form the meta
rules. Furthermore, formation of strategic and reactive schemas (as behaviors), and
determination of cooperative activity of strategic schemas with high priority reactive
schemas are novel attempts as compared to all aforementioned fuzzy approaches.
In the proposed method, first, a set of motor schemas are formed as strategic and
reactive schemas for goal oriented safe navigation. The fuzzy meta rules are then
used to coordinate the schemas for successful robot navigation to the target. The
fuzzy meta rules reason out the context dependent activity of each schema as well as
cooperative activity between reactive and strategic schemas. The rest of the work is
organized as follows: Section 3.2 defines the behavior modulation problem. Section 3.3
describes the construction of fuzzy meta rules. Section 3.4 demonstrates the real-time
navigation results using the proposed approach and compares its performance with
the conventional motor schema based method. Section 3.5 discusses different aspects
of the experiment as compared to the proposed behavior coordination technique and
finally, Section 3.6 draws the conclusion.

3.2

Problem definition

The goal of the navigation task is to integrate global path planning with local motion planning so that it optimizes the total traveled distance as well as ensures safe
navigation through obstacles. Fig.3.1 shows the overall navigation architecture. The
Global module preprocesses the 2-D world map of a given environment to generate a

safe path through modeled obstacles. Fig.3.2(a) shows the experimental navigation
environment generated using laser range data [89]. The physical dimension of the
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Figure 3.1: Overall navigation architecture
environment is 9 m x 12 m. In image plane, it is 450 pix x 600 pix, where each pixel
is mapped to a physical dimension of 20 mm x 20 mm. For global path planning,
the navigation is assumed in configuration space, i.e., obstacles are outgrown by an
amount equal to the width of the robot (see Fig.3.2(b)). Voronoi diagram is used to
trace a collision free path network. The A -star search algorithm [25) is then employed
to identify an optimum navigational path between the initial and final desired positions of the robot [25]. The Voronoi vertices within the optimum path are considered
as subgoals. The immediate subgoal ( Voronoi vertex) in the map is updated at each
time instance while discarding the past navigational points. The Local module, in
Fig.3.1, creates four motor schemas (or force- based behaviors) using the safe path
information and locally sensed obstacle data. The schemas are defined as follows.
• Route-follow ("Vn) schema is defined to follow the safe path. It is a unit vector

directed to the nearest subgoal (towards the target) with respect to current
robot's position (see Fig.3.3). Let (x 1 ,y1 ) and (xnYr) denote the coordinates
of the nearest subgoal and robot, respectively. Then, ("Vn) is expressed as
(3.1)
where D(x 1 , y1 ) is the Euclidean distance between (x 1 , y1 ) and (xn Yr), and
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x

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Original map generated by laser range data, and (b) Processed map
and f) are the unit vectors in x and y directions.

• Go-to-target (V 7 ) schema is defined for path optimization. It is a unit vector
directed to the second nearest subgoal towards the target with respect to the
current robot's position (see Fig.3.3). Let (x 2 , y 2 ) denotes the coordinate of the
second nearest subgoal. Then,

CVT)

is calculated using the following equation
(3.2)

where D(x2, Y2) is the Euclidean distance between (x2, Y2) and (xn Yr)·

• Avoid-obstacle (V o) schema is defined as a unit vector directed to the sum of
repulsive forces generated by each obstacle point (xo, Yo) E 0, where 0 is the
set of obstacle points detected in a decision cycle (or sampling period). Each

repulsive force is inversely proportional to the square of the distance D(x 0 , Yo)
between the obstacle point and the robot. Hence, the sum of the repulsive forces
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Figure 3.3: Motor schemas
V 0 is obtained using the following formula
(3.3)

and

V0 is then defined as (see Fig.3.3)
Vo
Vo =IVai·
A

(3.4)

• Wall-follow (Vw) is defined in the direction normal to avoid-obstacle, i.e.,

V w..l V 0 and is directed towards the safe heading direction to the target (see
Fig.3.3). Conventional motor schema based approaches use only attractive and
repulsive forces for robot navigation, which leads to local minimum problems
and creates oscillatory robot trajectories. Addition of wall-follow schema provides a better solution to this problem. As an instance, Fig.3.4(a) shows a local
minimum problem in aU-shape obstacle, where the resultant attractive andrepulsive forces are acting in opposite directions leading to a back and forth robot
motion. Addition of wall-follow schema with a higher relative weight helps the
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robot to escape from the U-shape obstacle and finally reaches the target (see
Fig.3.4(b)).
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(a) A trap situation

(b) Effect of the addition of wallfollow schema

Figure 3.4: Use of avoid-obstacle and wall-follow to escape from a U-shape obstacle

Following section will describe the online generation of relative weights for different schemas using the proposed fuzzy context dependent behavior modulation
technique.
The Route-follow and go-to-target schemas are defined as strategic schemas. They
incorporate the safe path information from the global map for providing motion command for navigation. The other two schemas, avoid-obstacle and wall-follow are
defined as reactive schemas. They adapt for situations where the robot requires to
make reactive decisions to avoid local minima, oscillations and collision-less navigation in case of dynamic obstacles during navigation.
The overall coordinated behavior V is generated by the Behavior Coordination
module using the following formula
V = f3n V R + f3T VT

+ f3o V o + f3w V w
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(3.5)

where {,6} are the associated weights corresponding to individual schemas in (1). The
objective of the Behavior Coordination module is to generate appropriate values for

{,6} and a suitable adaptation mechanism using FL to satisfy each motor schema.
The orientation of the coordinated behavior, (}

=

LV is used to produce velocity

commands for the robot. The navigation loop is continued until the goal is reached.

3.3

Context dependent behavior modulation of
schemas

In this section, first, heuristic-based context dependent applicability of each schema
is discussed to overcome the shortcomings of the conventional motor schema method
(see Section 3.1). Next, the context dependent applicability of each schema is demonstrated to implement the proposed fuzzy context dependent behavior modulation
mechanism.

3.3.1

Heuristic development for context dependent applicability

The context dependent applicability of different schemas are defined employing the
heuristics developed using common experiences of a skilled human operator. While
forming the heuristics, it is assumed that the reactive schemas are of higher priorities
than the strategic schemas. The proposed heuristics are as follows:
• If obstacles are closely located in front of the robot, then increase the weight

(,60 ) of avoid-obstacle schema.
• If obstacles are closely located on left or right side of the robot, then increase

the weight (fJw) of wall-follow schema.
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• If route-follow and go-to-target is cooperative with avoid-obstacle, then increase

the value of f3n and (37

.

(Two schemas are cooperative if the difference between

their orientations is low).
• If the robot is at a safe distance from the obstacles and is away from the safe

path, then increase the weight (f3n) of route-follow schema. (The safe path is
represented by the nearest subgoal)
• If the robot is at a safe distance from the obstacles and the target is near to

the robot, then increase the weight ((37 ) of go-to-target schema. (The target is
represented by the second nearest subgoal)
Note that the cooperativeness of strategic schemas is determined only with avoidobstacle since it reduces wall-following tendency in presence of obstacles, when safe

navigation is possible to the target. The following is an illustration of the proposed
heuristics in removing the shortcomings of the conventional motor schema approach.

Case 1: Trap situations due to local minima
Fig.3.4(a) shows an instance of a local minimum problem, where the robot is trapped
at a local minimum in aU-shape obstacle. Using the aforementioned heuristics, the
system increases weight (30 or f3w, when the robot is inside the U-shape obstacle (at
point p 1 in Fig.3.4(b)). When the robot stays outside the U-shape obstacle (at point
p 2 ), the value of (37 is increased, which makes go-to-target cooperative with avoidobstacle schema (i.e., both schemas point away from the obstacles). Moreover, when

the distance to the second nearest subgoal is lower, it will infer higher values for (37

.

Consequently, the robot is expected to find a solution to avoid the local minima and
reach the target safely (see 3.4(b)).
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Case II: No passage between closely spaced obstacles

An instance of this situation is shown in Fig.3.5(a), where sum of the repulsive forces
points to the opposite direction of the resultant attractive force. The same heuristics
can be adopted to overcome this problem. First, the value of f3n is increased at point
p 1 (in Fig.3.5(b)) since the robot is away from the obstacles and the nearest subgoal.
At a close distance to the obstacles (at point p 2 ),

f3w is assigned higher values than

/30 since the obstacles are on left and right sides of the robot. This leads to successful
navigation through the gap between the obstacles. Finally, when the robot reaches
at point p3 , f3r is increased, which makes go-to-target cooperative with avoid-obstacle
schema. Furthermore, lower values of the distance to the second nearest subgoal
infer higher values of f3r. As a result, the robot is expected to navigate between the
obstacles and reach the target.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Local minima due to closely spaced obstacles, (b) Expected robot
trajectory generated using the heuristics
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Case Ill: Oscillations in presence of obstacles

The robot experiences oscillations in presence of obstacles when attractive and repulsive forces become stronger alternatively. Fig.3.6(a) demonstrates an example where
the repulsive force suddenly increases in the presence of obstacles at point PI· However, at point p 2 , the robot starts moving toward the subgoals due to higher attractive
forces. The alternative switching between attractive and repulsive forces causes oscillation. Application of the proposed heuristics can reduce the oscillation. At point
p 1 in Fig.3.6(b), the robot is at a safe distance from the obstacles and away from the
nearest subgoal, which leads to the increased value of f3n. On the other hand, at point
p 2 , the value of (30 is increased since the obstacles are closely located in front of the
robot. However, at point p 3 , the value of f3w is increased as the obstacles are on the
left side of the robot. Finally, at point p 4 , go-to-target schema becomes cooperative
with avoid-obstacle and the distance to the second nearest goal decreases, which leads
to the increased values of (37 . Consequently, the robot is expected to safely reach the
target and reduce the frequent switching between attractive and repulsive forces.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Oscillation in the presence of obstacles, (b) Expected robot trajectory
generated using the heuristics
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Case IV: Oscillations in narrow passages

In a narrow passage, the robot experiences repulsive forces from opposite directions
and a sudden change excites the robot into unstable oscillations (see Fig.3.7(a)). The
proposed heuristics is able to remove the oscillation. At point p 1 in Fig.3.7(b), since
the obstacles are closely located on left and right sides of the robot, the value of f3w
is increased, which results in oscillation free navigation through the narrow passage.
At point p 2 , the value of f3r is increased as go-to-target schema becomes cooperative
with avoid-obstacle and the distance to the second nearest goal decreases. As a result,
the robot is expected to safely reache the target without oscillation.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Oscillation in narrow passages, (b) Expected robot trajectory generated using the heuristics

3.3.2

Fuzzy Context Dependent Blending of Schemas

The most challenging part of context-dependent blending of schemas is to implement
the complex controller that generates the modulating factor using the knowledge of
context dependent applicability of different schemas. With partial knowledge of the
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environment and noisy sensory information, it is difficult to determine hard boundaries, when the distances to the subgoals and obstacles are low. Furthermore, an
obstacle can be both in front of the robot as well as on left or right side with different degree of preferences. To cope with this subjective uncertainty, fuzzy rules are
used to implement the context dependent blending of motor schemas employing soft
boundaries and graded preferences of fuzzy sets.
For each motor schema, a max-min-centroid type Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) is
employed to generate the weights. The

ith

fuzzy rule of each FIS is formed as follows:

where fuzzy predicates Pi(·) and Qi(·) stand for input condition and output action,
respectively. The set of sensory information used by each FIS is denoted as Z
{z1 , ...

, ZJ} ( J

=

is the total number of sensory data). The input condition uses the

sensory data to generate graded preference for the output action which reasons out
the expected value of (3 E {f3n,f3r,f3o,f3w}. Hence, Pi(·) and Qi(·) are defined as

Pi(Z) : (z1 is Xln) and (z2 is X2m) and ... and
(zJ is XJz)

Qi(Z) : (3 is Yq
where and denotes the min operation and X 1n, X2m, ... , XJz, and
sets defined over the expected ranges of z1 , z2 , ...
sets X1n, X2m, ... , XJz, and

, ZJ,

Yq are the fuzzy

and (3 respectively. The fuzzy

Yq are associated with the membership functions (MFs)

frn, hm, ... , !Jz, and Jq that map z1, z2, ... , ZJ, and (3 to graded membership values
p, E [0, 1]. The total numbers of MFs associated with z1 , z2 ,

... ,

ZJ are N1 , N2 , ... , NJ,

i.e., n = 1, ... ,N1 , m = 1, ... ,N2 and l = 1, ... ,NJ. Therefore, the total number
fuzzy rule is N1 x N2 x ... x NJ. Higher the values of n, m, l, and q, higher the values
of support of

frn, hm, ... , !Jz, and fq· The index
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q

is determined using

n, m, ... , l.

The FIS uses Pi(·) and Q(·) to estimate (3 using (3.6).
max {min (Pi(Z), Qi((J))}

f((J)

t

min {hn(zi), hm(z2), ... , !Jz(ZJ)}

J ((3 X

f({J)) d{J
J f((J)d(J

(3.6)

In the rest of this section, formation of fuzzy rules of different FISs will be illustrated.
The fuzzy rules are constructed using the knowledge of the proposed heuristics in
Section 3.3.1.

The FIS FSo
The FIS for avoid-obstacle is denoted as F S 0 , which takes two sensory inputs (i.e.,
Z0

= {zf, z:f}, and J 0 = 2) and generates the modulating weight

The sensory input
and z:f = abs( L:V0

zf
-

=

(30 as the output.

min {D(xo, Yo)} is the closest distance to the obstacles,

(xa,Ya)EO

B) is the absolute angle difference between the angle expected by

avoid-obstacle (V0) and the current robot orientation

e.

Lower values of

zf

should

produces higher values of (30 , which ensures higher importance of avoid-obstacle when
obstacles are closely located to the robot. This implies that subscripts q and n of fuzzy
sets Y~ and X~ should have monotonically decreasing relationship. The sensory data

z:f infers whether the obstacles are in front of robot or on left or right side. In case
of obstacles present in front of the robot, the value of z:f is maximum (180°), i.e., the
repulsive force is acting to the opposite direction of the current robot heading (see
Fig.3.8(a)). Therefore, higher values of z:f infer higher values of (30
that the subscripts q and m of fuzzy sets
increasing relationship. Hence, the
IF

ith

This implies

and X2~ should have monotonically

fuzzy rule of F S 0 is defined as

[(zf is X~)

THEN

Yc?

.

and (zf is X2~JJ

[f3o is Y~]
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(3.7)

where q = [Nt- (n- 1)]

+ (m- 1)

and i = Nt(n- 1)

+ m.

The total number of

rules of FS0 is Nf x Nf. The weight {30 is calculated using (3.6).
Obstacle

(b)

(a)

Figure 3.8: (a) Condition for maximum {30 , (b) Condition for maximum f3w

The FIS FSw
The FIS for wall-follow is denoted as FSw. It takes the same sensory inputs as avoidobstacle, i.e.,

zw = {zj'V, zr}, zj'V = zf, zr = z?,

and JW

= J0 .

It generates the

modulating weight f3w as the output. Hence, lower values of zr infer higher values of

f3w, which implies that the subscripts q and n of fuzzy sets

Y~ and

X:' should have

monotonically decreasing relationship. Input zr = goo indicates that obstacles are
present either on left or right side of the robot (see Fig.3.8(b)). Therefore, between
0° and goo, the subscripts q and m of fuzzy sets Y~ and X2~ should have monotonically increasing relationship, whereas between goo and 180°, q and m should have
monotonically decreasing relationship. Therefore, the

ith

rule of F Sw is formed as

follows.
IF

[(zr

is X~) and (z~ is X2~)]

THEN [f3w is Y~]
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(3.8)

Here, q is defined as
q =

{

[.N{'V - (n - 1) J + 2(m - 1)

1"f

m <
_ N2W
- 2-

[.N{'V- (n- 1)] + 2(_A,({V- m) ifm>
and i

=

_A,({V (n - 1) + m. It is assumed that

uw
+

fr:,. is centered on 90° for m = Nf.

The

total number of rules of FSw is AfiV x N2w. The weight f3w is estimated using (3.6).

The FIS FSn
The FIS for route-follow is denoted as F Sn.
zn

= {zf, zf, zf},

and Jn

to the nearest subgoal, zf
abs( LVn -

LV0 )

= 3.
=

It takes three sensory inputs, i.e.,

The sensory input zf = D(x 1 , y 1 ) is the distance

zf is the distance to the closest obstacle, and zf

=

is the absolute angle difference between the angle expected by

route-follow (Vn) and the angle expected by avoid-obstacle (V0

).

Here, higher values

of zf and zf infer higher values of f3n, which implies that the subscripts n and m
of fuzzy sets X'!:' and X~ should have monotonically increasing relationship with
the subscript q of fuzzy set

Y7;.

On the other hand, higher values of zf indicates

lower cooperativeness with avoid-obstacle, which in turn infers lower values of f3n.
Consequently, the subscript l of fuzzy set X~ should have monotonically decreasing
relationship with q. Hence, the

ith

fuzzy rule ofF Sn is formed as

IF [(zf is X~) and (z?}: is X~) and (zf is Xff)]
THEN [f3n is
where q

Y7;]

(3.9)

= (n -1) + (m -1) + [N3n- (l- 1)] and i = N 2nN!'(n -1) +N!'(m -1) + l.

The total number of rules in F Sn is

Nf' x NJ!

using (3.6).
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x N!'. The weight f3n is estimated

The FIS FSr
The FIS for go-to-target is denoted as FS7 . It takes three sensory inputs, i.e., Z 7

=

{z[, zf, z[} and J 7 = 3. The sensory input z[ = D(x 2 , y 2 ) is the distance to
the second nearest subgoal, z[ = zf is the distance to the closest obstacle, and

z[

= abs(

LV7 - LV0 ) is the absolute angle difference between the angle expected by

go-to-target (V7 ) and the angle expected by avoid-obstacle (V o). Here, higher values

of z[ infers higher values of (37 which implies a monotonically increasing relationship
between the subscripts m and q of fuzzy sets X2~ andY[. On the other hand, lower
values of z[ and

z[ infer higher values of (37 . This implies that the subscripts nand

l of fuzzy sets X;[ and X~ should have a monotonically decreasing relationship with
q. Hence, the

ith

fuzzy rule of F S 7 is defined as
IF [(z[ is X1~) and (zJ is X2~) and (z[ is X{z)J
THEN [f3r is

Y[) .

(3.10)

Here q is defined as q = (N{ -n)+m+(N[ -l) and i =
The total number of rules in F S 7 is N{ x

N[

x

N[ N[ (n-l)+N[ (m-l)+l.

N[. The weight (37 is estimated

using (3.6).

3.3.3

Behavior coordination module

Fig.3.9 demonstrates the Behavior Coordination module of Fig.3.1 using fuzzy contextdependent blending of motor schema. Using locally sensed information, the motor
schemas are modulated by the weights generated by the FISs. The summation of
the modulated schemas denotes the coordinated behavior. Orientation
ordinated schema (i.e.,

e=

e of the co-

LV) is used to produce the velocity commands for the

robobt.
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v

Figure 3.9: Behavior coordination module

3.4
3.4.1

Experiments
Defining membership functions

The experiments presented in this work use Nf = N 1W = Nf = N{ = 3, Nf =

N[V - Nf =

Ni

= 3, and Nf = N[

= 3. This results in 9 fuzzy rules for

F S0

and FSw using (3.7) and (3.8), and 27 fuzzy rules for FSn and FS7 using (3.9) and
(3.10). Fig.3.10(a) and 3.10(b) show the MFs used for the sensory input Z 0 , which
is same as

zw.

Fig.3.10(c) and 3.10(d) show the MFs used for the sensory inputs zf

and z'f' in F Sn. The MFs of z?} are same as of zf. For the sensory inputs zf and zJ,
the MFs are similar to those of z?} and z'f'. Fig.3.10(e) shows the MFs used for z[.
The ranges of all MFs are defined experimentally. For the given values of N 1 , N 2 , and

N 3 , the number of MFs for {30 and fJw is 5 whereas it is 7 for f3n and {37 . Fig.3.11(a)
and 3.11(b) show the MFs for the modulating weight {30 and f3n, respectively. The
MFs for f3w is same as shown in Fig.3.11(a) and the MFs for {37 is same as shown in
Fig.3.11(b). Table 3.1 shows the fuzzy rules of FS0 and FSw. Table 3.2 describes
the fuzzy rules of F Sn and F S7

.
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~
xfl
X8

xl~

XR

X~

~
Xli

X~

yp Yf yp
Yf yp Yf
yp Y:f yp

xn)
xlr

X:{;V Xdi xij
yj'V Yr yj'V
y{V Yr Y{V
Y{V Yj'V Y{V

(b) Rules generated with (3.8)

(a) Rules generated with (3.7)

Table 3.1: Rule-base for (a) (3 0 in FS0 , and (b) f3w in FSw

~
1

n

~

Xi} X~ X~

3

XJ},XJ}

y~

X;},X~

y~

XJ},X~

x2~,xft

X2~,x~

Yf y~ y~
Yf' Yl: Yf
y~ Yf' Yl:

X2~,x~

y~

y~

y~

X?;,X{s

x~,xl}

Yl: Yf y~
y~ Yl: Y?;y~ Yf' Yl:

Xi;,Xft

X~,Xl}

X2~,x~

X~,X~

Yf' Yl:
y~ Yf'

Xii,Xft
Xii,X];
Xii,Xfs

x~,X3~

Xi;,X];
Xi;,X{s

(a) Rules generated with (3.9)

x;;: X{; X{;

Y[
Yl
Y[
Y[
Y[
Yl
Yi
Y[
Y[

Yl
YJ
Y[
Y[
Yl
YJ
Y[
Y[
Yl

Y[
Y[
Y[
Yl
Y[
Y[
Y[
Yl
Y[

(b) Rules generated with (3.10)

Table 3.2: Rule-base for (a) f3n in F Sn, and (b) (37 in F Sr
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3.4.2

Methods of comparison

Three methods will be employed to compare the navigation results:

• Method 1 is the conventional motor schema that uses attractive forces representing the targets and repulsive forces representing the obstacles. Each force is
inversely proportional to square of the distance to the target or an obstacle from
the robot's position. Hence, the weights are defined as:

f3n

= D2(;1,Yl)'

and

f3r

f3o = IVol, f3w = 0,

= D 2 (;2,y2) ·

• Method 2 is the unmodulated vector summation where all modulating weights
are set to 1, i.e.,

f3o

=

f3w = f3n = f3r = 1.

• Method 3 is the proposed fuzzy context dependent modulation of motor
schemas.
Experiments are performed using a Pioneer 3-AT mobile robot [90] equipped with
sonar sensors. The range measurements obtained from the sonar sensors are employed
for obstacle avoidance. At each decision cycle, the robot is controlled by sending a
rotational velocity command (0) and a translational velocity command (v). The
rotational velocity command
(} = LV deg.

K,

n

is proportional to

e,

i.e.,

n =

K,(}

deg/s, where

is set to 1 for the examples presented in this work. The translational

velocity command vis adjusted proportional to the rotational velocity (180- abs(O))
and is measured in mm/s. For unmodulated coordination, the sampling time period
(i.e., the length of a decision cycle) is set at tp =50 ms.
Using the navigation environment shown in Fig.3.2, four different scenarios have
been created.

Case 1: AU-shape obstacle is placed on the way to the target (Fig.3.12(a)).
Case II: Two closely spaced obstacles are placed to obstruct the way to the target
(Fig.3.13( a)).
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Case III: The obstacles are placed in a way so that the robot experiences a sudden
change in the obstacles' shape (Fig.3.14(a)).

Case IV: A narrow passage is created on the way to the target (Fig.3.15(a)).
For the navigation examples, only odometry is used for localization of the robot. In
each experiment the robot path is traced and the results are shown in Fig.3.12-3.16.
For the four cases the video clips corresponding to robot navigation under the
conventional motor schema method (Caseischema.mov, Caseiischema.mov, CaseiiIschema.mov, and Caseiiischema.mov) and the proposed fuzzy context-dependent
blending of schemas (Caselfuzzy.mov, Caseiifuzzy.mov, Caseiiifuzzy.mov, and Caseiiifuzzy.mov) are provided on a CD labelled as 'Multimedia'.

3.4.3

Navigation results

The performance analysis reveals that fuzzy context dependent blending of motor
schemas provides the most superior performance in all of the four cases and in particular the system shows robustness against dynamic changes in the environment.

Method 1
Both in Cases I and II, the robot is trapped in a local minimum and fails to reach the
target using method 1. In Cases III and IV, the robot exhibits oscillatory trajectories
for irregular obstacle-shape and narrow passage, respectively. Since this method uses
only attractive and repulsive forces as motor schemas, it causes unstable velocity
commands. As a result, the robot undergoes nonsmooth trajectory, higher traveled
distance, and higher navigation time as compared to method 3.
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(a) Navigation scenario

(b) Method 1

(c) Method 2

(d) Method 3

Figure 3.12: Navigation results in Case I
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(a) Navigation scenario

(b) Method 1

(c) Method 2

(d) Method 3

Figure 3.13: Navigation results in Case II
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(a) Navigation scenario

(b) Method 1

(c) Method 2

(d) Method 3

Figure 3.14: Navigation results in Case III
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(a) Navigation scenario

(b) Method 1

(c) Method 2

(d) Method 3

Figure 3.15: Navigation results in Case IV
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Figure 3.16: Weights generated by the fuzzy coordinator in different cases
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160

A]
160

Method 2
In this case, the schemas are weighed equally and has no flexibility to suppress go-totarget and route-follow schemas in order to prioritize avoid-obstacle and wall-follow

schemas for safe navigation. As a result the system experiences the highest number
of collisions. In Case I (Fig.3.12(c)) and III (Fig.3.14(c)), the robot collided with the
obstacle at point p. However, this method produces the shortest traveled distance
and navigation time, and the smoothest trajectory as compared to other methods.

Method 3
The robot successfully completed the navigational tasks and showed the overall best
performance in terms of oscillation-free trajectory and collision-less navigation (see
Fig.3.12(d), 3.13(d), 3.14(d), and 3.15(d)). The effects of environmental dynamics
on navigational performance are minimal as compared to other coordinators. This
method produces collision-free navigation with reasonable traveled distance and navigation time. Fig.3.16 describes the modulating weights generated by the fuzzy coordinator for the motor schemas. The modulating weights demonstrate that the motor
schemas are dynamically weighed based on the locally sensed information and is capable of avoiding local minima created by U-shape obstacles and closely spaced obstacles
(see Fig.3.12(d) and 3.13(d)). Furthermore, online balancing of avoid-obstacle and
wall-follow schema reduces oscillations in the generated trajectory of the robot (see

Fig.3.14(d) and 3.15(d)).

3.5

Different aspects of the FL-based coordinator

The FL-based methodology used in the experiment falls into coordination class 19
as described in Section 2.2. In other words, this technique combines the weighted
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actions of different behaviors to produce the final motion command of the robot. The
weights are generated using memory-less fuzzy context rules. Moreover, this approach
employs single level behavioral decomposition to coordinate the behaviors.
Different aspects of the FL-based behavior coordinator with respect to the properties of a behavior coordinator as discussed in Section 2.4 are summarized as follows.
• The FL-based coordinator does not include any explicit means (e.g., priority
ranking of behaviors for predefined execution order) to incorporate arbitration
mechanism. While forming fuzzy rules, reactive behaviors are given more importance than strategic behaviors for safe navigation. The activity of a strategic
behavior is determined using its cooperativeness with the reactive behaviors. As
a result, this approach implicitly combines the features of an arbitration technique using fuzzy context rules. However, the major disadvantage observed in
this approach is that determination of the cooperativeness of a behavior becomes
difficult when the number of behaviors increases. This also requires producing
large number of rules. A possible solution of this problem can be solved in two
steps. First, each behavior will produce its expected activity. Then, a separate
decision-layer will find the cooperative behaviors and their modulating weights
using an arbitration technique.
• The FL-based coordinator employs fuzzy context-rule based knowledge representation for world-state modeling. The world states are better represented
using FL since it can mimic human reasoning to handle sensory uncertainty.
However, the major challenge involves in this approach is to design optimum
number of rules for world-state modeling.
• The FL-based coordinator does not incorporate previous information of the
system. The process of decision-making process entirely depends on the current
sensory data. Therefore, it does not fulfill the requirement of persistency. The
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incorporation of previous state information requires including higher number of
input variables in the fuzzy rules . This leads to the formations of complex fuzzy
predicates and higher number of rules. However, the requirement of previous
state information does not effect significantly the robot's performance when the
environment is static as used in the present experiment.
• The FL-based coordinator does not incorporate any means to predict a likely
event in the dynamic environment. However, predictive decision-making has
less effect on the robot's performance when the probability of occurrence of a
dynamic event is low.
• The FL-based coordinator uses separate fuzzy modules to determine the modulating weights for each behavior. Such a modular approach increases the robustness of the system. However, this method violates one requirement of the
modular approach, namely scalability. Hence, addition of a new behavior will
change the existing fuzzy modules since the construction of the rules exploits
the inter-behavior dependencies.
• This method does not employ hierarchical approach, which includes multi-level
behavioral decomposition and decision-tree based behavior coordination. As a
result, it inhibits further opportunity to reduce the computational complexity.
Hierarchical approaches partition the behaviors into different groups according
to their execution orders and exploit the inter-behavior dependencies of each
group to form the fuzzy rules. As a consequence, the possibilities of formations
of complex fuzzy predicates and large number of fuzzy rules are reduced.
• The FL-based coordinator does not provide any measure to infer the quality of
decision-making. For example, this approach does not provide any analysis to
infer the quality of the current decision with respect to the sensory uncertainty,
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or the quality of avoiding undesired world states of the environment.

3. 6

Conclusion

This chapter presents a novel behavior-based architecture for mobile robot navigation, which employs fuzzy context dependent behavior modulation for motor schema
based behaviors. The proposed approach contributes in eliminating the most common
problems associated with motor schema based navigation. The FL-based approach
provides the opportunity of world-state modeling using multi-valued logic and has the
ability to mimic human reasoning for sensory uncertainty handling. The experiments
further reveal that fuzzy reasoning outperforms the conventional motor schema and
unmodulated vector summation based navigation methods. However, this approach
does not provide adequate flexibility to incorporate features of behavior arbitration
techniques. Moreover, the construction of fuzzy rules becomes difficult if the previous
system information is required to be preserved for a large number of behaviors. It
also lacks hierarchical approach of decision-making and suiatble means of decision
analysis. The following chapter will present a novel behavior coordination technique
that attempts to address the above mentioned aspects of a behavior coordinator using

FDES.
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Chapter 4
Behavior-based Robot Control
Using Fuzzy Discrete Event System
4.1

Introduction

This chapter demonstrates a novel a behavior coordination technique that addresses
several properties of a behavior coordinator as outlined in Section 2.4. The properties
are revisited as follows.
1. A behavior coordinator combine both behavior arbitration and command fu-

sion techniques to facilitates the coordination of competitive and cooperative
behaviors,
2. It should possess adequate means of world states modeling,
3. It should employ multi-valued logic to handle sensory uncertainties,
4. It should be capable of making persistent behavior selection,
5. It should provide the opportunity of hierarchical decision-making for reactive
action generation,
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6. It should be capable of predicting probable world states to handle environmental
uncertainties beforehand.
7. It should provide satisfactory means of decision analysis, and
8. It should be modular to increase the robustness of the system.
The present work attempts to integrate the above mentioned characteristics of a
behavior coordinator.

However, property 6 has not been addressed in this work

since the formalism required for predictive control requires probabilistic inferences,
whereas the proposed work is intended to exploit multi-valued logic based possibility
theory. At the end of this thesis, further research directions will be provided to
incorporate both possibility and probability theory in the same frame for the behavior
coordination problem.
The proposed approach employs Fuzzy Discrete Event System (FDES) [70, 71, 72,
73, 74] to formulate a behavior coordinator. It combines the state-based formalism of
DES with the deterministic vagueness of fuzzy decision-making. DES is an effective
tool to analyze complex systems that are difficult to model with differential equations
but can be described by sequence of events [69]. A sequence of events can record the
changes in the state of a system. When DES is employed for behavior-based robotic
control, the state of a system is updated using the events constructed from sensory
data. The DES theory also provides the formalism to analyze system characteristic.
However, DES may lead to erroneous states if sensory information is inaccurate.
The sensory uncertainty reflected into system states can be better represented by
FL. With partially known (or incomplete) information, the states can be described
using different grades of membership. The formalism of FDES proposed in [70, 71,
72, 73, 74] facilitates the integration of state-based analysis of DES along with the
approximate reasoning of FL. FDES is implemented using a fuzzy automaton, where
the states and the events are fuzzily defined. The possibility of occurrence of an event
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varies according to the imprecision and uncertainty in sensory information, human
observation, judgement and interpretation. An application of FDES in the field of
biomedicine is presented in [72], where the change of a person's health status, say
from excellent, to another, say good, is shown imprecise, since it depends on human
observation and judgement. This approach has generalized the crisp observability into
fuzzy observability, which is capable of describing the extent to which the output of a
system contains sufficient information to make a right decision. Some optimal control
problems are also discussed in [70]. The traditional supervisory control problems of
FDES are discussed in [73, 74], where controllability issues of a fuzzy language are
demonstrated in detail.
The rest of this chapter will describe the extension of FDES in the context of
behavior-based robotics. Section 4.2 states the modulation technique for behaviorbased robotic control. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe the FDES formalism and behavior
modulation mechanism. The parameter tuning procedure is illustrated in Section 4.5.
Section 4.6 presents a discussion on different aspects of the proposed methodology.
Finally, Section 4. 7 draws the conclusion.

4.2

Problem statement

This section provides a formalism of the FDES-based behavioral model and briefly
describes the purpose of the proposed behavior modulation technique.
Definition 1. A behavior is a triplet

where:
B: the identification label of a behavior (e.g., go-to-target)
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i: the execution priority order of a behavior. It is predefined and ranges from 1, ... , M

(M has the highest priority and 1 has the lowest priority).
Ai: the expected action to be accomplished by a behavior (e.g., velocity command)
Zi: the set of sensory information Zij, j = 1, ... , Ji ( Ji is the total number of sensory

information associated with

Bi)·

Fi: a FDES that determines the state-based activity of Bi to modulate the action Ai.

The state-based prediction of

Fi

is performed using a set of fuzzy event matrices

and are generated using another set of FDES,

Fij

as shown in Fig. 4.1. Each

(~i)

Fij

is

used to produce state-based prediction using single sensory information and generates
the activity of the

ith

behavior based on the

jth

sensory information

Zij.

Hence,

Fi

combines state-based predictions made by different sensory information to estimate
the activity of behavior

Bi.

Fig. 4.1 shows the construction of

Fi.

Throughout this

work, the current state of a FDES is denoted as s, whereas the expected state is
specified as

s.

The expected activity state

sij

is generated by

Fij

while taking a set

~-----------------------------,

I

Figure 4.1: Construction of
of fuzzy event matrices
information

Zij.

~ij.

Fi

These event matrices are generated using the sensory

The set of event matrices

~i

is formed using

used by Fi to generate the combined activity state si.
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Sij,

which is further

The task of the proposed behavior modulator is to coordinate actions of different
behaviors as
M

A= Lf3i

X

(4.1)

Ai

i=l

where the modulating factor

4.3

f3i

is generated using

si.

Modeling of FDES

This section describes the general formulation of FDES and modeling of Fi and Fij·

4.3.1

General formulation of FDES

FDES is implemented using a fuzzy automaton [70] and is modified for the present
work as follows.
Definition 2. A FDES is implemented using a fuzzy automaton, which is a four-touple
G = (S, 2:, ~'sa),

where:

S: a set of fuzzy state vectors s,
2:: a set of fuzzy event matrices ae,
~:

a state transition function from S x 2: to S, and

sa: a initial fuzzy state vector.

The set of fuzzy state vectors is defined as

(4.2)
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Here, N is the number of states in the system and fLn is the degree of possibility of
being in the

nth

state. The set of fuzzy event matrices is defined as
(4.3)

Here, E denotes the number of events in a FDES and JL~n, indicates the state transition
possibility from the

nth

transition function,

~

state to the

:S

the current state vector

s

X

I; -+ S,

nth

state when the

eth

event

eye

occurs. The state

generates the next state vector Se with respect to

upon occurrence of an event

eye.

Hence,
(4.4)

where (o) is the max-product operator. The overall next state vector

s is determined

using (4.5).
8 = [max {,L~}]
e

lxN

=

[tLn]lxN ,

tLn

E

(4.5)

[0, 1]

Example 1. Fig.4.2 shows a FDES with N = E = 3. The state-label 110.4 indicates

that the current possibility of being in state 1 is 0.4. Therefore, the initial state
vector is

S0

= [ 0.4

0.7 0.2 ]. The event-label

occurrence of event

eyl

ey

1

I0.9 denotes that the possibility of

is 0.9. The event matrices are formed as shown bellow.
a'I0.3

a'10.1

Figure 4.2: FDES for Example 1

0.9

0

0

0 0.3 0

0.9

0

0

0 0.3 0

0.9 0

0 0.3 0

0
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0 0.1
, and

ey

3

=

0

0

0

0.1

0

0

0.1

The next state vector 81 is determined as follows.

1

8

[

0.4 0.7 0.2

l

0

0.9

0

0

0.9

0

0

0

0.9 0

[max{0.36, 0.63, 0} max{O, 0, 0.18} max{O, 0, 0}]
[ 0.63 0.18 0

l

Similarly,

82

= [

0 0.21 0 ] and 83

= [

0 0.04 0.07 ]

The overall next state vector 8 is calculated using the following formula,

8 = [max{0.63, 0, 0} max{0.18, 0.21, 0.04} max{O, 0, 0.07}]

= [

0.63 0.21 0.07 ].

•
State-based observability
Each event ae in a FDES is associated with a user defined degree of observability
(certainty) de E [0, 1] and a degree of unobservability (uncertainty) d~ E [0, 1] where
de +d~ = 1. They can usually be determined using experimental data. The parameters
de and d~ can be interpreted as certainty and uncertainty, respectively, associated with

the sensory data used in constructing ae. The major distinction between an observable and unobservable event is the uncertainty in their occurrence. The occurrence
of an observable event is certain, whereas the occurrence of an unobservable event
is uncertain due to the sensor failure. In the worst case, an unobservable event can
occur N times and loops back to a previously visited state without being detected.
The unobservable form of an event is denoted as

-(e)
a'e = J-(e)-(e)U a 1U a 2U · · · U
a N
81

(4.6)

where 0 is a fuzzy OR operator (maximal) and I is the identity matrix. The matrix

(onN is calculated as

(4.7)
Here, ® is the max-min fuzzy composition. If observability is incorporated,

~

is

redefined with (4.8).
(4.8)
The product de.cl stands for the observable part of the event ae, whereas

d~.ae

is its

unobservable part.
The measure of observability of a FDES described in [70] is interpreted to define
state-based observability in order to provide state-based decision making for a physical
agent like mobile robot. Hence, state-based decision-making increases reactivity to a
robot system. The state-based observability (0) for a FDES is calculated using (4.9)
E

L: (se o L o (se)T)
0

=

1-

_e=_l_ _ _ _ __
E

(4.9)

l: (se 0 (se) T)

e=l

where T is used for transpose and matrix L

=

UnnlNxN is the inconsistency matrix

defined by the user. The degree of inconsistency between the

nth

and

nth

states in a

FDES is denoted as lnn· If 0 = 1, a FDES is completely observable for next state
and consistent decisions can be made based on the observations.
Example 2. For the FDES presented in Example 1, the unobservable form of event
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a 1 is determined as follows.

1 0 0

a?

0 1 0

0

0 0 1

-

0.9

0

0

0.9

0

0

0

1

0

0

0.9

1

0

0.9 0 0

0

0.9 0 0

0

0.9 0 0

0.9 0

0.9 0 0

0.9 0 0

0.9 0 0

0.9 0.9 1
Similarly,

a2 and a2are calculated as
1 0.3 0

a2

1

0

1 0.1 0.1
and

0

a3 =

0 0.3 1
For de = 0.8 and

sl

d~ =

1

0.1

0

0

1

0.2, e = 1, 2, 3,

[0.4 0.7 0.2 ] 0

0.72

0

0

0.72

0

0

[0.4 0.7 0.2]

0

0

0.72 0

0

-

0

0.72

0

0

0.72

0.2

0

0.2

0

0

0.18

0.2

0

0.18 0.18 0.2

0.18 0.72 0.2
[ 0.504 0.144 0.04 ].
Similarly,

S2=

[

0.08 0.168 0.12 ) and

s3 =

[

0.08 0.14 0.056 ]

The over all next st at e is s= [ 0.504 0.168 0.12 ]. If

0
L =

0.35

0.35 0.85
0

0.85 0.35
83

0.35
0

then the measure of observability is calculated as

0 = 1 - 0.0254016 + 0.00816 + 0.00392. = 0.8758
0.254 + 0.0282 + 0.0196

•
State-based controllability
Controllability of a FDES refers to the achievement of desired state transitions using appropriate set of events. Supervisory control techniques employ a high level
decision maker (e.g., the Arbiter in the proposed method described in Section 4.4)
that generates the appropriate set of events to achieve the desired state transitions.
Hence, the measure of controllability quantifies the achievement of desired states at
each state-transition. For a FDES, if the current sate is s and the next state is

s,

then the state-based controllability is measured as

c=

1- s o

w o (sf

(4.10)

where the user defined matrix W = [wnnlNxN shows the undesired state transition
between the

nth

and

n,th

states in a FDES. The matrix component Wnn

undesired transition between the
desired one. If C

=

nth

and

nth

=

1 indicates

states, whereas Wnn = 0 indicates a

1, the next state transition is completely controllable and desired

decisions can be made.
Example 3. As a continuation of Example 1 and 2, this example calculates the measure

of state-based controllability for the FDES shown in Fig.4.2. For
0 0 1

s

= [

0.4 0. 7 0.2 ],

s

[ 0.504 0.168 0.12 ], and W

=

0 0 0

1 0 0

84

the measure of state-based controllability is
0 0 1

c = 1- [ 0.4

0.7 0.2

l

0 0 0

0

0.504
0

1 0 0

0.168

= 0.8992.

0.12

•
4.3.2

Modeling of FDES

Fij

The general formulation described in Section 4.3.1 is now modified to define the
FDES Fij that manipulates the jlh sensory information of the ith behavior. State 1
and state N are specified as the lowest and highest activity state, respectively. Here,
aij is determined using

(4.11)

a~.
l]

ftj (zij) if transition exists when
aije occurs
otherwise

0

where ftj (·) represents a fuzzy MF that maps sensory information Zij to a membership
value over [0, 1].

4.3.3

Modeling of FDES

Fi

FDES Fi is also defined using the formulation described in Section 4.3.1. State 1 of

Fi refers to the lowest activity state and state N stands for the highest activity state.
In Fi, the number of events is equal to the number of states, i.e., E
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=

N. Here, event

c
0

+-' ·.;:::;
ttl
I

c
~ CU

I W

C

(])

l9
~------------------~

(b) Transition structure of Fi

(a) Construction of Fi using Fij

(d) Transition structure of Fi 2

(c) Transition structure of Fil

Figure 4.3: Constructions of the FDESs in Example 4

af is determined using
(4.12)

a~
~

li
e

af occurs

1-Lnn

0
where

1i is

if transition exists when

otherwise

calculated as
8

mean{ Sij} = [Pn:] 1 xN, j = 1, · · · , Ji
J

17 - Pn-,

n = e.

(4.13)

Here, 8 is obtained by taking element wise average of the output state vectors

Sij

of

FDES FiJ·
Example 4. Fig.4.3(a) shows an example of Fi, which is formed using Fil and Fi 2

(i.e., Ji

=

event-label

2). Fig.4.3(b)-4.3(d) depict the transition structures of the FDESs. The

afi'Yi

denotes that the possibility of occurrence of event
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af

in FDES Fi

is

'Yi-

Similarly, the event-label aiJifij(ziJ) denotes the possibility of occurrence of

event afJ in FDES Fij is Jij(ziJ)· Let JA(zit) = 0.3, fl1 (zil) = 0.5, fi1(zil) = 0.7,
fi~(Zi2)

= 0.1,

Jl2(zi2)

= 0.9, and

Jl2(zi2)

= 0.2. Events aiJ

E ~ij are calculated

using (4.11) and the output states Bij are determined as si1=[ 0.09 0.3 0.42] and

si 2=[ 0.08 0.72 0.1 ]. Next, the possibilities of occurrences of the events af
are calculated as

"'f =

'Yl =

mean{0.42,0.1}

mean{0.09,0.08} = 0.085,

=

"'f

0.26, which are used to form

E ~i

= mean{0.3,0.72} = 0.51, and

af

using (4.12). Finally, FDES

Fi updates its state vector as si=[ 0.0255 0.1960 0.0780 ].

•
4.4

Behavior modulation mechanism

Fig.4.4 shows the proposed FDES-based supervisory behavior modulation technique.
The construction of the supervisor leads to the following definition.

_______________________ ?_~~~~~~~~-----------------------Control

Prediction

---------------------Action exeC:i.ii:iOr1-------------------Figure 4.4: FDES-based behavior modulation
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'

Definition 3. A supervisor is a function SUP that maps the sensory feedback into
the desired set of events for FDES Fi, i

=

1, ... , M (M is the total number of Fi

associated with each behavior).

Here, Zi is the set of sensory data used in the FDESs and

f:i

is the desired set of

events produced by the supervisor for FDES Fi.
The proposed behavior modulation technique constitutes three stages: Prediction,

Control, and Action execution. The Prediction stage employs desired models of the
FDESs to estimate the expected behavioral states si using sensory feedback Zi. In the

Control stage, predefined control laws are used by the Arbiter to produce appropriate
set of events f:i for FDES Fi using si. The Action execution stage uses f:i to recalculate
the behavioral states ji, which are further used to generate the modulating factors
f3i·

The formation of the control laws depends on the type of the behavioral arrangement. The existing behavioral arrangements in a robotic application can be classified
into three categories.
Type I: All the behaviors are cooperative, i.e., they have similar goals and assist

each other to accomplish their tasks.
Type II: All the behaviors are non-cooperative, i.e., they have different goals and

do not assist each other to accomplish their tasks.
Type III: Some of the behaviors are cooperative and the rest are non-cooperative.

Types I and II lead to the following theorems.

Theorem 1.

Optimal control is possible for a set of cooperative behaviors using
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f;i = I;i

that produces the predicted behavioral states

ii =

si.

Proof: The Prediction stage employs the desired models of the FDESs, where the
FDES Fi produces the expected behavioral state si using the current state si and
events

o:f

E I;i· In the Action execution stage, the FDES Fi recalculates the output

state vector ~i using the same current state vector si and the events
f;i

=

I;i,

af

E I;i. But

which implies that ~i = si. This completes the proof.

•
Theorem 2. A Pareto optimal control is possible for a set of non-cooperative behaviors
using f:i = I;i only for the

ith

FDES Fi.

Proof: For a set of non-cooperative behaviors, generation of a desired state of one
behavior accompanied with the deteriorated (or undesired) states of other behaviors,
which is the requirement of a Pareto optimal control. Therefore, the assignment
I;i

=

I;i

results in the desired behavioral state for FDES Fi· Whereas generation

of undesired states of other behaviors requires f:k -::} I;k, k -::} i. This completes the
proof.

•

Type III is a combination of Types I and II. Here, the behaviors are, first, cat-

egorized into separate groups and then a criterion is setup to determine the desired
group of cooperative behaviors, for which Theorem 1 is applied. The event sets of
other behaviors are determined using heuristics.
The Arbiter uses the following assumptions to generate the event sets f;i·

Assumption 1: The behavioral arrangement is of Type III.
Assumption 2: Each FDES Fi has the same number of states N.
Assumption 3: For all FDESs, state 1 stands for the lowest behavioral activity
state, whereas the

nth

state denotes the highest behavioral activity state.
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Assumption 4: For all FDESs, if an event o:e occurs N times, the resulted fuzzy
state vector has the highest possibility of being in the

nth

state, where

In other words, the final state caused by the event (ae)N is the

nth

n = e.

state, where

n =e.
The Arbiter performs the following steps to accomplish the event modification process.
Step 1. While comparing the fuzzy membership values of the state vectors, the Ar-

biter first determines the best possible state for each behavior. Let assume
the states are labeled as state 1 , state 2 , ... , stateN. Note, the

Nth

state has the

highest activity. The behaviors are grouped according to the highest degree
of membership value of being in a given state. As an example, if the highest
membership of the state vector si is in staten, the behavior Bi will be grouped
as of being in the

nth

activity state. Hence,

where [staten] is the set of behaviors having the highest memberships in staten.
Step 2. Find the group of behaviors (from non-empty groups) [staten] having the
highest activity state, say

n=

n.

In other words, [staten] is selected if

arg min { N- n} and [staten] =1- { ¢ }.
n

Step 3. Within this group select the highest priority behavior, say

B.

Step 4. The cooperative behaviors of B are chosen using heuristic knowledge. To
find the cooperative behaviors, an equivalence relation

=co

their actions do not conflict with the actions proposed by
erative behaviors are determined as
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B.

is defined so that
The set of coop-

As an example, in force vector modulation, behaviors having directions within
6° of the direction of
co

iJ

can be considered as cooperative behaviors. Therefore,

is defined as

where

A represents

the expected action of

B.

The threshold value 6 can be

defined as a scalar value or a matrix 6 = [5ij]MxM· When 6 represents a scalar
value, the same threshold is used for all comparisons, whereas in the matrix
form, a different threshold is used for each comparison. For example, the matrix component

6ij

indicates that the ith behavior is selected as

iJ

and the lh

behavior is cooperative with it if the difference between their expected heading
directions remains within

bij.

Step 5. Once the cooperative behaviors are chosen, the Arbiter redefines the set of
event matrices as f:;i based on the activity states of the behaviors (si)· The
modified event matrices in turn alter the state prediction (ii) of each Fi. The

Arbiter assigns

D:f

=

cxf

for Bi E [B] according to Theorem 1. This ensures

generation of desired activities for cooperative behaviors. For non-cooperative
behaviors Bi t/:. [B], event

D:f

is modified to cause a transition to the lowest

activity, i.e., state 1 . Hence, event

D:f =

m~x {t1n:}
n

[P~nlNxN

if transition exists when

D:f

=J=.

occurs

(4.14)

otherwise

0

and for e

is determined for e = 1 as

1,
min {J1n:} if transition exists when
n

D:i occurs
0

otherwise
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(4.15)

The Fi determines the final activity state vector §i =

[MnhxN using event matrices

&f. The activity state §i is then defuzzified using (4.16) to modulate the expected
actions Ai of Bi·
N

1::

(An X~~~)

~·- ~n=_l~--------~-

N

(4.16)

,

1:: Mn

n=l

Finally, actions of different behaviors are combined using (4.1).

Remark 1. DES-based coordinator is a special form of FDES-based coordinator,
which requires two modifications:
• The membership functions are changed to support either 1 or 0 membership.
• Event matrix ai = [J..l~nlNxN is changed so that the state transition possibility
J..l~n

can be either 0 or 1. Here,

J..l~n

is calculated as:

1 if transition exists when

ai occurs and e = arg m~x( 1!)

(4.17)

e

0 otherwise
where

ri

is calculated using (4.13).

Remark 2. Behavior arbitration is defined as a special form of DES-based coordinator
where the following modifications are accomplished:
• Assign [B] = {B}, i.e., no cooperative behaviors are allowed with the highest
priority behavior in the most desirable state.
• To make

B the only active behavior, set ~i =
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0 for Bi =/=

B.

Example 5. A system comprises of three behaviors (i.e., i = 1, 2, 3) and each FDES

has 3 states and 3 events (i.e., N = E = 3). Let the updated state vectors of FDESs

Fi are 81 =[ 0.12 0.35 0.42 ], and 82=[ 0.1 0.2 0.6 ], and s3=[ 0.25 0.72 0.1 ).
The behavioral actions are expressed as Ai = IAiiLBi, which indicates that the action

Ai is directed to

ei

and has magnitude

IAil·

The actions are set to

A1

=

1L25°,

A2 = 1L65°, and A3 = 1L60o (which are unit vectors to the expected heading
directions). The equivalence relation is defined as

where

A represents

the expected action of the highest priority behavior

maximum activity state and

o=

B in

the

5°. Hence, the control algorithm is described as

follows.

Step 1. Categorize behaviors as [state 1]=¢, [state 2]={ BJ}, and [state 3 ]={ B 1 , B 2 }.
Step 2. Find behaviors in the maximum activity state as [state3] ={ B 1 , B 2 }.
Step 3. Find the highest priority behavior as B=B2 .
Step 4. Find cooperative behaviors as [B]={B2 , B3 }.
Step 5. For Bi E [B], event iii is set equal to ai and for Bi ~ [B], if e

iii =

[ji,~nJ 3 x 3 is determined using

max{0.12, 0.35, 0.42} = 0.42 if transition exists when

iii occurs
otherwise

0

and for e =/= 1,
min{0.12, 0.35, 0.42}

=

0.12 if transition exists when

iii occurs
0

otherwise.
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1,

Let the updated state vectors of FDES Fi are
'
81

[

'

0.44 0.35 0.12 ],

[ 0.2 0.32 0.9 ], and

82
'

83

[

0.02 0.76 0.19 ].

Using (4.16), the modulating factors are calculated as ,81=0.324, ,82=0. 746, and
,83 =0.588. As an instance, ,81 is determined as

,81 =

0.44

X

~

+ 0.35 X ~ + 0.12
0.44 + 0.35 + 0.12

X

~

= 0.324.

Next, the modulated action is obtained using

A

0.324L25°

+ 0.746L65° + 0.588L60°

1.6L55.665°.

Hence, the coordinated action A is directed to 55.665° and its magnitude is 1.6 .

•
4.4.1

Computational complexity

The computational complexity of the modulation process is governed by the process
of event and state generation in a FDES, which is on the order of EN 2 or Q(EN 2 ).
Furthermore, the number of states N and the number of events E are usually equal
in a FDES. Therefore, when E

=

N, the computational complexity of a FDES will

be Q(N 3 ). The overall complexity of the decision process depends on the number
M

of FDES Fi, which is M and the number of FDES Fij, which is J = 2::::.: Ji. Hence,
the overall complexity is Q((2M

+ J)N 3 )

i=1

(M is counted twice since FDES Fi is

used twice in the decision process). Therefore, to reduce the number of elementary
operations in a large behavior-based system, it requires selection of fewer number of
sensory information as well as FDESs with small number of states.
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4.4.2

Multilevel behavioral decomposition

The proposed method incorporates multilevel behavioral decomposition using a decision tree, where the given task is divided into sequentially ordered high level (or
abstract) behaviors. A high level behavior does not generate any motion command,
instead it selects a lower-level abstract behavior or a group of primitive behaviors at
the lowest level. The primitive behaviors are implemented and coordinated with the
FDES-based methodology described in the previous sections.
Example 6. Fig.4.5 shows a multilevel behavioral decomposition where the navigationand-pulling task given to a robot is divided into anchoring and navigate-to-goal be-

haviors that are to be executed sequentially (refer to Chapter 6). The robot, first,
anchors itself with an object and then pulls it to a goal position. The primitive behav-

Figure 4.5: An example of multilevel behavioral decomposition
iors Bi associated with navigate-to-goal (i

=

1, ... , 3) and anchoring (i

=

4, ... , 6)

are coordinated with separate FDES-based behavior modulators.

•
The use of separate modulators helps reducing the overall computational complexity. This is illustrated using the following example.
Example 7. Let assume the navigation-and-pulling task uses single level behavioral

decomposition as shown in Fig.4.6 and employs a single behavior coordinator. If each
FDES uses three sensory data (i.e., Ji

=

3) and their transition structures employ
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Figure 4.6: An example of multilevel behavioral decomposition
three states (i.e., N

=

3), the number of elementary operations required at each de-

cision cycle is ( (2 x 6 + 18) x 33 ) = 810. On the other hand, the use of separate
modulators requires ( (2 x 3 + 9) x 33 )

=

405 elementary operations at each decision

cycle.

•
Therefore, multilevel behavioral decomposition provides the capability of fast
decision-making by reducing the computational complexity of the overall decision
process.

4.5

Parameter tuning

The FDES-based behavior modulator requires assignment of following parameters.
• Priority ranking of the behaviors (i),
• Degree of observability d~ of each event that reflects the reliability of the sensory
information associated with the event,
• Matrix L that describes the inconsistency between the actions taken in different
activity states,
• Matrix W that describes the undesired transitions between the activity states,
and
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• Ranges of MFs.
The rest of this section describes the proposed parameter tuning methods.

4.5.1

Priority ranking i

The following general guidelines are used to assign priority ranking of the behaviors:
• Assign the highest priority to a behavior that models dynamic changes in the
environment, e.g., avoid-obstacle behavior in mobile robot navigation.
• Next, assign the priority ranking according to the execution order of behaviors.

4.5.2

The degree of observability

d~

The degree of observability is a probabilistic measure that describes the reliability of
a sensory data used in an event. It is a ratio of the number of valid sensor readings
to the total number of sensor readings taken in an experiment. For example,
indicates that the reliability of the sensory data used in the

eth

d~ =

0.8

event is found 80%

in the experiments. If an event uses an information that consists of more than one
sensory data, the product of the reliability of each sensory data is assigned to

4.5.3

Matrix L

Matrix L

=

d~.

[lnn]NxN defines the inconsistency between the actions taken in different

activity states. The inconsistency can be approximated by taking the difference between the estimated modulating factors of two different states. A state vector having
possibility 1 of being in the

nth

state modulates an action using the factor (~-:::_~).

Therefore, the action inconsistency between the
mated as ( ~-=-~

- ~-=-~).

nth

and

nth

states can be approxi-

However, MFs generating state transition possibilities are
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generally kept overlapping. This indicates that the activity states are also overlapping. An overlap between two states infers similarity between their actions. Hence,
the following formula is proposed as a guideline to define lnn
n-1

n-1)

lnn = lnn = abs ( N _ - N _
1
1
where Ann is the amount of overlap between the

nth

X (1

and

- Ann)

n,th

(4.18)

states measured in terms

of the intersected membership value of their corresponding MFs. When two states
are not adjacent and the corresponding MFs do not intersect, their actions are related
in terms of the intermediate states. Hence, Ann is determined using
(4.19)
where (n - n)

> 1. The estimated value of lnn can further be modified according to

the expert knowledge.
The inconsistency matrix
inconsistency matrix

Li

Lij

of FDES

of FDES
Fi

Fij

is determined using (4.18) and the

is determined by averaging entries of each

Lij

with the same indices.

4.5.4

Matrix W

Matrix W = [wnn]NxN denotes the undesired transitions between the activity states.
The expected state transitions between the

Wnn

=

nth

and

n,th

states are denoted using

0, whereas the undesired transitions are specified using Wnn = 1.

Example 8. A FDES is implemented using the transition structure shown in Fig.4.7(a)
and employs the MFs depicted in Fig.4.7(b). Here, N = 3, A32 = A21 = 0.5, and
.-\ 31 =

0.5 x 0.5

=

0.25. Matrix L is determined with (4.18) and (4.19) as

0
L =

0.25 0.75

0.25

0

0.75 0.25
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0.25
0

1.011-'----------,

~ 0.5

0

0

z (distance in pixels)

(b) Membership functions

(a) Transition structure

Figure 4. 7: Construction of the FDES in Example 8
According to the transition structure shown in Fig.4.7(a), direct transitions between
state 1 and 3 are inhibited. Hence, matrix W is determined as

0 0 1
W=

0 0 0

1 0 0

•
4.5.5

Ranges of MFs

Thning parameters of MFs is a common issue in FL-based applications. The tuning
procedure mainly depends on the expert knowledge. The following guidelines are
proposed to set the ranges of the MFs:
• The input range of the sensory information associated with a FDES is divided
equally to define the MFs when the corresponding states are equally possible.
When the possibility of being in a particular state is expected to be increased,
the range of the corresponding MF is widened.
• The peak values of the MFs are chosen so that the effects of the states become
prominent at those point.
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• An overlap between two MFs is determined according to the intended consistency of actions taken in the corresponding states.

4.6

Different aspects of the FDES-based method

In Section 4.1, it was proclaimed that the proposed FDES-based methodology integrates several important properties of a behavior coordinator. The following discussion justifies this claim.
1. The proposed method combines features of both behavior arbitration and command fusion techniques to facilitates the coordination of competitive and cooperative behaviors.

The inclusion of explicit priority of behaviors denotes

behavior arbitration as discussed in the priority-based coordination classes (see
Fig.2.4 and Table 2.1), whereas incorporation of behavior modulation indicates
command fusion as described in the superposition-based coordination classes
(see Fig.2.4 and Table 2.1). Competitive behaviors are prioritized according to
their predefined ranking and expected activity at a particular moment. Cooperative behaviors of the highest priority behavior are determined according to
their action similarity. Thus, both the competitive and cooperative behaviors
are selected on the basis of current context and their actions are weighed using
the modulating factors produced by the FDES-based technique. The present
method employs separate layers to generate the activity of a behavior and to
determine its cooperative behaviors. This reduces the overall computational
complexity of the decision process unlike the FL-based approaches discussed in
Section 3.5.
2. This method provides adequate means for world states modeling with DES and
FL. The state transition structure of the proposed approach implements context
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rules using state vectors and event matrices that models the current sensory information . The FDES-based method outperforms the conventional DES-based
technique since fuzzily defined state vectors and event matrices exhibit robust
performance in case of noisy perceptions. In a finite state automaton, the number of the state vectors is fixed since the possibility of being in a state is either
0 or 1; whereas in a fuzzy automaton, the number of the state vectors is infinite
since the possibility of being in a state can take any value in the range [0,1].
Therefore, FDES adds additional flexibility to model the world states using the
same state transition structure as DES.
3. This method provides satisfactory means of decision analysis using state-based
observability and controllability. Observability models the decision-vagueness
based on the uncertainty associated with the sensory data and controllability
models the decision-risk based on the dynamic changes within the observed
environment. Thus the present method provides the opportunity to analyze
the vagueness and risk of decision made depending on the current context and
takes appropriate actions to cope with sensory uncertainty and environmental
dynamics. In the following chapter, it will be demonstrated that the measures of
observability and controllability can be used for velocity and sampling-frequency
modulation for safe mobile robot navigation.
4. This method possesses the capability of persistent decision-making, which contributes to the current goals. It employs both the past state information and the
present environmental context to generate the activity of a behavior. In the proposed FDES-based approach, the system memory is preserved with fuzzy state
vectors and the current environmental context is modeled with fuzzy event matrices. The state vector is updated using both the past state vector and event
matrices. Thus the present approach reduces the possibility of activation of
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contradictory behaviors in the successive decision cycles. However, the computational complexity of the overall decision process largely depends on the
number of states N (or the dimension of a state vector), which imposes a constraint to maintain the system memory (see Section 4.4.1).
5. This method employs FDES in a distributed manner, where separate FDESs
are used to model the activity of a behavior. The FDESs associated with a
behavior are independent of each other. Thus addition of a new behavior does
not require further modifications of the existing FDESs. Hence, the FDES-based
activity generation is modular. In Section 4.4.1, it has been shown that the
computational complexity of the proposed method is tractable, i.e., it does not
increase exponentially with the increase in the number of behaviors. Therefore,
the FDES-based approach is also scalable to a large behavior-based system.
6. This method incorporates hierarchical decision-making by adopting multilevel
behavioral decomposition. It employs sequential decision tree to implement the
hierarchical selection of behaviors. In Section 4.4.2, it has been shown that multilevel behavioral decomposition reduces the overall computational complexity
of the decision process. As a result, it helps taking timely response in case of
dynamic changes in the observed environment.
7. This method provides the opportunity to incorporate multi-valued logic, which
helps implementing deterministic vagueness using human reasoning. As a result
this approach is more flexible to model the sensory uncertainty and environmental dynamics as compared to the traditional binary logic. In the following
chapter, it will be demonstrated that the FL-based multi-valued logic reduces
the possibility of wrong behavior selection as compared to the binary logic and
generates less-oscillatory motion commands of the robot.
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4. 7

Conclusion

In this chapter, a novel behavior modulation technique has been described using
FDES. The theoretical development is presented along with mathematical examples.
It has been demonstrated that the proposed method integrates several important

properties of a behavior coordinator. It combines behavior arbitration and command
fusion. It provides adequate means of world states modeling and decision analysis.
It accomplishes persistent behavior selection. In addition, it is modular, hierarchical,
and multi-valued logic based. However, the proposed method requires tuning several
parameters, which is the main challenge in designing this system. In the following
chapters, the performance of the FDES-based system will be justified using real world
mobile robot applications.
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Chapter 5
Mobile Robot Navigation Using
Fuzzy Discrete Event System
5.1

Introduction

Autonomous navigation includes both global and local path planning for goal-oriented
safe maneuvering in dynamic environments. Global techniques [91 J require a complete model of the robot's environment in order to allow off-line computation of the
complete trajectory from the starting point to the target point. However, global
approaches are not appropriate for dynamically varying environment. On the other
hand, local methods [92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101 J require only a fraction of
the world model during motion planning. Local approaches emphasize more on realtime obstacle avoidance than creating optimal solutions. Integration of global and
local methods allows to react to changes in the environment without suspending the
predefined course plan [102, 103, 104, 105]. The method described in [102] defines a
collision-free path and is called elastic band. To improve the shape of the path artificial forces are applied and the elastic band continues to deform in response to any
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changes in the environment. However, [106] reports that elastic band approach may
result in a local minima, where the robot can be trapped within U-shape obstacles.
In addition, the algorithm is not suitable for moving obstacles [106]. In [103], a cell
decomposed method is used to generate a collision-free path between the initial and
goal position, and a potential field collision-avoidance method is used at execution
time. This method suggests replanning of the path if an local minima occurs. The
method described in [104] uses both global and local planners. The global planner
employs a global description of the free space given by the network of minimum potential valleys and it selects a candidate path that is likely to be collision-free. The local
planner then modifies the candidate path to avoid collisions and locally optimizes the
path length for achieving smooth motion. The algorithm fails to respond properly
for complicated shape of obstacles [104] and is designed only for static environments.
The algorithm described in [105] uses Electrostatic Potential Fields (EPF) as a global
planner and two layer FL system for sensor fusion and real-time obstacle avoidance.
The EPF planner is reinvoked every time the environment map is updated. As a
result, this algorithm reacts slowly in the presence of unknown moving obstacles.
This chapter presents a novel behavior-based architecture to combine the global
and local path planning for mobile robot navigation. It employs Voronoi diagram
[107] to define a global path, which remains unchanged during the course of navigation. Local motion planning is accomplished using motor schema-based behaviors [78, 41 J, which are updated online using the knowledge of predefined course plan
and locally sensed sensory data. The proposed FDES-based behavior coordinator
is employed to autonomously select appropriate behaviors to produce collision-free
goal oriented navigation. The method does not assume specific shapes of obstacles
and is not restricted to static environments. FDES-based selection of behaviors also
eliminates generation of conflicting motion commands and produces local minima free
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navigation in presence of U-shape obstacles. The proposed method is also capable
of detecting temporal changes in the environment using the measurement of FDESbased controllability, which is used to modulate the robot's velocity in case of moving
obstacles.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the navigation architecture. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 present the FDES-based behavior coordinator
and its non-fuzzy forms. Sections 5.5-5.9 demonstrate the experimental results and
different aspects of the proposed navigation architecture. Finally, Section 5.10 draws
the conclusion.

5.2

Navigation architecture

The overall navigation architecture is similar to the behavior-based system shown in
Fig.3.1 of Chapter 3. In this architecture, the Global module generates a safe path
using Voronoi diagram. The Voronoi vertices between the robot and the target are
denoted as subgoals (see Fig.3.2). Once the robot reaches closer to a subgoal point,
the subgoal is discarded and the available closest Voronoi vertex is redefined as the
next subgoal. The Local module takes the sensory inputs as well as the safe path
information and forms the following motor schemas (or vector behaviors).
• Go-to-target (V1 ) is used for path optimization, which is a unit vector directed

to the second nearest subgoal with respect to the current robot's position (see
Fig.5.1).
• Route-follow (V2 ) is used to follow the safe path, which is a unit vector directed

to the nearest subgoal with respect to the current robot's position (see Fig.5.1).
• Avoid-obstacle (V3 ) is a unit vector that is normal to the direction of the re-

sultant repulsive force obtained from the position vectors of obstacles and it is
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directed towards the current orientation of the robot. This behavior employs
wall-following approach to avoid collisions. (see Fig.5.1).

Figure 5.1: Motor schemas
The Behavior coordination module generates the modulating weights

/31 , /32 ,

and

/33

and coordinates the behaviors using
(5.1)
where V is the coordinated behavior and e = L..V is the commanded heading direction.
For performance comparison, four different behavior coordinators are employed:
1. Unmodulated vector summation, i.e., f3i = 1, Vi
2. FDES-based coordinator,
3. DES-based coordinator, and
4. Behavior arbitration.
The following sections describe formation of different behavior coordinators that generate the modulatory weights f3i·
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5.3

FDES coordinator

The FDES-based approach redefines the go-to-target, route-follow and avoid-obstacle
behaviors as B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 respectively. It employs a single level behavioral decomposition for the given navigation task as shown in Fig.5.2. The go-to-target behavior

Figure 5.2: Single level decomposition of the navigation task
is given the lowest priority and is defined as

Here, A 1
z 11

=

=

V 1 and Z 1

=

{z 1i/j

=

1, 2, 3}, where

distance to the closest obstacle with respect to current robot's position.

Higher values of z11 infer higher activity of B 1 .
z 12

=

(D2

-

D 1 ), where D 1 and D 2 are the distances from the current robot's

position to the nearest and the second nearest subgoal, respectively. Higher values of
z12 infer lower activity of B 1 .
z 13

=

abs(LV3

-

LV 1 ). Higher values of z 13 infer lower activity of B 1 .

F 1 is composed of F 1j, j

=

1, 2, 3 where each FDES has the transition structure

shown in Fig.5.3. State 1, 2, and 3 denote low, medium and high activity, respec-
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a'

a'

a'

Figure 5.3: Transition structure of FDESs
tively. Event

o:1j

is determined using (4.11) as below:

1
o:lj

f1i (zu)

0

0

f1i (zij)

0

0

0

fG (zij)

0

-

0

0

Jfj (zli)

0

0

ffi (zij)

where membership functions

fl1 , ff2 ,

~ 0.5

0 ffi (zij)

0

and

ff3 are defined as shown in Fig.5.4. For
1.0

::1.

~1

l

/ 11

\.!)

, and

0 Jli (zij) 0

1.0

1.0
::1.
Cll

=

0

0

0 ffi (zij)
3
o:lj

2

o:lj

0 Rj (Zij)

::t

<11
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Figure 5.4: Membership functions
state-based observability and controllability analysis, Lij

=

are used where L and W are defined as
0

L=

0.4

0 0 1

0.4 0.8
0

0.8 0.4

0.4

, W =

0 0 0

1 0 0

0
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L and W1 = W 1j = W

The matrices Land Ware determined using the procedure described in Section 4.5.
Event a~ is calculated using (4.12) as

ai

Here

li
li

0

0

0

0

0

li

0

0
2
,a1 =

0
0

11 is determined using

,r
li
li

0
0

' and

ar

=

0

0

!{

0

0

0

!{

0

0

,r

(4.13).

The next behavior Route-follow is given a higher priority than go-to-target and is
defined as

Here,

A2 =

abs(LV 3

-

v2

and

z2 =

{z2jlj =

LV2 ). Higher values of

1, 2, 3}, where
z 21

and

z 22

Z21 =

Zn,

Z22 =

Z12,

and

Z23 =

infer higher activity of B 2 , whereas

lower values of z 23 infer higher activity of B 2 . The FDES

H constitutes F 2j, j

=

1, 2, 3.

Hence, F2 and F 2j have the same transition structures as shown in Fig.5.3. Event
is determined using (4.11) with

!21 = Jf1 , f22 = fg-e+ 1),

and

f23 = ff3 .

a2j

L 2 j - Land

W2 = W2j = W are used for observability and controllability analysis. Event

a2

is

calculated using (4.12).
Finally, avoid-obstacle behavior is given the highest priority and is defined as

Here, A3 =

v3

and z3 = {z3jlj = 1, 2, 3}, where

Lower values of

z 23 .

z 31

Z31 =

Zn,

Z32 =

Z13,

and Z33 =

infer higher activity of B 3 , whereas higher values of

z 32

and z 33 infer higher activity of B 3 . The FDES F3 constitutes F 3j having the same
transition structures as shown in Fig.5.3. Event

f 31e

=

J(n3 -e+ 1) ' and b oth Je32' Je33

=

a3j

is determined using (4.11) with

j(133 -e+ 1 ) . L 3j = L an d W 3 = W 3j = W are use d

for observability and controllability analysis. Event

a3

is calculated using (4.12).

Initial state vectors of all FDESs in Bi are set to [ 0.1 0.9 0.1 ]. The grade of
membership of medium activity is assigned the highest value, which enables a quick
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Figure 5.5: Behavior modulation for the navigation task
state-transition from medium to low or high activity depending on the sensory data.
Hence, assignment of the highest value to medium activity reduces the time delay
in reaching the expected activity state. For all Fij, de = 0.8 and

d~

= 0.2 are used.

These value are determined experimentally. It indicates that the sensory information
used in an event is 80% reliable. Fig.5.5 shows the behavior modulation technique,
which is implemented as described in Section 4.4. The Arbiter defines the equivalence
relation as

A

A

where A represents the expected action of the highest priority behavior B in maximum
activity state (see Section 4.4). The threshold 6 is used as a scalar quantity and is
set to 15°.
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5.4

DES coordinator and behavior arbitration

DES coordinator is obtained by modifying FDES-based coordinator as mentioned in

Remark 1 (see Section 4.4). Hence, the membership functions shown in Fig.5.4 are
changed

SO

ftj(Zij) = 1 if e = argm~x{ji~(Zij)},
e

e=

1, 2, 3; otherwise, fij(zij) = Q.

Behavior arbitration is obtained using Remark 2 (see Section 4.4).

5.5

Navigation results

An Active Media Pioneer 3-AT robot quipped with a sonar ring is used in the experiments. The sonar sensors are employed to obtain range measurements to avoid
obstacles. At each decision cycle, the robot is controlled by sending a rotational
velocity command (D) and a translational velocity command (v). For unmodulated
coordination, the rotational velocity command D is proportional to
deg/s, where (} = LV deg.

K

e,

i.e., D

=

K,(J

is set to 1 for the examples presented in this work.

The translational velocity command v is adjusted proportional to rotational velocity (180- abs(D)) and v is measured in mm/s. For unmodulated coordination, the
sampling time period (i.e., the length of a decision cycle) is set at tP = 50 ms.
For the FDES-based coordinator and its non-fuzzy forms, the velocity commands
are weighed by the average observability (Oa) and controllability (Ca) of Fi, computed
using (4.9) and (4.10), respectively. Hence, the velocity commands are modified as
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follows.

Oa

1
3

3

-2:: 0·
t

i=l

1

Ca

3

-l::G
3
t

i=l

n

Oa

X

Ca

X

fJ deg/s

v

Oa

X

Ca

X

(180- abs(D)) mm/s

tp

Oa

X

Ca

X

50 ms

The average observability Oa giVes an index of average vagueness of the decision
made and the average controllability Ca gives an index of average change of undesired
behavioral activity (which is caused by the dynamic changes in the environment). The
bottom-line idea is that the robot should move slowly but take samples faster in case
of vague decision and dynamic changes in the environment.
The following performance measures are defined in identifying robustness of different coordinators proposed in this work:
1. Average distance to the nearest obstacle Dabs is defined as

where K is the total number of decision cycles and Dobs(k) is the distance to
the nearest obstacle in the kth decision cycle. Higher values of Dabs indicate
safer navigation.
2. Total traveled distance Dtra (in mm) is expected to be minimum to optimize
the traveled distance.
3. Total navigation time tnav (in ms) is expected to be minimum for fast navigation.
4. Total number of collisions COL should be zero for safe navigation.
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5. Average rate of change of velocity D.v is defined as

D.v

=

t

1
IO(k)- O(k- 1)1 deg/s 2
}(- 1 k=2
tp(k- 1)

where O(k) is the rotational velocity at the kth decision cycle and tp(k- 1) is
the length of the (k- 1Yh decision cycle. Here, only 0 is considered since v
varies linearly with 0 and for

Vt,max

= 180 mm/s,

D.v is numerically the same

for both velocities. Lower values of D.v indicate consistent velocity of the robot.
6. Average radius of curvature Rcur is defined as
1
}( _

K

L Rcur(k)
2

mm

k=3

3

D.xr(k)

[(D.xr(k)) 2 + (D.yr(k)) 2 ] 2
ID.xr(k)D. 2 yr(k)- D.yr(k)D. 2 xr(k)l
Xr(k)- Xr(k- 1)

D.yr(k) -

Yr(k)- Yr(k- 1)

Rcur(k)

D. 2 xr(k)

D.xr(k)- D.xr(k- 1)

D. 2 yr(k)

D.yr(k) - D.yr(k- 1)

where (xr(k), Yr(k)) is the robot coordinate with respect to the world map in
the kth decision cycle. Higher values of Rcurr indicate smoother trajectory of
navigation.
Using the navigation environment shown in Fig.3.2 three different scenarios have been
created.
Case I: A box representing an obstacle is placed on the safe path (Fig.5.6(a)).
Case II: A U-shaped obstacle is placed at the initial position of the robot and a
second obstacle is positioned on the way to the target (Fig.5.9(a)).
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Case III: The obstacles are placed in such a way that the robot is forced to pass
through a narrow passage (Fig.5.11(a)).
During navigation the robot updates its current position (i.e., localizes itself) using
the gyro-corrected odometry data, which is further adjusted using an experimentally
developed uncertainty model of the roobt's odometry (see Section 5.8). In each experiment the robot path is traced and the results are depicted in Fig.5.6-5.12. The
performance measures evaluated for each case are summarized in Table 5.1. For
the three cases the video clips corresponding to robot navigation using FDES driven
coordinator are also provided on a CD attached with this thesis (fdesCasei.wmv,
fdesCaseii. wmv, and fdesCaseiii. wmv).

5.6
5.6.1

Results comparison
Unmodulated coordinator

In this case the vectors are weighed equally (f3i = 1) and the method has no flexibility to suppress go-to-target CVi) and route-follow

C\12) behaviors to prioritize avoid-

obstacle (V3) behavior. As a result, the system has experienced maximum number of

collisions in all three cases. In Case I (Fig.5.6(b)), the robot has collided with the box
at point p, and in Cases II and III (Fig.5.9(b) and Fig.5.11(b)), the robot has encountered two collisions at points p 1 and p 2 . Consequently, this method produces poor
performance in terms of

Dabs·

In addition, with increased environmental complexity

this method undergoes higher values of !J.v (i.e., inconsistent velocity) and

Rcur

(i.e.,

irregular robot trajectory). Despite the collisions, the robot can travel faster using
this approach with the shortest traveled distance and navigation time (see Table 5.1).
In other words, in absence of any obstacles or with no changes in environment, this
method is easier to implement and faster in performance.
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(a) Navigation scenario

(b) Unmodulated coordi-

(c) DES coordinator

nator

(d) Behavior arbitration

(e) FDES coordinator

Figure 5.6: Robot trajectories in case I
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Figure 5. 7: Weights generated by different coordinators in case I
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250

Dedsioncycles

350

400

350

-400

Case I
~v

Rcur

(degj s 2 )

(mm)

COL

Coordinator

Dobs

Dtra

tnav

type

(mm)

(mm)

(ms)

Unmodulated

2388

8204

43953

1

34

9

X

1011

DES

2599

9320

52865

0

78

7

X

10 11

Arbitration

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

FDES

2017

8437

81930

0

45

9

X

10 11

X

1011

Fail

Case II
Unmodulated

878

8519

68530

2

122

3

DES

1277

26347

153441

0

167

1 X 1011

Arbitration

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

FDES

1554

10591

124601

0

0 97

5

X

1012

Case III
Unmodulated

2671

8730

49617

2
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1 X 1013

DES

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Arbitration

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

Fail

FDES

2948

9382

86598

0

77

'Fail': failed to reach the target
Table 5.1: Performance measures
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Figure 5.8: Average observability and controllability

(a) Navigation scenario

(b) Unmodulated coordi-

(c) DES coordinator

nator

(d) Behavior arbitration

(e) FDES coordinator

Figure 5.9: Robot trajectories in case II
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(a) DES coordinator

(b) Behavior arbitration

(c) FDES coordinator

Figure 5.10: Weights generated by different coordinators in case II

(a) Navigation scenario

(b) Unmodulated coordi-

(c) DES coordinator

nator

(d) Behavior arbitration

(e) FDES coordinator

Figure 5.11: Robot trajectories in case III
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Table 5.1 demonstrates that all the performance measures associated with the DESbased coordinator degrades compared to the FDES-based coordinator as the environmental complexity increases in Cases II and III. This indicates inconsistent navigational performance of the DES-based coordinator in complex environments. Moreover, in Case III, the system has failed to complete the navigational task (Fig.5.11(c)).
In this coordination technique, the activity states are mutually exclusive, i.e., the activity of a behavior is either low, medium or high. Hence, the modulating factor
can take only three possible values, i.e., (Ji E {0,0.5, 1} (see Fig.5.7(a), 5.10(a), and
5.12( a)). The use of discrete states (or equivalently hard boundaries in membership functions) results in frequent switching between behaviors and produces a larger
value of !::1v. According to the transition structure shown in Fig.5.3, this approach
always produces Oa = 1 and Ca = 1. This indicates that the system has no velocity
modulation.
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Figure 5.12: Weights generated by different coordinators in case III

5.6.2

500

500

5.6.3

Behavior arbitration

This technique has failed to accomplish any navigational task in the experiments (see
Fig.5.6(d), 5.9(d), and 5.11(d)). This is because, once the robot finds an obstacle
within low distance, the control of the robot is completely given to obstacle-avoidance
behavior (see Fig.5.7(b), 5.10(b), and 5.12(b) where {33 is dominating). As a result,
the robot starts wall-following without considering the expected actions of go-to-target
and route-follow behaviors, and this may cause a failure to reach the target.

5.6.4

FDES coordinator

The robot has successfully completed the navigational tasks using this method and
has demonstrated consistent performances against environmental complexities (see
Fig.5.6(e), 5.9(e), and 5.11(e)). The effect of environmental dynamics on performance
measures are minimal as compared to other coordinators (see Table 5.1). In this case,
the velocities and sampling frequency are modulated by Oa and Ca. Therefore, the
robot has the ability to slow down in case of changing environments in order to assist
safe navigation. On the other hand, this can result in slower navigation. However,
the modulation through Oa and Ca helps to increase the sampling frequency. As
an example, in Case I (Fig.5.6(e)), the product OaCa becomes considerably lower
around the 150th and 300th decision cycles (see Fig.5.8(a)). This refers to the cases
where the robot is either approaching or leaving the unmodeled box placed within the
navigational path. In Case II, the robot has detected three significant changes in the
environment, while using the product OaCa at the pt, 250th, and 450th decision cycles
(see Fig.5.8(b)). The changes are corresponding to points p 1 , P2, and p 3 in Fig.5.9(e).
In Case III, the robot has detected two significant changes in the environment where
the values of OaCa at the 180th and 280th decision cycles (see Fig.5.8(c)) correspond to
the pointsp1 andp 2 , respectively in Fig.5.11(e). This particular feature is established
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through the state-based observability and controllability. This is the key advantage
of using FDES systems over general FL-based navigational systems. Figures shown
in 5.7(c), 5.10(c), and 5.12(c) describe modulating weights f3i· Abrupt changes of f3i
are automatically restricted by the transition structure of Fi and this feature enables
to produce consistent velocity and smooth trajectory.

5. 7

Reliability

Reliability includes reactivity, error recovery, and uncertainty handling. Reactivity
provides robustness against unpredictable environmental changes. Table 5.1 reveals
that the FDES-based approach provides consistent values of the performance measures compared to other coordinators when the environmental complexity increases
(e.g., in Cases II and III). As an instance, only the FDES-based approach provides
100% successful navigation without collisions in the presence of unpredictable obstacles.
Error recovery includes continuous monitoring of the behavioral performance and
taking corrective actions if necessary. The proposed FDES-based approach accommodates monitoring of behavioral performance in terms of state-based observability
and controllability measures. They describe the uncertainty in sensory information
and environmental dynamics. In order to provide corrective actions, velocity and
sampling-frequency modulations are used to produce slower speed and faster sampling in changing environments. Velocity modulation prevents sharp turning of the
robot in presence of dynamic obstacles. On the other hand, higher sampling rate
enables faster perceptions. As an instance, a simple experiment has been performed
where an obstacle periodically comes closer and moves away from the robot. Without velocity and frequency modulation, the robot has experienced oscillation near
the obstacle (see Fig.5.13(a)). However, application of velocity and frequency mod122

ulation can slow down the robot's movement near obstacles to provide enough time
for analyzing the updated sensory information. This enables to avoid occurrence of
oscillations (see Fig.5.13(b)).

(a) Without modulation

(b) With modulation

Figure 5.13: Effect of velocity and frequency modulation
Uncertainty handling employs predictions using approximate reasoning to process
faulty sensory information. This capability is accomplished in the proposed FDESbased approach using the graded membership (or soft boundary) of FL. For example,
in Section 5.6.2, it has been shown that the use of hard boundaries for event generation in the DES-based approach outcomes frequent behavioral switching (e.g., see
Fig.5.10(a)), which is reduced in the FDES-based approach (see Fig.5.7(c)).

5.8

Robot localization

This section briefly discusses the effect of online localization for the FDES-based
robot navigation. A large-scale map is used for the experiment having a physical
dimension 35.1 m x 23.76 m and 1755 pix x 1188 pix in image plane (see Fig.5.14).
The existing robotic applications use SLAM techniques (e.g., Kalman filter based
methods [108, 109], particle filer based methods [110, 111], or a soft computing based
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Figure 5.14: Large-scale environment for localization testing
technique [112]) for robot localization, where the robot determines its current position while minimizing uncertainties in the sensory information and then updates the
map using the sensory data to accommodate any environmental changes. An online
localization technique using Genetic Algorithm (GA) based scan matching (adapted
from [112]) with respect to a given map has been implemented for the experiment. In
the experiment, the localization module is invoked when the robot changes its subgoal
or the traveled distance exceeds 2 m with respect to the previously localized position.
The threshold distance 2 m is chosen based on experimental observations. Fig.5.15
shows the navigation result using online robot localization, where the localization
module is invoked at the positions denoted as p 1 , ... ,p7 . At each invocation of the
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Figure 5.15: Navigation with online localization
localization module, the errors are estimated as follows.

xE

0.5

X
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X

(xado- X[oc)

yE

0.5

X

yE + 0.5

X

(Yodo - Ytoc)

()E

0.5

X

()E + 0.5

X

(Bodo- ()lac)

where xE and yE are the translational errors in x andy directions, and ()E denotes the
orientational error of the robot. [xE, yE, BEjT is the previously estimated odometry
error, [xado, Yado, Bada]T is the current robot's position estimated using odometry, and

[xzoc, Ytac, Bzac]T is the current robot's position estimated using the localization module.
Between two successive invocations of the localization module, the robot configuration
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in each decision cycle is corrected using

where

Xodo

Xodo -

xE

Yodo

Yodo-

yE

[xodo, Yodo, BodoJT is the corrected robot's position. Fig.5.16 shows the navigation

result without using localization module. Because of the accumulated localization
errors, the robot fails to detect the subgoal at position p. The robot starts oscillating
at that point and collides with the wall. The navigation result shown in Fig.5.16 infers

Figure 5.16: Navigation without online localization
that accumulated odometry error increases uncertainty in subgoal detection leading
to wrong action selection for go-to-target and route-follow behaviors. This causes
oscillatory velocity commands of the robot. In the navigation experiments presented
in this work, this problem has been partially compensated by increasing the radius
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of uncertainty of a subgoal. To model the radius of uncertainty ( y'xE 2

+ yE 2 ),

25

observations are taken for different goal positions, which are further approximated
using least-square method (see Fig.5.17). While navigating, the robot automatically
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Figure 5.17: The experimentally developed radius of uncertainty
changes the radius of uncertainty of a subgoal with respect to its traveled distance
using the approximated model. A subgoal is changed when the robot reaches within
its radius of uncertainty. Although this approach provides satisfactory results for
small-scale navigation environments, it does not provide adequate means of robot
localization in large-scale environments, where an online robot localization technique
must be incorporated.

5.9

Issues related to transition structure

The proposed approach provides the opportunity to control the response time of the
expected action of a behavior using appropriate state transition structures of a FDES.
The higher number of states provides more flexible control. For example, Fig.5.18
shows two transition structures, which consist of five states. The state diagram shown
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in Fig.5.18(a) introduces maximum amount of delay to activate (or deactivate) an action of a behavior, where only the successive states are accessible from each other.
In the state diagram depicted in Fig.5.18(b), higher states are accessible from each

ai3={ a' ,a2,a3}
ai2={ al ,a2}

a3s={ a3,a\as}
a4s={ a4,as}
(a)

a 13 ={ a 1,a2,a3}
ai2={ a' ,a2}
(b)

Figure 5.18: Controlling behavior activation using state diagrams
of the lower states. This indicates the fastest activation of an action of a behavior.
On the other hand, lower states are only accessible from its immediate higher state.
This indicates smooth deactivation of a behavior and its associated action. Thus, the
proposed method provides the flexibility for controlling the activation (or deactivation) time of a behavior and its associated action depending on the problem at hand.
As an illustration, a security robot uses a subgoal-based predefined path to navigate
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a building floor. A change in subgoal exhibits a possibility of sudden change in the
robot's heading direction. Hence, it requires slower activation of the path-following
behavior to generate a smooth trajectory. The robot also needs to track an intruder.
This requires quick responses to the intruder's movement. To cope with this situation,
the robot can employ the state diagram shown in Fig.5.18(a) for the path following
behavior, whereas the state diagram shown in Fig.5.18(b) can be employed for the
intruder-tracking behavior.
Although higher number of states provides flexibility in behavior activation, it
imposes a constraint on the overall computational complexity. In Section 4.4.1, it has
been shown that time complexity of the decision process is 0((2M + J)N 3 ), where
N is the number of states in a FDES. As a result, there exists a trade-off between

the activation time of a behavior and the time complexity of the decision process.

5.10

Conclusion

This chapter presents an application of FDES for mobile robot navigation to validate the performance of the proposed method. Navigation results are shown for four
behavior coordinators. It has been observed that the performance measures of the
FDES-based system are unaffected even under changing or complex environments.
The FDES-based system produces collision free navigation in the experiments. Unmodulated vector summation is prone to collision in the presence of unknown obstacles. The DES-based coordinator and behavior arbitration produce oscillation in
behavior selection. Furthermore, both of them suffer the starvation problem due
to selection of the same behavior for several decision cycles. The hard boundaries
selected for generating event matrices in the DES-based coordinator result in oscillations. The state-based observability and controllability phenomenons in FDES make
it possible to produce modulated velocity and sampling frequency. This allows the
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system to produce safe navigation. Lower values of observability and controllability
result in lower velocity and higher sampling frequency.
The following chapter will demonstrate another application of FDES to control a
box-pulling robot. This application will illustrate the multilevel behavior decomposition feature of the proposed method.
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Chapter 6
Behavior-based Control of a
Box-pulling Mobile Robot Using
Fuzzy Discrete Event System
6.1

Introduction

Object manipulation is a common application of robotics. Moving an object from
one place to another is the simplest kind of object manipulation, which is reported by
many researchers in the form of an object-pushing operation by mobile robots. Chen
et al. [113] consider the situation where a robot pushes objects off its path. Takagi et
al. [114] proposed an algorithm for a mobile robot to push a box using the knowledge

in the form of If-then rule-bases. The rules were constructed using hard boundaries
(boolean membership) over input variables, which causes an uneven control surface
leading to an abrupt change in robot motion. Okawa and Yokoyama [115] applied
the classical PID feedback control theory for pushing operation, while Okawa and
Aoki [116] used fuzzy control. Okawa and Aoki claimed that fuzzy control shows bet-
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ter performance as compared to boolean membership based approaches [114]. Their
method replaces the boolean membership with graded membership to obtain a continuous control surface over the input variables. Verma et al. [117] described an approach
using off-board, environment embedded sensor network to help the pusher robot in
detecting and pushing objects. However, this method imposes a restriction that a
large environment requires a large number of environment-embedded sensors, which
further leads to the problem of efficient sensor selection and sensor fusion. Emery and
Balch [118] proposed a behavior-based approach where the pushing task is comprised
of several sub-skills called behaviors. The behaviors include: scan for target object
detection, go-to-target for reaching the final goal position, swirl-obstacles for avoiding
obstacles, dock for aligning the robot with the object with respect to the goal position, and push for pushing the object to the goal location. This approach employed
perceptual sequencing method [36] for appropriate behavior activation. Emery and
Balch claimed that the classical path-and-push planning approaches (e.g., [119,120])
are computationally expensive and have addressed only static environments. However, the method described in [118] suffers from the drawback of being trapped in a
potential well or box canyon as it does not incorporate global motion planning that
uses prior knowledge of the environment. The perceptual sequencing method used
in [118] employs finite state machine for behavior activation. Here, a group of behaviors is activated when an appropriate event is generated using the locally sensed
sensory data. The event generation process uses binary thresholding of sensory data,
which may generate inappropriate event in presence of noisy and uncertain sensory
data. The activated behaviors are combined using predefined weighed vector summation, where the weights are predefined. The fixed weights may result in inappropriate
robot heading for operation in dynamic environments.
The main challenges in object-pushing operation by a single robot is in the align-
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ment and application of the pushing force in such a way that the object will move
without making any rotation. Any misalignment of the external force against the
center of mass causes to generate a rotational moment leading to an unexpected
rotation of the object. This problem is partially eliminated using multi-robot objectpushing approaches [121], where a group of robots work together to push an object
to a goal position. Although multi-robot environment improves the pushing task, it
imposes the requirement of efficient multi-robot coordination, which in turn raises
the issue of information sharing among the robots for path-and-push planning. Dynamic environment is another constraint for path-and-push planning in multi-robot
environment [121].
This work focuses on single robot object manipulation. A variant of the objectpushing operation is proposed, namely object-pulling operation where the pushing
operation is replaced with the pulling operation. Fetching an object using pulling
operation is faster than pushing operation since the task of correct alignment of the
external force is no longer required in pulling operation. However, this advantage
comes at the price of the assumption that both the object and the robot are equipped
with a suitable anchor system enabling the pulling task. This work also attempts
to combine global motion planning with local motion planning for the integration of
prior knowledge of the environment and the locally sensed information. In the present
work, Fuzzy Discrete Event System (FDES) is used for motion-and-pulling operation.
It combines fuzzy logic based robust sensory handling [116] and state machine based
behavior sequencing [118]. The proposed FDES-based technique is more tolerant to
noisy sensory data compare to [118]. Moreover, unlike the perceptual sequencing
method used in [118], the proposed method provides an opportunity to generate
online weights for the weighed vector summation of the activated behaviors. Thus
the proposed method provides the flexibility of context-dependent coordination of
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activated behaviors.
Section 6.2 outlines the behavior-based path-and-pulling problem and Section 6.3
describes the proposed FDES-based behavior coordination mechanism for the object
manipulation task. Section 6.5 shows the experimental results that compares the
proposed approach and the conventional perceptual sequencing method described in
Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.6 draws the conclusion.

6.2

Behavior-based path-and-pulling planning

In this architecture, the robot, first, anchors itself with the object and then performs
subgoal-based navigation to reach the goal location (refer to Section 3.2). The overall
planning architecture is similar to the behavior-based navigation architecture shown
in Fig.3.1. In this architecture, the Global module generates a safe path and defines
the subgoals between the initial position of the robot to the goal location (see Fig.3.2).
The Local module takes the sensory inputs as well as the safe path information to
form a set of motor schemas (or vector behaviors). The Behavior coordination module
assesses the current environment using sensory data and selects appropriate motor
schemas that assist in performing the navigation and pulling task. The motor schemas
are described as follows:
• Go-to-goal (V 1 ) is a unit vector directed to the nearest subgoal with respect to

the current robot position. Once the anchoring process is accomplished, this
schema is activated to guide the robot to the goal location.
• Anchor-object (V 2 ) is directed to the anchor attached with the object. However,

this schema becomes active only when the robot reaches very close to the anchor.
After that it will remain active for a predefined duration to accomplish the
anchoring process. In the present work, the anchoring process is demonstrated
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using a fastening tape consisting of a strip of nylon with a surface of minute
hooks (attached with the object) that fasten to a corresponding strip (attached
with the robot) with a surface of uncut pile.
• Go-to-anchor (V3 ) is a unit vector directed to the anchor (a black fastening

tape) attached with the object. The anchor is detected using the pan-tilt camera. This schema is selected to reach the anchor attached to the object.
• Swirl-object (V4 ) is a unit vector perpendicular to V 5 , which is directed towards

the anchor-system attached to the object. If the anchor-system is not visible,
V 4 will be directed towards the current robot orientation. This schema is used
to find the anchor attached to the object.
• Go-to-object (V5 ) is a unit vector directed to the centroid of the target object

with respect to the current robot position. A box rapped in red paper is used
as the target object and is detected using a Bumblebee camera mounted on a
pan-tilt unit. The image-centroid of the box is used to form V 5 . This schema is
selected to reach the object. It is assumed that at the start of navigation, the
object is always within the field-of-view of the camera. If the object is occluded
with dynamic obstacles, the robot uses the previously calculated V 5 until the
object reappears in its field of view.
• Swirl-obstacle (V6 ) is a unit vector perpendicular to the resultant repulsive force

generated by obstacles.

v6 is directed towards the target object.

If the target

object is anchored, it is directed towards the nearest subgoal. This schema is
activated in presence of obstacles to avoid collisions.
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6.3

FDES-based planning of path-and-pulling

The FDES-based behavior coordinator is implemented using a multilevel behavioral
decomposition as shown in Fig.6.1. The given navigation and pulling task is divided

Figure 6.1: Multilevel behavioral decomposition for the box-pulling task
into two abstract behaviors: navigate-to-goal and anchoring. Activations of these
behaviors are explicitly distinguished by a discrete event object - anchored, which
is either 0 or 1. The anchoring behavior remains active until the object is anchored
with the robot (i.e., object- anchored

=

1). The navigate-to-goal behavior is then

activated to reach the target location. The primitive behaviors B 1 , ... , B 6 are used
to implement the abstract behaviors. Behavior B 6 used for obstacle avoidance is
common in both of the high level behaviors since each of them requires dynamic
obstacle avoidance to successfully accomplish their goals.
The behaviors Bi, i

=

1, ... , 6 are defined using the formalisms presented in Chap-

ter 5. Each FDES used in the definition of a behavior has the same transition structure as shown in Fig.6.2. State 1, 2, and 3 denote low, medium and high activity,
respectively. The events

aij and ai of each FDES are determined using (4.11) and

(4.12).
Go-to-goal has the lowest priority order, i.e. 1 and is defined as
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a'

a'

a'

Figure 6.2: Transition structure of FDESs
Here,

Al

=

vl

and

zl

= {zlj lj = 1}, where Zn =distance to the nearest subgoal.

This behavior is weighed higher when the target-subgoal is away (i.e., zu is high).
The FDES F 1 constitutes F 11 that uses MFs
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Figure 6.3: Membership functions
Anchor-object has the priority order 2 and is defined as

Here,

A2

=

v2

and

z2

=

{z2jiJ

= 1, 2}, where

Z21

= abs(LV3 - LV5) and

z22

=

distance to the anchor with respect to current robot position. Both the vision system
(Bublebee camera mounted on a pan-tilt unit) and the range sensor (sonar) are used
to determine z22 . First, the orientation of the anchor is determined using the vision
system and then the available range data is correlated with the orientation to obtain
z22 . Anchor-object becomes significant when the robot is very close and aligned with
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the anchor attached to the object (i.e.,

z 21

and z 22 are low). This behavior occurs only

one time, and is activated when it reaches the highest activity. The corresponding
decision cycle is extended until the robot anchors itself with the object. This behavior
maintains the status of the anchoring process. It assigns object- anchored= 1 after
executing its motion commands. The FDES F 3 constitutes F3j that uses MFs
shown in Fig.6.3(b) and

f22 =

f21

as

fg-e+I).

Go-to-anchor has the priority order 3 and is defined as

Here,

A3

=

v 3

and

= {Z3j lj = 1}' where

z3

Z31

=

z21·

Go-to-anchor is assigned

higher activity when the robot is aligned with the anchor attached to the object (i.e.,
z31 is low). The FDES

F3

constitutes

F3j

that uses MFs

!31 = !21 .

Swirl-object has the priority order 4 and is defined as

Here, A4 =

v4

and z4

=

{z4jiJ = 1, 2}, where

respect to current robot position and

z 42

=

z 21 .

Z41

= distance to the object with

The input

z 41

is determined using

the similar approach employed for z22 . Swirl-object is given higher importance when
the target object is close to the robot (i.e., z41 is low) and is assigned lower activity
when the robot is aligned with the anchor attached to the object (i.e., z 42 is low,
which indicates that go-to-object and go-to-anchor coincide with each other) . The
FDES F4 constitutes F4j that uses MFs

f41 as shown in Fig.6.3(c)

and

f42

=

~~~-e+1).

Go-to-object has the priority order 5 and is defined as

Here,

A5 =

v 5

and

z5

= {Z5j lj = 1}' where

z51

=

Z41·

Higher values of

higher activity of B 5 . The FDES F 5 constitutes F5i that uses MFs
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f51 =

Z51

infer

Jl~-e+1).

Swirl-obstacle is given the highest priority 6 and is defined as

Here, A6

= v6 and z6 = {Z6jJj = 1, 2}, where Z61 = distance to the nearest ob-

stacle. Input z62 differs depending on the anchoring status of the robot. If objectanchored= 1, z62 = abs(LV1 -(LV6+90°)); otherwise z62 = abs(LV5-(LV6+90°)).

The angle (LV6 + 90°) denotes the direction of the resultant repulsive force generated
by obstacles. Swirl-obstacle is given higher importance when obstacles are closely
located to the robot (i.e., z61 is low) and the direction of the repulsive force does not
coincide with that of go-to-goal or go-to-object (i.e., z62 is high). F6 is composed of

F6j that uses MFs

~~~-e+l).

f61 = ft1 and f62 =

Initial state vectors of all FDESs in Bi are set to [ 0.1 0.9 0.1 ]. The grade of
membership of medium activity is assigned a higher value that reduces initial delay
to reach the expected activity state. The FDES-based coordinator is described in
Fig.6.4. where the values of i and j are determined depending on the high level

i= I, ... ,M
j = I, ... ,Ji
-1

s

l

Figure 6.4: The FDES-based behavior coordinator
tasks. Table 6.1 (a) and 6.1 (b) shows the specific values of i and j for anchoring and
navigate-to-goal tasks, respectively.
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Table 6.1: The values of i and j for different high level tasks
(a)

(b)

Anchoring

Navigate-to-goal

2 3

~

J

6

~

1

6

1, 2 1 1, 2 1 1, 2

J

1

1, 2

4

5

The equivalence relation used in the Arbiter is defined as follows

where A represents the expected action of the highest priority behavior

B in maximum

activity state. The present work uses b = 15°.

6.4

Path-and-Pulling planning using Perceptual Se-

.

quenc1ng
Fig.6.5 describes the behavior coordination method using perceptual sequencing approach, which uses a finite state automaton to select an appropriate behavior. Each
state is specified as a behavior and a state transition occurs using the corresponding
event that is generated with the sensory data. Here, the events are generated using
binary thresholding of the sensory data and are defined as follows.

2:: 30 pix

CXgabj

Z51

CXgoal

Zu :::; 10 pix
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Go-to-anchore
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1l
0

1:l"'

Anchore-object

Figure 6.5: Behavior coordination using perceptual sequencing
The threshold values are chosen as the peak values of MFs of

Zij,

which ensures

individual behavioral goal achievement.

6.5

Experimental results

For the experiments, an Active Media Pioneer 3-AT robot is used and sonar sensor
readings are taken to define range measurements for obstacle detection. At each
decision cycle, the robot is controlled by sending a rotational velocity command (D)
and a translational velocity command (v). The rotational velocity command
proportional to LA, i.e., D =

K,

n is

x LA degjs, where LA denotes the expected heading

direction of the coordinated action.

K,

is set to 1 for the examples presented in this

work. The translational velocity command v is adjusted proportional to the rotational
velocity (180- abs(D)) and is measured in mm/s. The sampling time period (i.e.,
the length of a decision cycle) TP is changed according to the anchoring status of

the robot.

The anchoring process requires image-based object recognition (using

Bumblebee stereo camera) and to accommodate this process a higher value of TP (250
ms) is used. When Anchor-object behavior gains the highest activity, TP is set to
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3000 ms to complete the anchoring process. However, Tp is reset to 50 ms once the
anchoring process has been completed. As the environment used in the experiment is
relatively small, the robot uses gyro-corrected odometry for localization. However, for
large-scale environment position uncertainty increases that leads to improper subgoal
detection and unreliable goal reaching navigation. Hence, online robot localization
methods (e.g., [110]) should be incorporated for reliable navigation. The present work
ignores the kinematic problem of object-pulling by assuming that the weight of the
object is negligible as compared to the robot. A small cardboard box weighed about
0.5 kg is used as the object (The robot is weighed about 32 kg). The box is wrapped
in red paper to reduce the computational complexity associated with image-based
object-recognition process.

(a) Case I

(b) Case II

(c) Case III

Figure 6.6: Task environments
The experiments are performed in the following task environments.
Case I: Fig.6.6(a) shows the scenario for this case. It depicts the initial position of
the robot (Start), object position (Box), and the goal location (Goal). In this
case, dynamic moving obstacles are placed while performing the navigate-to-goal
task between the Box and Goal positions.
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Case II: The task environment for this case is shown in Fig.6.6(b). In this case,
dynamic moving obstacles are introduced in both anchoring and navigate-togoal tasks. Hence, one obstacle is placed between the Start and Box positions,

and another obstacle is placed between the Box and Goal positions.

Case Ill: Fig.6.6( c) describes this case, which includes a static obstacle between
the Start and Box positions. This environment is made static so that the robot
experiences the same situation in comparing the results of the proposed method
and perceptual sequencing technique.
Figures 6.7-6.10 show the experimental results. In Case I (Fig.6.7(a)), the box is
placed in the opposite direction to the goal position. The robot first anchors itself with
the box and then starts goal reaching navigation. Two moving objects are introduced
at PI and p 2 . The robot successfully avoids the dynamic obstacles and reaches the
goal. Fig.6.7(b) shows the navigation scenario at PI in Case I when the robot avoids
a dynamic obstacle. Fig.6. 7( c) depicts the online-generated modulating factors used
in Case I. The first 100 decision cycles represent the execution of anchoring task
(i.e., object - anchored

=

0), where the robot reaches and anchors itself with the

box. The rest of the decision cycles represent the execution of navigate-to-goal task
(i.e., object- anchored

=

1), where the robot navigates to the goal location. The

magnified picture of the variation of {35 reveals an important characteristic of FDESbased behavior modulation. Here, the abrupt variations are restricted using statebased transition that leads to gradual variation of modulating factors. Thus, unlike
perceptual sequencing method [118] the proposed approach reduces the possibility of
complete control-transfer to an inappropriate behavior. As observed in Fig.6.7(c), the
control of the robot switches between go-to-object and swirl-object because of faulty
perception which is compensated by activating both behaviors with different degrees
of activity. The variations in the values of {36 also reveal that the robot faces the
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(a) Trajectory

(b) The navigation scenario at p 1
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Figure 6.7: Results in Case I
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600

dynamic obstacles around the 250th and 450th decision cycles, which correspond to
the points p 1 and p2 in Fig.6.7(a).
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Figure 6.8: Results in Case II
In Case II, moving obstacles are introduced before and after anchoring the box
(see point p 1 and p 2 in Fig.6.8(a)). The robot successfully avoids the dynamic obstacles and executes the given task. Fig.6.8(b) depicts the online-generated modulating factors, where the first 115 decision cycles represent anchoring task (i.e.,
object- anchored= 0) and the rest of the decision cycles represent navigate-to-goal

task (i.e., object- anchored = 1). The variations in the values of {34 and {36 reveal
a limitation of the current implementation. Since dynamic obstacles are introduced
before and after the 115th decision cycle, the values of {36 should be high both in

anchoring and navigate-to-goal tasks. However, it is observed that the modulating

weight {36 for swirl-obstacle behavior is prominent only in navigate-to-goal task around
the 300th decision cycle corresponding to the location p2 in Fig.6.8(a). Whereas the
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modulating factor (34 for swirl-object behavior becomes high around the 30th decision
cycle corresponding to the location p 1 in Fig.6.8(a). This shortcoming stems from
the erroneous classification of the target object and the obstacles. The range data
corresponding to the target object is identified by correlating the orientation obtained
from the vision data. Hence, a dynamic obstacle placed in between the robot and the
object leads to erroneous classification of the range data, which causes producing high
values of swirl-object instead of swirl-obstacle. However, this behavioral activation
does not affect the robot's performance since the robot recalculates the orientation of
the object using the updated vision data. The possibility of erroneous classification
can be reduced by incorporating stereo-vision based range calculation of the target
object.
Case III is performed to compare the reliability of the proposed method and perceptual sequencing method. A stationary environment has been used so that the
robot experiences the same environment for both approaches. A stationary obstacle
is placed at p 1 (see Fig.6.9(a) and 6.10(a)). Table 6.2 summarizes the results of 10 trials for each method. The performance evaluation reveals that the proposed approach
provides 90% successful anchoring and collision free navigation, whereas the perceptual sequencing results in 60% successful anchoring and 4 collisions. Fig.6.9(a) and
FDES-based

Perceptual

coordination

sequencing

Successful anchoring

90%

60%

No. of collisions

0

4

Table 6.2: Performance of different methods

6.10(a) show results of the first trial.

The robot successfully performed the anchor-

ing task using both the approaches. With perceptual sequencing method the robot
collided with the obstacle at p 1 . This happened due to faulty range measurements us146
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Figure 6.9: Results produced by the FDES-based modulator in Case III
ing sonar sensors. Fig.6.9(b) and 6.10(b) show the modulating factors describing the
behavioral activation in these experiments. In the FDES-based approach, the anchoring task is extended up to the 184th decision cycle and in the perceptual sequencing

method, it is extended up to the 176th decision cycle. Fig.6.10(b) illustrates that the
ith

behavior is selected by defining f3i = 1, f3k = 0, k =j:. i. It also demonstrates that the

application of binary thresholding causes frequent switching between the behaviors,
which may lead to inappropriate action execution at a particular moment.
Two video clips (anchor.wmv and navigate.wmv) are provided on a CD showing
the anchoring and navigate-to-goal tasks executed using the proposed FDES-based
approach.
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Figure 6.10: Results produced by the sequencing method in Case III

6.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, the multilevel behavioral decomposition feature of the proposed
FDES-based approach is demonstrated using a behavior-based object-pulling task
of a mobile robot. The given task is decomposed into anchoring and navigate-to-goal
subtasks (or high level abstract behaviors), which are further subdivided into low
level FDES-based primitive behaviors. The goal of the anchoring task is to reach the
target object and anchor it with the robot. The robot executes navigate-to-goal task
to deliver the object to a given location. The high level tasks are controlled by separate FDES-based behavior modulators. The proposed method has been implemented
using a physical robot where a box is used as the object. The current implementation does not consider the kinematic problem associated with pulling heavy objects.
The performance of the proposed approach is compared with an existing behavior
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modulation technique, called perceptual sequencing method. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach is more reliable than the perceptual
sequencing-based pulling task. The FDES-based approach produces 90% success-

ful anchoring and collision-free safe navigation. Whereas the perceptual sequencing
method results in 60% successful anchoring and 4 collisions with dynamic obstacles.
The following chapter will present another FDES-based real-world robotic application in the field of attention modeling of humanoid robots.
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Chapter 7
Biased Competitive Model of
Visual Attention Using Fuzzy
Discrete Event System
7.1

Introduction

This chapter demonstrates an application of the FDES-based architecture in devising
a visual attention system for cognitive robots while mimicking some of the major
aspects of human visual attention process. The FDES-based method has the capacity
to approximately analysis sensor perception, which is perfectly suitable to model the
sensitivity of human visual system to different visual stimuli. At the same time, the
proposed approach provides supervisory control technique to model the role of human
mind in attentional selection. The extension of the FDES-based architecture for
modeling an artificial visual attention system demonstrates the power of this proposed
architecture in solving diversified real-world problems. This work mainly focuses on
the propositions of a widely accepted neurodynamic theory of visual attention namely,
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biased competition hypothesis, to develop a FDES-based model for attention selection.

7 .1.1

Visual attention

Biased competitive hypothesis [122] is a widely accepted theory of visual attention.
It integrates the psychophysical and neurophysiological evidences as well as the find-

ings from behavioral data in a single theory of primates' visual attention.

As a

result, this theory is extensively accepted by the current researchers [123, 124, 125].
In this theory, multiple stimuli within the visual field excite cells in different areas
of the visual cortex according to their 'unique strength'. Neurons are more sensitive to a stimulus in the foveal region than that on the peripheral region. Unique
strength of an stimulus is defined by its primitive features [126], e.g. color, shape,
orientation, contrast, etc. They are commonly known as bottom-up stimulus and
contribute in constituting the saliency map in most computational models of visual
attention [127] [128]. The bottom-up stimulus-activated neurons in areas of visual
cortex interact with each other in a mutually suppressive manner. The top-down
modulating feedback generated from regions outside of visual cortex can bias this
competition in favor of a behaviorally relevant stimuli. This behavioral relevance
might be in terms of object features e.g. color, shape, etc. or specific location in the
visual field [129]. Accordingly, top-down bias can be classified into two categories,
namely 1) bias in favor of object features and 2) bias in favor of spatial location. The
former is termed as object bias and the latter is known as spatial selection (selection
based on some cue to the location of target information) [130]. The object bias can be
delivered either from long-term memory [129] or from working memory (also known
as attention templet [131], short-term memory). When top-down bias is delivered
from Long-term memory (LTM), it usually favors novelty [129]. When the top-down
bias is delivered from working memory (WM), the attentional template specifies a
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set of required property of the target stimulus e.g. color, shape, orientation, texture,
etc. and the process of attentional selection essentially becomes a visual search for
a single or conjunction of feature(s) [132, 133]. The stimulus in the visual field that
is a good match with the attentional template receives strong top-down competitive
bias, while the poor match stimuli receive weak feedback. In case of spatial selection
behavioral relevance is established solely in terms of spatial location of a stimulus. A
prior knowledge about the target's spatial location is stored in the working memory
and accordingly a top-down bias is delivered in favor of the stimuli at that specific
location.
This work aims to functionally model the visual attention system on the basis
of the biased competitive hypothesis for robotic applications. The proposed computational model employs FDES-based coordination system to integrate the top-down
and bottom-up biases to control the pan-tilt motion of a camera mounted on a robot. The FDES-based system is able to prevent abrupt changes in focus of attention
and produces smooth transition in motion commands when visual attention changes
between the objects.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 describes the redefinitions of symbols required to extend the concept of a behavior into an object in a
visual field. Section 7.3 outlines the proposed computational model of visual attention. Section 7.4 shows the experimental results and finally, Section 7.5 draws the
conclusion.

7.2

Redefinition of symbols

The following is a list of symbols redefined to extend the concept of behavior into an
object in the visual field of a robot.
Bi: the ith object in the current visual field. The index i also denotes the priority
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order of attention, which is determined depending on the distance of the object
from the center of the visual field. The lower distance indicates the higher
priority, i.e., higher values of i. The values of i range from 1 toM, where M is
the total number of objects in the current visual field. This priority assignment
models the phenomena that neurons are more sensitive to a stimulus in the
foveal region than that on the peripheral region.
Ai: the set of expected actions { A,pan, Ai,tilt} required to control the pan-tilt motion

of a camera to focus the ith object at the center of current visual field.
Zi: the set of features Zij,j = 1, ... , Ji associated with the stimulus of the ith object

( Ji is the total number of features). In the present work, it is assumed that
each stimulus in the current visual field has the same number of features, i.e.,
] 1 =

... =

Ji

=

... =

JM·

Examples of the features include color, hue,

saturation, and texture.
Fi: a FDES that determines the overall strength of the stimulus corresponding to

the ith object. Fi consists of FDES Fij, which evaluates the contribution (i.e.,
bottom-up saliency) of the lh feature Zij of the ith object. Fi combines the
feature contributions generated by each Fij to produce the overall strength of
the stimulus.
The task of the proposed attention model is to determine the overall action A -

{Ai,pan, A,tilt} using (7.1) and (7.2).
M

Apan

=

.2: /3i

X

Ai,pan

(7.1)

X

Ai,tilt

(7.2)

i=l
M

Atilt =

L /3i
i=l

Here, (}pan

= LApan and (}tilt = LAtilt are used as the pan and tilt commands to

control the camera motion of the robot. In rest of this chapter, the terms 'visual
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field' and 'frame' will be used interchangeably.

7.3

The proposed computational model using FDES

i= l, ... ,M
j

= l, ... ,Ji

Figure 7.1: The proposed computational model
Fig. 7.1 shows the proposed computational model using FDES. The sensory data
Zij

quantifies the the

outputs (Sij) of each

lh
Fij

feature into a value, which is used as the input to
are combined by

Fi

Fij.

The

in order to determine the overall strength

(si) ofthe ith stimulus. Note that the proposed method does not model the inhibitory
effect between the neighboring objects in order to reduce the computational complexity. The FDES-based architecture also provides the following useful properties:
• It provides an opportunity to implement the rule-based human reasoning using
the transition structure of a FDES. As a result, it enables non-linear mapping
of the feature values (zij) into feature-contribution (sij)· The state-transition
structure of each

Fij

can be different from each other, thus, reflecting varying

importance of each feature.
• This architecture uses fuzzy logic to estimate the contribution of each feature.
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Hence, it offers the flexibility of modeling deterministic vagueness of human
reasoning. Appropriate tuning of the MFs largely mimics the non-linear nature
of human decision-making.
• The generation-process of each feature-contribution is state-dependent. This
indicates that the effect of a feature corresponding to a stimulus from an object
depends on its previous strength found in the last frame (visual field). As a
result, the FDES-based system prevents abrupt change in the focus of attention
visual attention and produces smooth motor commands for robotic motion.
The Fi and Fij are constructed dynamically at each frame. Consequently, it requires
an object tracking mechanism between two successive visual fields so that Fi and

Fij are initialized with the corresponding output states of its matched FDESs in the
previous frame. To achieve this goal, a lookup table is maintained containing the
feature vectors [zij(k - 1)1J= 1, ... ,J; and the output states si(k- 1) and sij(k - 1),
j = 1, ... , Ji estimated in the previous visual field, say the (k- 1)th frame. In the

current visual field, say the

kth

frame , the best match of an object is determined by

calculating the Euclidean distance between its feature vector and those stored in the
lookup table. The FDES components to the matched objects are initialized using the
states shown in the lookup table and FDES components to other unmatched objects
are initialized using default states.
According to the biased competitive hypothesis the stimuli are competitive in nature. This characteristic is included in the proposed system using an arbitration
mechanism called the Arbiter (see Fig.7.1) as described in Chapter 4. However, this
hypothesis also states that the competition is influenced by the top-down bias, which
includes novelty /importance bias and feature/location bias. The novelty /importance
bias is generated from the LTM of the system and feature/location bias is generated
from the WM or user feedback. The Arbiter only considers those stimuli, which
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are favored by the top-down bias for the arbitration process. Furthermore, the Ar-

biter assigns higher priority to the WM by overriding the selection obtained from the
LTM. In absence of the top-down bias the arbitration process is guided only by the
bottom-up saliency.
In the proposed architecture, the LTM is implemented to provide the novelty bias.
The LTM keeps records of the newly attended objects by learning their feature vectors.
At each decision cycle, the feature vectors corresponding to the objects present in the
current visual field are compared with the LTM to generate the novelty bias. When
an object is selected by the Arbiter, the LTM updates its feature representation. The
LTM is implemented by an Adaptive Resonance Theory 2 (ART2) neural network
[134]. The number of clusters in ART2 is increased dynamically to incorporate the
representation of the newly learned objects. In robotic applications, the feature vector
of a particular object may differ in successive decision cycles due to continuous camera
motion. To make a generalized representation of an object the ART2 requires to learn
the same object for few decision cycles. According to the state-transition structure
of a FDES, a stimulus gains its highest strength (in the worst case) if it is attended
continuously for N number of decision cycles (N is the total number of states in a
FDES). Hence, the NN continues learning a new object for N number of decision
cycles to increase robustness of the learned feature vector.
The WM generates feature/location bias depending on the user feedback. A feature bias is generated when the given feature specification matches with one of the
object in the current visual field. The best match is determined by calculating the
Euclidean distance between the user defined feature vector and those present in the
current visual field. The objects similar to the user defined specification are considered by the Arbiter for the arbitration process. The location bias is generated in a
similar manner. In case of location bias, the user defined spatial location is com-
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pared to the locations of the existing object in the current visual field and the objects
close to the given location (in terms of Euclidean distance) are considered for the
arbitration process.
After combining the top-down and bottom-up bias the Arbiter generates the set
of modified events matrices (f:i), which is used by Fi to recalculate the strength (£i)
for the

ith

stimulus. The stimulus-strength ~i is expressed in the form of a fuzzy state

vector. Consequently, it is defuzzified to produce a scalar weight value

/3i,

which is

used for weighted-decision-based action generation. Action Ai associated with the

ith

object consists of two unit vectors Ai,pan and Ai,tilt· These unit vectors are directed
to the expected pan and tilt angles required to position the object at the center of
the visual field. The overall action A
(7.2). Here, epan

=

LApan and etilt

=

{Apan, Atilt} is generated using (7.1) and

=

LAtilt are used as the pan and tilt commands

to control the camera motion of the robot.
The proposed FDES-based architecture provides additional means of system analysis, which measures the decision vagueness and sudden changes in focus of attention
in terms of state-based observability and controllability of the FDESs associated with
the attended object. The robot employs slower pan-tilt motion in presence of vague
decision and sudden changes in focus of attention to ensure smooth camera motion.

If Bi is selected as

B (i.e., the most appropriate object for the robot's attention)

by

the Arbiter (see Section 4.4 in Chapter 4), the pan and tilt commands are modified
using (7.3) and (7.4).

(7.3)

Oa

X

Ca
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X

LAtilt deg

(7.4)

(a) Captured image

(b) Detected objects

(c) Hue

(d) Saturation

(e) Intensity

(f) Texture (edge)

Figure 7.2: Object detection and feature extraction
Here Oa and Ca are the average measures of state-based observability (Oij) and
controllability (Cii) of the FDES Fii.

7.4
7.4.1

Experiments
Object detection and feature extraction

The current experimental setup uses colored objects on white background to allow
faster object detection and feature extraction for the demonstrations. Fig.7.2 describes an example, where the captured image is shown in Fig.7.2(a). The whitebackground is subtracted using color-based thresholding in RGB (Red-Green-Blue)
plane. The connected image segments are specified as the objects and are shown in
Fig.7.2(b).
This work uses the HSI (Hue-Saturation-Intensity) representation of image for the
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feature extraction process. Hue varies from 0 to 1 and the corresponding colors vary
from red, through yellow, green, cyan, blue, and magenta. Saturation varies from 0
to 1 and the corresponding colors (hues) vary from unsaturated (shades of gray) to
fully saturated (no white component). Intensity, or brightness, varies from 0 to 1 and
the corresponding colors become increasingly brighter.
The following features are used to represent the

ith

object in the current visual

field.
• Object-saturation (zi 1 ) denotes the average saturation value of the object.
• Object-intensity (zi 2 ) presents the average intensity value of the object.
• Object-hue (zi3 ) indicates the average hue value of the object.
• Intensity-contrast (zi4 ) determines the average intensity contrast between the
background and the object.
• Object-texture (zi 5 ) evaluates the average strength of the intensity gradient to
represent the texture of the object.
• Object-area (zi6 ) calculates the normalized number of pixels belonging to the
object with respect to a reference object-area (10000 pixels).
The feature values zi 1 , ... , zi 5 vary from 0 to 1 and zi6 ranges in the limit [0,1). Figures
7.2(c)-7.2(f) describe the HSI representation and the texture (edge) of the captured
image shown in Fig.7.2(a). Table 7.1 outlines the feature vectors corresponding to
the objects detected in Fig.7.2(b).

7.4.2

FDES modeling

The visual field of the robot includes M number of objects as candidate to receive
attention (see Fig.7.3) The

ith

object is represented using Bi
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=

(Ai, Zi, Fi). The unit

Zil

Zi 2

Zi3

Zi4

Zi5

Zi6

Red apple

0.6583

0.1394

0.1335

0.5361

0.0761

0.6307

Green apple

0.7419

0.3517

0.2101

0.3238

0.1174

0.6806

Golden apple

0.8107

0.7

0.1396

0.0244

0.0642

0.629

Orange

0.9102

0.602

0.0788

0.0736

0.1597

0.7233

Table 7.1: Feature vectors
The task of
visual attention

Figure 7.3: Visual attention system
vectors associated with the action Ai = { Ai,pan , A ,tilt} are determined as follows

LAi,pan
LA-t,t·lt
t

=

FV
W FV

FV

= HFV

X

Di,pan deg

x D·t, t·lt
deg.
t

FV denotes the field of view of the camera, which is 63° for the Bumblebee camera
used in the experiment. W FV and H FV stand for the width (320 pix) and height
(240 pix) of an image captured by the camera. Di,pan and Di,tilt denote the distances
from the center of the visual field to the centroid of ith object along x-axis andy-axis,
respectively (see Fig.7.4).
The sensory data (or feature values) z i

=

{zij lj

=

1, . .. ' Ji } , Ji = 6, where Zij is

described in Section 7.4.1.
FDES Fi is composed of Fij, j = 1, ... , Ji· Fig.7.5 shows the state-transition diagrams of the FDESs, which model the feature contributions and overall strength of
the stimulus. The FDESs consist of 5 states (i.e., N
160

=

5) and 5 events (i.e., E = 5) .

Centroid of
the ith object
Center o f t h J
visual field
~
~di,tilt

t

di,pan

WFV= 320 pix
Figure 7.4: Field of view
Here state 1 , ..

. ,

state5 indicate lower, low, medium, high, and higher strengths, re-

spectively. Fig.7.5(a) shows the transition-structure of Fil · It evaluates the effect of
zi 1 using the event matrices formed using transitions rules. Events

a~1 ,

e = 1, ... , E

are constructed using (4.11) as follows:

fA (zii)

0

0

0

0

fA (zil)

0

0

0

0

0

fA (zil)

0

0

0

0

0

fA (zii)

0

0

0

0

0

fA(zil)

0

alil --

a2il --

0 Jl1 (zii)

0

0

0

0 0 fi~ (zii)

0

0

0 fA (zii)

0

0

0

0 0 fi1 (zil)

0

0

0 fi~ (zil)

0

0

0

0 0 fi~ (zil)

0

0

0

0

fi~ (zii)

0

'

a3 -

il -

0

0

fi21(Zil)

0

0

0 0 fi~ (zii)

0

0

0

!?1 (zil)

0

0 0
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0

(a)

a

a

2-5

Fil

and

(b)

Fi3

3-5

a

a

Fi2

4-5

3-5

a

4-5

{ 4,a5}
a 4-5=a
{ 3,a4-5}
a 3-5=a
a2-5={ a2, a3-5}

Figure 7.5: State-transition diagrams
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Figure 7.6: Membership functions

0:4 -

il-

0 0 0 fA (zil) 0

0 0 0 0 fP1 (zil)

0 0 0 fA(zil)

0

0 0 0 0 fi51(zil)

0 0 0 fA(zil)

0

, and

o:f1 =

0 0 0 0 fi~ (zii)

0 0 0 fA (zii) 0

0 0 0 0 fi51(zil)

0 0 0 fA (zii) 0

0 0 0 0 fi51(zil)

The MF fiel associated with the event

o:i1 is

shown in Fig. 7.6. It is evident from

the state-diagram and MFs shown in Fig.7.5(a) and 7.6 that the feature-contribution
corresponding to object-saturation is proportional to zil. This feature is given the
highest priority by allowing direct transitions from lower states to higher states. However, lower states are only reachable from immediate higher states. This prevents
abrupt distraction in focus of attention in case of noisy perception. For state-based
observability and controllability analysis, Lil and Wi 1 are defined as

Lil =

0

0.125

0.125

0.375 0.65625

0.9375

0 0 0 0 0

0

0.125

0.375

0.65625

0 0 0 0 0

0.375

0.125

0

0.125

0.375

0.65625

0.375

0.125

0

0.125

1 1 0 0 0

0.125

0

1 1 1 0 0

0.9375

0.65625 0.375

and wil

=

1 0 0 0 0

The matrix Lil is determined using (4.18) and Wil is defined according to the unreachable state-information.
Fi 2 is similar to F'-; 1 , where event

o:i2

is determined using the feature value zi 2 .
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ft2 = ft1 ,

The MF

matrix

=

Li 2

Li 1

and

Wi2

=

Wil.

The feature-contribution

corresponding to object-intensity is proportional to the feature value
Fi 3

Zi2·

has the transition structure shown in Fig. 7.5(b). The events of

Fi3

are deter-

mined as follows:

fls(zi3)

0

0

0

0

fls(zi3)

0

0

0

0

0

JA(zi3)

0

0

0

0

0

!A(zi3)

0

0

0

0

0

"'1 '--"i3-

"'2 '--"i3-

0 ji~(Zi3)

0

0 0 fi~(Zi3)

0

0

0 fi~ (zi3)

0

0 0 fi~(zi3)

0

0

0 fi~(zi3)

0

0

0 0 fi~(zi3)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0 fi~(zi3)

0

0

0

0

0 0 0

0 0

0

JA(zi3) 0

0

0 0 0 fi~(Zi3) 0

0 0 0

0

fi~ (zi3)

0 0 0

0

fi~(zi3)

0 0 0 fi~(zi3) 0

0 0 0

0

fi~(zi3)

0 0 0 fi~(zi3)

0 0 0

0

fi~ (zi3)

0 0 0 fi~(zi3) 0

'

and a t53 =

0

The MF fi~-e+l) = fieu which indicates that the feature-contribution corresponding to object-hue is inversely proportional to the feature value zi 3 . This feature is
given less importance than saturation and intensity by imposing the constraint that
a lower state can only reach three successive higher states. For observability and
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controllability analysis, Li3 = Lil is used and Wi 3 is defined as

0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
wi3 =

oooo

1

1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0
Fi4 has the transition structure shown in Fig.7.5(c). The events of Fi 4 are determined
as follows:
fi~(zi4)

0

0

fi~(zi4)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

~1 '-<i4-

0

,,2 '-<i4-

0 fi~(Zi4)

0

0

0 0 fi~ (zi4)

0

0

0 fi~(zi4)

0

0

0 0 fi~ (zi4)

0

0

0 fi~(zi4)

0

0

0

0 0 fi~(Zi4)

0

0

0

0

0 0 fi~(zi4)

0

0

0

0

0

0

,,3 -

' '-<i4 -

0 0

0

0
0

4
"'
L<i4-

0 0

0

0 0

0

0 0

0

fi~(Zi4)

0

0 0

0

fi~(Zi4)

0

The MF ft4

=

0 0

0
0

0
0

0

fi~(zi4)

0 0

0

0

fi~ (zi4)

0 0

0

0

fi~ (zi4)

fiel, which indicates that the feature-contribution corresponding to in-

tensity contrast between the object and the background is proportional to the feature
value zi 4· This feature is given less importance than the previous features by impos-
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ing the constraint that a lower state can only reach two successive higher states. For
observability and controllability analysis,

Li 4

= Lil

is used and

Wi4

is defined as

0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1

1oooo

wi4=

1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0

Fi5 has the transition structure shown in Fig.7.5(d). The events of Fi 5 are determined
as follows:

fA( zis)

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0
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0
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0
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0 fi~(Zi5)

0:5.
=
tv

0

0

0

0

0

fl5(zi5)

0

0

0

0

0

fi~(zi5)

0

0

0

0

0

fi~ (zi5)

0

0

0

0

fi55(zi5)

The MF fie5 =

g1, which infers that the feature-contribution corresponding to object-

texture is proportional to the feature value zi 5 . This feature is given the lowest
importance by imposing the constraint that a lower state can only reach the successive higher state. For observability and controllability analysis , Li 5 = Lil is used and

wi5 is defined as
0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1
wi5 =

ooo

1

1

1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0

Fi 6 is similar to Fi 5, where event

o:i6 is determined using the feature value ziG·

ft6 = g1, matrix

Wi6

Li6

= Lil and

=

Wi5.

The MF

The feature-contribution corresponding

to object-area is proportional to the feature value zi6.
The overall FDES Fi has the same state-transition structure as Fi 5 and FiB· It
prevents abrupt changes in focus of attention by using the restrictive transition structure described in Fig.7.5(d). Event

0:1t =

o:i is calculated using (4.12)

as
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0:3 =
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a4t
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and a t5

=

is determined using (4.13). For observability and controllability analysis,

= Lil and Wi = Wi5 are used.
The FDESs corresponding to a new object are initialized with a default state

vector [ 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 ], which infers lower stimulus-strength. In the
arbitration process 6 is set to 0, which infers that the winner object is given the
highest importance while directing the attention.

7.4.3

Results

This section presents three experiments to explore different aspects of the proposed
approach.
Case 1: In this experiment, only one object is placed within the visual field of the
robot. The robot learns the feature vector of the object and controls the pan-tilt
motion of the camera to focus the object at the center of its visual field.
Case II:

In this experiment, two objects are placed in the robot's visual field. The

robot employs bottom-up saliency to focus the first object and then uses novelty
bias to focus the second object.
Case III:

In this experiment, three objects are sequentially placed in the robot's

visual field. The robot focuses the objects using both the bottom-up saliency
and novelty bias. Furthermore, location bias is also introduced to focus one of
the objects using the learned feature vector of the object.
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Figure 7.7: Image sequence in experiment 1
An ActivMedia Pioneer 3AT robot is used in the experiments. The robot is equipped
with a pan-tilt unit, which controls the motion of a Bumblebee camera. The motion
commands are defined using (7.3) and (7.4).
Fig. 7. 7 depicts an image sequence that describes the process of visual attention in
experiment 1. The first image shows the experimental setup with respect to the home
position of the camera. A circular red cardboard is placed on the white background.
Images 2-7 in Fig. 7. 7 describe the gradual shift in camera position to place the red
object at the center of visual field. The object is learned 2N (i.e., 10) times and
then the camera is reset to its home position. Fig. 7.8 demonstrates the associated
parameter variations to control the camera motion. The weight of the selected object
is shown in Fig.7.8(a), which describes the gradual increase in the importance of red
object. According to the state diagram (see Fig.7.5), it requires at least N (i.e, 5)
successive decision cycles to attain the maximum value of the weight. This is evident
from Fig.7.8(a) , where the value of weight becomes saturated after the

6th

decision

cycle. The average state-based observability Oa and controllability Ca are shown in
Fig.7.8(b), where the variations infer that the initial visual attention is made on the
basis of vague decision (i.e., lower values of Oa) and the bottom-up bias tries to make
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Figure 7.8: Parameter variations in experiment 1
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 7.9: Objects in experiment 2
abrupt changes in focus of attention (i.e., lower values of Ca)· These effects are offset
by modulating the pan and tilt commands with OaCa, which produce slower camera
motion in presence of vague decision and abrupt change in focus of attention. The
pan and tilt commands converge to 0 when the attended object is positioned at the
center of the visual field.
Fig. 7.9(a) depicts the setup for experiment 2, where two objects, colored red and
yellow, are placed on the white background. According to the bottom-up bias the red
object is first focused and is positioned at the center of visual field (see Fig.7.9(b)).
The novelty bias is automatically activated after the

lOth

decision cycle and the

yellow object is attended by the robot as shown in Fig.7.9(c). However, Fig.7.10(a)
shows that the weight of the selected object start decreasing before the 20th decision
cycle. The attention to the yellow object is distracted because of noisy perception
as shown in Fig.7.9(d). Two new patterns are formed corresponding to the red and
yellow objects. Consequently, the attention is temporarily governed by the newly
formed perception of red object from the 1~h to 19th decision cycles. The yellow
object is focused again at the 20th decision cycle and the robot continues attending
it until the total number of attended decision cycles (including the previous ones) is
10 for the yellow object. Fig.7.10(b) and 7.10(c) show the corresponding measures
of average observability and controllability, and the modulated pan-tilt commands.
The modulated pan-tilt commands produce slower camera motion when the visual
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Figure 7.10: Parameter variations in experiment 2
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Figure 7.11: Objects in experiment 3
attention is changed from one object to another.
In experiment 3, the robot learns three objects one after another. Fig.7.11(a)
shows the initial setup of the experiment, where a red box is placed alone on the
white background. The weight of the selected object shown in Fig.7.12(a) describes
that the box is learned around the 20th decision cycle. Fig.7.11(b) shows that the
focused red box is positioned at the center of visual attention. A yellow cardboard
is then placed on the left side of the box, which is focused (see Fig.7.11(c)) and
learned because of the novelty bias around the 45th decision cycle. The novelty bias
is again activated when a green book is placed on the right side of the red box. The
green book is focused (see Fig. 7.11 (d)) and learned around the 65th decision cycle.
However, Fig.7.12(a) indicates that the value of the selected object is oscillatory when
the green object is focused . This infers that the visual attention to the green object
has been distracted due to noisy sensing as shown in Fig.7.11(e). This experiment also
employs WM-bias for guided search in the visual field. The first WM-bias is applied
in the form of location bias in favor of the green object around the 75th decision
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cycle, which is represented by a peak in the value of weight around this decision cycle
in Fig.7.12(a). The WM-bias is also applied in the form of feature-bias, where the
yellow cardboard is first focused around the 85th decision cycle and then, the red
box is attended around the lOOth decision cycle in favor of the feature-bias. These
feature biases are represented by two peak values of weight corresponding to the 85th
and lOOth decision cycles in Fig.7.12(a). The measures of average observability and
controllability are shown in Fig.7.12(b) and the modulated pan-tilt commands are
shown in Fig.7.12(c).
The experimental results reveal that the proposed architecture successfully combines the bottom-up and top-down biases for visual attention of the robot. The weight
of the selected object is controlled using the FDES-based state structure which prevents abrupt changes in robotic visual attention. This method also employs system
characteristics, such as observability and controllability, to produce desired motion
commands to control the camera position, which focuses the attended object at the
center of the visual attention. However, it is observed that the visual attention is
distracted when the process of object detection and feature extraction is erroneous
due to noisy perceptions as shown in Fig.7.9(d) and 7.11(e). To improve this situation, robust image processing techniques are required to filter out noisy perceptions.
Moreover, appropriate parameter tuning of the ART2 prevents creating redundant
clusters in presence of the noisy sensing.

7.5

Conclusion

This chapter presents a novel application of the proposed FDES-based architecture
to model visual attention of a robot. The method attempts to implement the Biased
competitive hypothesis, where the bottom-up bias is combined with the top-down bias

for attention modeling. The bottom-up bias represents saliency of the objects' fea175

tures, whereas the top-down bias represents the relevance of an object with current
behavioral state of the robot. In the proposed implementation of biased competitive hypothesis, FDES is used to model the sensory feedback from the environment

to generate the object-saliency. The Arbiter combines the top-down bias with the
object-saliency and selects an appropriate object for visual attention. The FDESbased architecture provides the opportunity to implement heuristic-based reasoning
using state-transition structure of a FDES. It also employs fuzzy logic to incorporate
deterministic vagueness of human reasoning. Moreover, state-based generation of the
object saliency prevents abrupt change in focus of attention, which helps generating
consistent motion commands for the camera. This method uses FDES-based observability and controllability to measure the decision vagueness and sudden change in the
visual attention. These measurements are used to modulate the pan-tile commands of
the camera to produce slower speed when the attention is suddenly distracted. Three
real-world experiments are presented to validate different aspects of the proposed
system.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions & Future Perspectives
The main focus of this thesis is to investigate on behavior coordination mechanisms
and to outline a novel coordination technique using the key features of the existing
methods. This thesis sets three objectives to fulfill the proposed research goal. The
rest of this chapter will summarize the research issues required to be addressed in
order to fulfill these objectives.

8.1

Research summary based on Objective I

Objective 1 raises two research issues, first, investigation of the current literature
to outline the key properties of a behavior coordinator and second, experimentation oh existing methodologies to determine their shortcomings. The first research
issue enables to outline following properties of a behavior coordinator, (a) both behavior arbitration and command fusion techniques should be combined in order to
coordinate competitive and cooperative behaviors, (b) the coordinator should possess
adequate means of modeling the current state of the world, (c) sensory uncertainties
should be modeled using multi-valued logic, (d) persistent behavior selection should
be performed, (e) the coordinator should provide the opportunity to accommodate
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hierarchical decision-making for reactive action generation, (f) it should possess predictive decision-making capability for handling future environmental uncertainties,
(g) it should provide satisfactory means of decision analysis, and finally (h) it should
be modular to achieve robustness with a larger number of behaviors. This research
issue also enables to propose a new classification of the existing behavior coordination
techniques using the characteristics of knowledge representation and decision-making
methods.
The second research issue includes experimentation, where different combinations
of the existing methodologies are employed to inquire about the key aspects of a
behavior coordinator. This experimentation leads to a novel attempt, where a FLbased controller is used in association with motor schema based behaviors for mobile
robot navigation. The FL-based method uses fuzzy meta rules to generate the online
weights for the motor schemas. It uses human reasoning to model the deterministic uncertainty of the noisy perception and reduces the possibility of inappropriate
weight generation for the motor schemas. The experimental results demonstrate that
fuzzy logic based approach overcomes the disadvantages of the traditional schemabased approaches, namely trap situations due to local minima, no passage between
closely spaced obstacles, oscillations in the presence of obstacles and narrow passages.
However, further investigation also reveals that 1) the FL-based method imposes a
scalability problem when the system consists of both competitive and cooperative
behaviors, 2) it does not provide any measure for decision analysis, and 3) it imposes
a scalability problem when previous state information is incorporated for persistent
decision-making.
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8.2

Research summary based on Objective II

Objective 2 is the main focus of this thesis. It leads to the development of a novel
behavior coordination architecture using Fuzzy Discrete Event System (FDES). This
architecture addresses the shortcomings of the FL-based technique using the complimentary properties of Discrete Event System (DES). As a result, the combination of
FL and DES provides the opportunity to integrate several key features of the existing behavior coordination techniques. The proposed method employs fuzzily defined
events and state transition diagram to determine the importance (activity) of a behavior at a given environmental context. It uses supervisory approach to combine
priority-based behavior ranking with context dependent behavior activity to integrate
behavior arbitration and command fusion. The state transition structure of the proposed approach implements context rules for world state modeling and uses fuzzy state
vectors and event matrices to model the current sensory information. This method
provides suitable means of decision analysis using state-based observability and controllability, where observability denotes decision-vagueness based on the uncertainty
associated with the sensory data and controllability indicates the decision-risk based
on the dynamic changes within the observed environment. In this approach, system
memory is preserved using fuzzy state vectors, which help making persistent decisions by preventing abrupt changes in behavior activity. The method employs FDES
in a distributed manner, where separate FDESs are used to model the activity of a
behavior. As a result, addition of a new behavior does not require further modifications of the existing FDESs. Hence, the FDES-based activity generation is modular.
The proposed method also provides the opportunity of hierarchical decision-making

by adopting multilevel behavioral decomposition, which reduces the overall computational complexity of the decision process and helps taking timely response against
the dynamic changes in the observed environment. However, the proposed system
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does not address predictive decision-making, which requires probabilistic inferences;
whereas the FDES-based approach is intended to exploit multi-valued logic based
possibility theory.

8.3

Research summary based on Objective III

The third objective validates the proposed architecture using real-world robotic experiments. A novel FDES-based architecture is presented for mobile robot navigation.
The navigation system employs strategic behaviors to incorporate the effects of deliberative planning and uses reactive behaviors for dynamic obstacle avoidance. The
experimental results show that the performance measures of the FDES-based system
are unaffected even under changing or complex environments. The FDES-based system is able to produce oscillation-free and collision-less navigation in the experiments.
The state-based observability and controllability phenomenons in FDES make it possible to produce modulated velocity and sampling frequency. Velocity modulation
generates slower speed to prevent sharp turning of the robot in presence of dynamic
obstacles and frequency modulation generates higher sampling rate for faster perceptions. Therefore, application of velocity and frequency modulation can slow down the
robot's movement near obstacles, which provides enough time to analyze the updated
sensory information and avoids occurrence of oscillations. A novel object-pulling operation with mobile robot is described to demonstrate the multi-level behavioral decomposition feature of the proposed architecture. The object-pulling task is divided
into anchoring and navigation tasks, which are further decomposed into low-level behaviors. The robot, first, anchors the object and then navigates to the target location.
The experimental results demonstrate that the FDES-based approach provides reliable execution of anchoring task and produces collision-free navigation to the target
location as compared to a DES-based method. Finally, an FDES-based application
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is presented to model the humanoid visual attention system according to the biased
competitive hypothesis. The FDES-based architecture provides several characteristics to effectively combine the bottom-up bias (object-saliency) with the top-down
influence (object bias generated from experience and user feedback) for robotic visual
attention. It provides an opportunity to implement rule-based human reasoning using
the transition structure of a FDES. This architecture uses fuzzy logic to estimate the
deterministic vagueness of a feature contribution. The FDES-based system employs
temporary memory of previous visual attention to prevent abrupt changes in visual
attention and produces smooth motor commands for robotic motion. This method
also employs observability and controllability to measure the decision vagueness and
sudden change in the visual attention. The measurements are used to control the pantilt motion of the camera to produces slower speed when the attention is suddenly
distracted.

8.4

Contributions

To summarize, this thesis made following contributions in behavior-based robotics
while fulfilling the three research objectives.
1. Contributions from Objective I:

(a) A new knowledge-based classification is proposed for behavior arbitration
and command fusion based behavior selection mechanisms.
(b) A novel behavior-based approach of mobile robot navigation is proposed
using FL-based coordination technique for motor schema [41] based behaviors.
2. Contributions from Objective II:
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This research objective enables to devise a novel behavior-based robotic control
approach using FDES. The proposed behavior coordinator
(a) combines the characteristics of behavior arbitration and command fusion
techniques to facilitate the coordination of competitive and cooperative
behaviors,
(b) uses event-driven architecture for world states modeling,
(c) deploys FL to handle sensory uncertainty.
(d) is capable of making persistent behavior selection using system memory,
(e) provides the opportunity of multi-level behavioral decomposition for fast
decision-making,
(f) provides means of decision analysis using observability and controllability,
and
(g) employs modular architecture for behavior coordination.
3. Contributions from Objective III:
This research objective enables to implement three robotic applications using
the proposed FDES-based architecture. The applications include
(a) mobile robot navigation,
(b) object-pulling operation by mobile robots, and
(c) visual attention of mobile robots.
This thesis leads to the following technical papers that report the contributions of
the proposed work.
1. Rajibul Huq, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Cosine, "Behavior Modulation Technique in Mobile Robotics Using Fuzzy Discrete Event System , in

IEEE Transactions on Robotics, vol. 22, no. 5, pp. 903-916, 2006.
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2. Rajibul Huq, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine, "Distributed Fuzzy
Discrete Event System for Robotic Sensory Information Processing ," in the
Special Issue of Expert System on Advances in Intelligent Information Process-

ing, vol. 23, no. 5, pp. 273-289.
3. Rajibul Huq, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine, "An Application of

Fuzzy Discrete Event System to Control a Box-pulling Robot ," Under review
in IEEE Transactions on Robotics.
4. Rajibul Huq, Momotaz Begum, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine,
"A Visual Attention Model for Cognitive Robots Using Fuzzy Discrete Event
System ," Under review in IEEE Transactions on Robotics.
5. Rajibul Huq, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine, "Mobile Robot
Navigation Using Motor Schema and Fuzzy Context Dependent Behavior Modulation ," Under review in Applied Soft Computing (ELSEVIER).
6. Rajibul Huq, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine, "Behavior based
robot control: A survey towards supervisory behavior coordination," Under
review in Robotics and Autonomous Systems.
7. Rajibul Huq, Momotaz Begum, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine,
"Biased Competitive Model of Humanoid Visual Attention Using Fuzzy Discrete Event System ," in the Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on

Robotics and Biomimetics, 2006.
8. Rajibul Huq, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Cosine, "A Behavior-based
control of a Box-pulling robot using Fuzzy Discrete Event System," in the Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems,
2006.
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9. Rajibul Huq, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine, "Behavior-based
Robot Control Using Fuzzy Discrete Event System ," in the Proceedings of

IEEE International Conference on Fuzzy Systems, 2006, pp. 1146-1153.
10. Rajibul Huq, George K. I. Mann, and Raymond G. Gosine, "Fuzzy Discrete

Event System Based Behavior Modulation in Mobile Robotics ," in the Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems,
2005, pp. 2241-2246.

11. Rajibul Huq, George Mann, and Raymond Gosine, "Integrated Motion Planning for Indoor Mobile Robots Using Motor Schema and Adaptive Fuzzy Behavioral Modulation ," in the Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on

Intelligent Robots and Systems, 2004, pp. 2985-2990.
12. Rajibul Huq, Raymond Gosine, and George Mann, "An Integrated Approach

for Multilane Robot Motion Planning Using Motor Schema and Fuzzy Logic
," in the Proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and

Cybernetics, 2004, pp. 5301-5306.

8.5

Future research directions

This work leads to several potential research areas. The following is a brief discussion
on these research directions.
• The proposed method lacks the opportunity of online parameter adaption to
attain robust performance in dynamic environments. Consequently, it requires
developing online parameter tuning methods to incorporate dynamic changes
in the robot's workspace. As an example, the MFs used in a FDES can be
tuned dynamically with NN-based or GA-based techniques [58, 59] to assist the
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current goal of the robot.
• The proposed FDES-based system only models the deterministic uncertainty
with possibility theory to update the activity state of a behavior. However,
robotic applications also require modeling of non-deterministic uncertainty with
probability theory to control the activity states of a behavior using predictive
decision-making. This requirement directs to the future research on combining
FDES with Probabilistic Discrete Event Systems (PDES) [135] to integrate both
the possibility and probability theory in the same frame.
• DES has two major knowledge representation techniques: Finite State Automata (FSA) and Petri Net [69]. The present work exploits FSA-based DES
combined with fuzzy logic for behavior coordination. Consequently, it remains
open to investigate on fuzzy Petri Net [136] for behavior-based robotic control.
• The FDES-based approach is extendable for multiagent coordination.

In a

multiagent system, a task is assigned to a team of robots, where each robot accomplishes a subtask of the given goal. Hence, a robot is similar to a behavior
and the multiagent coordination problem is identical to the behavior coordination problem [137]. As a result, the present research provides an opportunity
to investigate on multiagent coordination using FDES.
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